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Editor’s Foreword
By Joe Pavlat

CompactPCI & AdvancedTCA Systems

AdvancedTCA Summit 2007
Welcome to the 2008 CompactPCI and
AdvancedTCA Systems Buyer’s Guide.
The products listed here speak to the
growth of AdvancedTCA, the interest
in MicroTCA, and the persistence of
CompactPCI.
An event that also demonstrated continued interest and growth in these areas
took place in October. The third annual
AdvancedTCA Summit was held in Santa
Clara, California at the Convention Center.
Once again, Chairman Lance Leventhal
and his colleagues at Creative Concepts did
a fabulous job putting the event together,
and everyone I talked to was very happy
with it. Some highlights included:
n 112 program participants and speakers
n 4 keynote speeches
n 5 short paper sessions
n 6 industry expert panels
n 7 tutorials and 7 one-hour workshops
n Special Venture Capital and Market
Analyst sessions
n 1,171 registrants, 850+ attendees
In addition to the keynotes, popular sessions
included Introduction to AdvancedTCA,
AdvancedTCA/MicroTCA, the Issues
Roundtable on Creating Real Applications,
the Special Session on Venture Capital,
the CP-TA session, the Beer, Pizza, and
Chat with the Experts session, the Pioneers
session, the Special Market Research session, and the Special Open Tutorial on
Developing Next-Generation Solutions.
There were 70 exhibitors, including
open-standards-holdout Cisco Systems
(recruiting AdvancedTCA engineers!),
Emerson Network Power, Ericsson,
Enea, Freescale Semiconductor, Fujitsu,
RadiSys, GE Fanuc, IBM, Intel, NEC,
Interphase, Kontron, Molex, Motorola,
Schroff, Tyco, and Wind River. Major
sponsors were Enea, Intel, Interphase,
Motorola, Intel Communications Alliance,
Freescale Semiconductor, Wind River,
and White Electronic Designs.
This month marks the fifth anniversary
of the release of the first AdvancedTCA
specification, and, as predicted by many,
this is the year AdvancedTCA came of
age with many customers, including

major players like Nortel, delivering production quantities of AdvancedTCA gear
to their customers. Most of these customers have now moved beyond the evaluation phase into deployment and further
design. There was also significant interest at the Summit in MicroTCA from a
variety of industries, including telecom,
enterprise networking, medical equipment, instrumentation, and military/
defense/aerospace systems.
Another sign that the AdvancedTCA
market is growing up came from the
analysts who assess market size and
future growth. In the first few years after
AdvancedTCA was developed, there
was little actual market data and perhaps more than a bit over-enthusiasm.

It was refreshing to see the analysts
who presented at the Summit generally
now agree on market size and growth.
Eric Heikkila, Director of Embedded
Hardware at Venture Development Corporation, was one analyst who presented
his data (Figure 1).
Eric thinks the combined AdvancedTCA
and MicroTCA markets total $557M in
2007, $979M in 2008, $1822M in 2009,
$2817M in 2010, and $3679M in 2011.
You can download Eric’s presentation
and many others at the Summit’s web
site, www.advancedtcasummit.com.
In this issue
In this month’s issue, Frank Fitzgerald
of Carlo Gavazzi Computing Solutions

Total Merchant Market,
AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA, 2006-2011
(US$ in Millions)

2011

$3,679.0

2010

$2,816.8

2009

$1,821.7

2008

$978.7

$557.0

2007

$292.7

2006

Courtesy Venture Development Corporation
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Availability Forum, and even how the
military is reacting to HA for their nextgeneration systems.

While HA

has long been

integral to high
reliability telecom
equipment, the

For those designing MicroTCA power
subsystems, Juergen Hahn-Barth from
CONEC Corporation gives us details
about the power connectors specified for
use in MicroTCA, and the design issues
engineers face.
After years of debating which switched
serial interconnect will see wide use, the
“fabric wars” finally seem to be over.
While Fibre Channel will see some use
in storage applications, it’s clear now that

Ethernet will be used for the bulk of IP
transport applications and Serial RapidIO
will be used in systems utilizing lots of
DSPs and in applications where Quality of
Service at the hardware level is required.
Tom Roberts from Mercury Computer
Systems presents the two technologies
and talks about how each is best used.
Learn and enjoy!

Joe Pavlat
Editorial Director

solutions until
recently have been
proprietary

”

gives us a great tutorial on the subject of
shelf management in open platforms such
as AdvancedTCA. He outlines the basic
architecture of Shelf Managers and how
they interact with the rest of the system.
He points out that this is a complex and
constantly evolving technology, often
beyond the complete grasp of a system
vendor intent on delivering an application
to a customer. Frank describes how shelf
suppliers need to be expert at system management, what sorts of things to look for,
and what questions to ask when selecting
a shelf vendor.
Taking the discussion to the next level,
Dr. Asif Naseem, GoAhead Software,
presents an in-depth look at High Availability. HA middleware is the next
layer above system management, and
Dr. Naseem ably explains the architecture, processes, and services that go into
building a highly available system. While
HA has long been integral to high reliability telecom equipment, the solutions
until recently have been proprietary.
Organizations like PICMG, the Service
Availability Forum, and the Linux Foundation are working together to bring HA
into the world of open public standards.
Another perspective on HA comes this
month in an interview with Jim Lawrence
and Chris Lanfear of Enea. They address
some of the important business issues
surrounding HA, customer expectations,
the competition, more on the Service

CompactPCI and AdvancedTCA Systems / December 2007 / 9
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H I G H AVA I L A B I L I T Y

Achieving high availability and management
with the latest standard COTS technologies
By Dr. Asif Naseem

10 / CompactPCI and AdvancedTCA Systems / December 2007

Dr. Naseem describes the rapidly
maturing ecosystem of COTS elements
upon which Telecommunication Equipment
Manufacturers (TEMs) can count for systems
that deliver the same level of service
availability traditionally possible with
proprietary systems.

H I G H AVA I L A B I L I T Y
It was Ma Bell who set our expectation
that every time we picked up the plain
old telephone handset from the cradle
the dial tone was there! Every time.
Just about. The telephone has long set
the standard for service availability, at
least in the telecommunications world.
And this was made possible by the endless efforts of scores of smart engineers
building systems that could withstand failures – hardware or software – and continue
to provide uninterrupted service to the end
users even in the presence of such failures.
Over the decades, large TEMs have built
impressive, broad, and deep technical
expertise and capabilities to build such
highly available systems in-house. These
systems have served the industry and us
well. However, building, maintaining,
and evolving such proprietary systems is
becoming increasingly prohibitive from
the perspective of cost, risk management,
and time to revenue.
TEMs – at least the larger ones – have
traditionally built such systems in-house
using proprietary technology, driven to
do so by the lack of a viable ecosystem
of suppliers of COTS building blocks that
can be quickly and effectively assembled
to create systems that can parallel the
service availability traditionally possible
with proprietary systems. The industry,
however, is shifting. Key standards are
in place that are fostering and accelerating the proliferation of an ecosystem of
COTS component suppliers. Standards
such as those published by PICMG, Linux
Foundation, and the Service Availability
Forum, offer alternatives to building proprietary hardware, operating systems,
and high availability and management
middleware, respectively. The hardware
and operating systems layers based on
these standards have proven to be viable
and hence are being widely adopted. The
focus is now shifting up into the middleware layer where industry innovators are
already adopting commercial software to
address service availability and management requirements. Acceleration of this
adoption requires, among other factors,
that the commercial High Availability
(HA) middleware layer provide:
1. A comprehensive yet flexible and
modular architecture that can be
adopted easily to address the varying
availability requirements of different
network elements by different
equipment vendors

2. A critical mass of core services
that can be easily integrated
into applications requiring high
availability
The approach described here illustrates
how to achieve both these objectives.
System architecture
The HA middleware should be designed
with an architecture that ensures there is
no single point of failure and that the services provided by the system it runs on
are always available. To make this possible, the HA middleware uses a distributed
redundancy architecture where the critical middleware services are distributed
across more than one node to ensure that
the HA services are redundant. Each node
runs an instance of the HA Process (HAP),
which provides most of the middleware
management functions, detects available
nodes in a system configuration, and combines them into a single availability and
management domain called a cluster. The
HAP enables each node to participate in
the cluster while also making the set of
middleware services available to any relevant applications running in the cluster.
A set of key logical entities (Figure 1)
determines the scope of the system being
managed.
The key logical entities associated with
the HA middleware cluster include:
Cluster node
A cluster node is defined as an instance
of the HA middleware running on top of
an operating system hosted by a hardware

platform. The Cluster Management Service (CMS) is responsible for establishing
and maintaining communication between
all nodes in the cluster, and for assigning
cluster roles to each node to ensure the
overall availability of the services hosted
within the cluster. The possible cluster
node roles are:
n Manager node. As Figure 1 shows,
one cluster node is assigned the role of
manager, which is primarily responsible for monitoring and managing the
nodes in the cluster as well as managing
the information model. The middleware
can control the nodes that can assume
the manager role, which are nodes that,
based on their configured settings, can
become manager and are referred to
as manager-capable nodes.
n Standby manager node. When there
are multiple manager-capable nodes
in a cluster, one of them is selected as
the standby manager node. One of the
primary tasks of the standby manager
node is to maintain a synchronized
version of the information model and
health monitor the manager node. If
the manager node fails, the standby
manager node becomes the manager
node for the cluster. If there is another
manager-capable node in the cluster,
it becomes the standby manager node.
n Client node. A client node is one
that has access to the full set of HA
middleware services, but as configured
has no associated management role
within the cluster. A manager-capable
node may still perform the role of a
client if two manager-capable nodes
have entered the cluster before it.

Cluster

Manager

Cluster
Node

Resource

External
Resource

Standby
Manager

Client

Information
Model

Local
Resource

Proxy
Resource

Figure 1
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Information model
The information model is a logical representation of the configuration and runtime status information repository for the
system. The resources of the system are
represented as objects in the information
model, including resources or entities that
are managed by the availability management framework. The objects in the information model for these entities define the
availability management system model,
which represents the relationships between
the system resources and their relevant
availability management policies that drive
the overall system’s service availability.
Resource classifications
Within a cluster, there are many physical
or logical resources that need to be managed, such as compute blades in a chassis,
networking hardware, application processes running on a node, and the like. The
relevant resource classifications include:
n Local resource. A resource hosted
by a physical node on which a cluster
node is running.
n External resource. A resource
utilized by the system that is located
outside the nodes that comprise the
system under management.
n Proxy resource. A resource included
in the system to manage local and/
or external resources that cannot be
modified to be aware of the HA middleware and thus cannot be directly
managed by it. A proxy resource,
which can be a physical resource but
usually equates to a proxy application,
can act as mediator for one or more
local or external resources and contains the logic for translating between
the HA middleware commands to the
resource and the actual management
interface provided by the resource to
perform the requested action.
Any resource whose operation affects the
overall service availability of the system
is typically represented in the availability
management framework system model to
ensure that the resource’s availability is
factored into the overall system availability management policies.

H I G H AVA I L A B I L I T Y
while the elements (Figure 3) that form an
HA middleware node include:

ware services available to any relevant
applications running in the cluster. A
single HAP runs on each node to enable
the HA middleware functionality on it.

The HA middleware process
The HAP, which provides most of the
HA management functions, detects available nodes in a system configuration
and combines them into a cluster. The
GoAhead SelfReliant Process (SRP)
enables each node to participate in the cluster while also making the set of middle-

HA configuration files
The configuration of an individual
node is based primarily on the app.xml
configuration file identified when starting the HAP. The app.xml configuration file is used to adjust the operation

HA-enabled
Applications
Services
HAlib

Unmodified
Applications

HAP
HA
Watchdog

Services
HAK

XML
File(s)
(e.g., app.xml)

Figure 2

HA_Node

XML_Config_File

Watchdog

HAP

HA_enabledApplication

HAK

Node architecture
From the HA middleware perspective,
any entity – a blade in a chassis, a rackmounted server, or a standalone computer
– running an instance of HAP is considered to be a node. In this context, a conceptual view of a node is depicted in Figure 2,
12 / CompactPCI and AdvancedTCA Systems / December 2007
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of the HAP to the needs and requirements of the system. An example of an
HA middleware configuration attribute
defined through app.xml that affects the
operation of the HAP is the list of extensions that should be loaded in the HAP,
because this affects the set of HA middleware services that are available on the
local node. Certain services, such as the
Platform Resource Management Service
(PRMS), have additional XML configuration files that can be modified to adjust
the operation of the associated middleware service.
The HA watchdog
An optional process, the HA watchdog,
runs on a node to periodically monitor the
HAP, eliminating a possible single point
of failure. If the HAP fails, the watchdog
process restarts the HAP to ensure that
the HA middleware services are again
accessible on the node. The watchdog
must be designed to be as simple as
possible to limit the possibility of errors
in the watchdog. However, the HAP also
should monitor the watchdog process and
restart it should it fail.
Applications
Various types of applications can be part
of the availability model and executing
on a node in the system. An HA-enabled
application operates in its own process
and has its own internal architecture separate from the HAP. It is recommended
that such applications create separate fault
zones for the HAP and any customercreated logic. In this way, any faults in
the customer created application do not
affect the HAP and vice-versa. As noted
previously, the HAP must be running on
the same node as an HA-enabled application for the application to have access to
any HA middleware services.
The HA middleware process
The HAP runs on a node to allow: the
node to participate in the cluster; applications on the local node access to the
HA middleware services; applications
access to any cluster-wide resources, such
as checkpoints, message queue groups,
and event channels. The HAP comprises
the following components.
Kernel
The HA Kernel (HAK), operating within
the HAP, abstracts platform-specific capabilities into generic platform-independent
capabilities. This design enables highlevel services to function seamlessly,

H I G H AVA I L A B I L I T Y
regardless of the underlying hardware
platform and the operating system
running on it. The kernel is also responsible for loading the executable code of
various HA middleware service modules
at runtime. The kernel loads only the set
of HA services that a user has defined as
required on a given node. This allows the
designer to choose which HA middleware services are available on which
cluster nodes, and helps them to minimize the system resources used by the
HA middleware.
Middleware service
The HA middleware typically provides
a variety of services that run within the
HAP and, thus, have access to the required
functionality that is otherwise unavailable
to these applications that run as their own
processes separate from the HAP.
Applications
The middleware application library,
HAlib, provides the framework by which
an HA-enabled application can initialize
and shutdown the set of middleware
services required by the application. An
HA-enabled application can use all, or
a subset of, the available services. The
following types of applications can be
executed on a node in the system, and are
typically part of the availability management model for the system.
HA-enabled applications
An HA-enabled application is usually
written or modified by a customer to
take advantage of the HA middleware
availability management framework and
other services. The application depends
on HAlib to initialize and shutdown any
required service library elements. An
HA-enabled application is commonly
represented in the availability management system model and is involved in
the availability management of itself by
receiving commands from the availability manager or by providing autonomous
state and health updates to the availability
manager.
Proxy applications
This type of application is a special classification of an HA-enabled application
that facilitates availability management
of one or more system resources that are
not aware of the availability management
framework. A proxy application acts as
the proxy between the system resource(s)
it manages and the availability manager.
A proxy application can be used to

14 / CompactPCI and AdvancedTCA Systems / December 2007

ON THE WEB
PICMG
www.picmg.org
or
SA Forum
www.saforum.org

WWW
manage resources local to the node,
such as an unmodified application, or
resources that are external to the cluster but can be managed or monitored
remotely. To be able to manage a local
or external resource, a proxy application
needs to utilize the management interface
provided by the monitored resource(s).
Or, in the case of unmodified applications, the operating system may provide
the interfaces required to monitor and
manage such applications.
Unmodified applications
This type of application can generally be
viewed as any local or external resource –
hardware and/or software – that is not
aware of the availability management
framework provided by HA middleware.
Examples of an unmodified application
component include a legacy or thirdparty application that cannot be modified,
or cannot utilize the availability management framework. The resource, however,
can be monitored or managed through
operating system, network, or custom
resource management interfaces.

BUYER'S GUIDE

Availability management services
The centerpiece of any HA middleware
is its availability management services.
SAFfire supports the Availability Management Framework as defined by the
AIS including the full set of AMF logical
entities, AMF state model, component
lifecycle management, automated error
recovery/repair actions, and administrative operations for AMF objects.
Application services
These services assist developers in simplifying the design and implementation of
applications for highly available systems.
Services provided with SAFfire include
communication services such as Event and
Message for high-speed intra-node and
inter-node communication between applications, cluster node membership notifications, and services that provide application
checkpoint facilities between associated
applications distributed across a system.
Most of these services are based on the
related SA Forum AIS service definitions.
Platform management services
For hardware platforms that support the
HPI, SAFfire includes platform management services that are pre-integrated with
the platform’s HPI service to provide
automatic hardware resource discovery
and population in the availability management system model, propagation of

Notification
Log
AMF MIB
HPI MIB
Alarm
Management
SNMP Agent

Cluster
Management

Platform
Resource
Management
Service

Hotswap
Management
Service

Distributed
Messaging

Cluster
Membership

Availability
Management
Framework

Application Services

Information
Model Mgmt

Availability Management Services

GoAhead SAFfire
Platform Management Services

Systems management services
Systems management building blocks
enable the creation of both external and
internal management functionality. External management includes configuration
management, performance, and Operations, Administration, Maintenance, and
Provisioning (OAM&P). Internal management includes a system configuration
repository that can be used by AIS services as well as user applications, X.73x
style notification generation and reception, system level logging, and alarm
management services.

Applications

Systems Management Services

High availability services
GoAhead SAFfire is an example of an
HA middleware product that includes a
comprehensive set of HA and management services. These services include
those defined by the Application Interface
Specification (AIS) and Hardware Platform Interface (HPI) specifications by the
Service Availability Forum, as well as a
set of services that are not covered by the
SA Forum specs (Figure 4). An overview
of these services is provided here.

H I G H AVA I L A B I L I T Y

Checkpointing
Event
Messaging
Management
Database
Resource
Virtual IP

Console

Base

Foundational Services
Kernel

Hardware Platform Running Standard Operating System

Figure 4
HPI events, access to HPI sensors and
controls, and management of hot swap
sequences for field replaceable units.
Foundational services
The set includes a variety of services that
system developers can utilize to build
highly available systems, including virtual
IP management services. Other features
include a registrar, which is a mechanism
for determining the status of a service, an
embedded scripting feature, an embedded
Web Server, a data service that provides
information about fundamental operating
system parameters, and a service that
provides functions allowing users to start
and run programs using operating systemagnostic API functions.
SAFfire Kernel
A small, reliable, cross-platform foundation for all product services, the SAFfire
Kernel abstracts platform-specific capabilities into generic platform-independent
functionality.
Conclusion
In summary, the industry is steadily
moving towards adopting COTS elements
to put together sophisticated highly available systems for a variety of applications
traditionally only possible through proprietary in-house developments. Viable
standards and a vibrant ecosystem are
helping this transition. c
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Comparing Ethernet and RapidIO
By Tom Roberts
Systems designers evaluating communications fabrics for new systems can see two
attractive options in Ethernet and Serial RapidIO. Technology enthusiasts may
promote one over the other, but an even-handed comparison shows that both have
areas of relative advantage. The designer’s challenge is to evaluate these advantages
in light of specific system requirements and choose the best option. Ethernet and
RapidIO can co-exist within a system, so sometimes the best option may be to
use them both, each focused on functions they perform best.

to 30 Gbps. As with Ethernet, 10 Gbps
implementations are now widely used.

Ethernet was originally conceived of as a way for multiple computers to communicate over
a shared coaxial cable. As technology evolved the physical layer became point-to-point and
practically supportable bandwidths increased to the current level of 10 Gbps. Ethernet has
become the unchallenged communications interconnect for Wide Area Networks because
it is highly flexible, supporting essentially unlimited numbers of endpoints.

Strong Quality of Service (QoS) characteristics are also part of RapidIO. For
example, to support deterministic latency
between two end points, RapidIO can
transport traffic in fixed units. This gives
the system the ability to interleave important traffic at fixed intervals, even if larger,
less important streams have already been
launched. Multicast support provided
by RapidIO is another critical area for
reducing latency in such applications as
wireless base-band and video devices.
Minimum guaranteed bandwidth is yet
another RapidIO QoS feature.

Flexibility versus processing overhead
However, for historical reasons each endpoint is assumed to have a processor that is
both available and capable of running software which implements the Ethernet protocol stack. This software stack gives Ethernet its flexibility but the processing overhead
it generates needs to be considered. For Wide Area Networks (WAN) and Local Area
Networks (LAN), the processing overhead can be compensated for by using large communications packets. For other applications, such as control plane transactions between
boards within a chassis, the packet sizes are small and Ethernet’s software overhead
reduces performance efficiency.

In evaluating the application fit of
Ethernet, the flexibility of its software
stack clearly stands out. Its ubiquitous
presence in the WAN marketplace means
there is a wide array of supporting components: switches; end points; software
stacks. And, if a system needs to communicate with or across a WAN, Ethernet
will do it seamlessly.

The reliability of Ethernet communications depends on choices made in filling out the
software stack. The widely used TCP protocol provides end-to-end connection reliability
but adds to the software stack overhead. UDP can be used when that overhead is too high
and it is acceptable to drop packets for congestion control or because of errors.

RapidIO offers clear application advantages when requirements include low
latency, determinism, guaranteed delivery, or guaranteed minimum bandwidth.
For example, RapidIO is a good fit for a
system requiring high bandwidth, low
latency, and deterministic communications
between multiple processing elements
inside a chassis. c

A first step is to compare and contrast the two technologies. While their capabilities
overlap in some areas, they were developed to solve different problems and their underlying architectures differ in many respects.

RapidIO was designed for embedded applications, supporting chip-to-chip and boardto-board communications. The focus of RapidIO is on delivering communications with
high bandwidth, low latency, determinism, and limited software dependence. Most of the
RapidIO protocol is implemented in the hardware of its endpoints, simplifying software
support and reducing software overhead. RapidIO bandwidths range from 667 Mbps

Mercury Computer Systems’ Ensemble BSW-101 AdvancedTCA
RapidIO/Gigabit Ethernet Switch Blade, part of the Ensemble
AdvancedTCA Application Platform, is an AdvancedTCA
fabric and base switch blade providing the
non-blocking 4x Serial RapidIO fabric
interface for AdvancedTCA
systems with up to 16 slots.
It also supports 23 channels of
Gigabit Ethernet communications
via a Gigabit Ethernet switch.
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Astek Corporation
Serial Attached SCSI (SAS)
host board adapter • 3 GBps
per port, 8 ports • Connects to both
SAS and SATA hard disk drives • AMC.3
support • AMC.1 Support for PCI Express
(x1, x2, x4 or x8) • LSI Logic’s Fusion-MPT™
featuring more than 140,000 I/O per second
• Aggregate I/O port bandwidth of 24 Gbps
and full duplex capability • Leverages existing
SCSI infrastructure for investment protection
and ease of migration • Allows point-to-point
connection and higher availability with dual
ported drives • Astek provides software
support for all major operating systems
including Windows, Linux, VxWorks and
LynxOS • One year limited warranty
RSC No. 35152

www.astekcorp.com

AM4002

Kontron
For use in both AdvancedTCA and MicroTCA systems,
the AM4010 includes up to 2 GB registered Double Data Rate
(DDR2) memory with Error Checking and Correcting (ECC) running
at 400 MHz. Two dual Gigabit Ethernet controllers each utilizing a x4 lane PCI Express interconnection to
the Intel 3100 chipset ensure maximum data throughput between processor and memory. The AM4010
further provides up to 4 GB Flash memory via an onboard USB 2.0 NAND Flash Controller.
The AMC.1/.2/.3-compliant Kontron AM4010 has full hot swap capabilities to facilitate the replacing,
monitoring, and controlling of the module without the need to shut down the AdvancedTCA carrier board
or the MicroTCA system. A dedicated Module Management Controller is used to manage the board
and to support a defined subset of Intelligent Platform Management Interface commands and PICMG
(AdvancedTCA/AMC) command extensions, which enables operators to detect and to eliminate faults
faster at the module level. IPMI enhances the board’s
availability while reducing the overall operating costs and
mean-time-to-repair.

www.kontron.com

RSC No. 33183

FCA2460

Kontron
AdvancedMC processor
module • Single-width, full-height
• Intel Pentium M, scalable up to 2.0 GHz
• Max. 4 GB DDR2 400 MHz memory • Max.
4 GB soldered flash for embedded application
code • Flexible Gigabit and PCI Express fabric
interface • Superb monitoring features • PICMG
AMC.0/.1/.2/.3 compliance • IPMI v1.5 support
RSC No. 32255

AM4010
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A3803-AMC

www.kontron.com

Critical I/O
An AdvancedMC Host Bus Adapter (HBA) that provides 4 Gbps Fibre Channel
connectivity to AdvancedTCA systems • Complies with the AdvancedTCA Advanced Mezzanine Card
standard (AMC.1 with PCI Express host interface) • Ideal for networking and storage applications
• Two independent Fibre Channel interfaces that, when combined, achieve sustained data rates of
1500 MBps, 10 µsec RDMA data transfers, and up to 300,000 SCSI I/O operations per second • Full hot
swap capabilities • Supported by drivers for VxWorks, Linux, Windows, and other specialized operating
systems • Suitable for next-generation computer systems in telecom, military, and enterprise computing
applications • 100% software compatible with the Critical I/O’s PMC and XMC Fibre Channel interfaces
• Interface dissipates 6 W • Provides two independent 4 Gb Fibre Channel ports, four-lane PCI Express
host interface, hot-swap capability, and extensive integrated hardware BIT • Supports VxWorks, Linux,
and Windows • Compatible with X86 and PowerPC AdvancedTCA processor blades

www.criticalio.com

RSC No. 32462

AM4301
Kontron

RSC No. 33103

www.kontron.com

Ensemble BCC-101
Mercury Computer Systems
10 Gbps Serial RapidIO application deployment • 2-, 5-, and 14-slot AdvancedTCA chassis options
• Dual 8-port Serial RapidIO switches • 4 full-height RapidIO-enabled AdvancedMC bays • 1x/4x Serial
RapidIO links over AdvancedMC connector • Onboard IPMI controller • Hot-swap support

www.mc.com

RSC No. 32465

AT8404 AdvancedTCA Carrier Board
Kontron
Four mid-size AdvancedMC slots that support a full range of AdvancedMC modules including
TDM interfaces (E1/T1, STM-1, OC3), NPUs, DSPs, Processor AdvancdMCs, and Storage AdvancedMCs
• Redundant 10 GbE on the fabric interface • Meets the newly adopted AMC.0 rev 2, AMC.2, and AMC.3
PICMG specifications • Includes 5x 1 GbE to each AdvancedMC with L2 switching support and direct
AdvancedMC interconnect for PCI Express, SRIO, 10 GbE, or SAS/SATA • Extensive AdvancedMC module
support offers the highest possible level of customized system level configurations to suit the design
needs of multiple and combined network applications on one dual-star 14- and 16-slot system to drive the
data, voice, and video content for triple play services • Suitable for 10 GbE applications using a variety of
available network processor AdvancedMCs in an IPTV system design
RSC No. 33525

www.kontron.com
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Quad GbE module
AdvancedMC unit for network applications
that require multiple ports directly from an
AdvancedTCA processor blade • Based on the
Intel 82571EB Gigabit Controller, the AM4301
features 4 x 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T
ports and supports PCI Express x8, x4, and
x1 link and remote management via IPMI
v1.5 • As a hot swappable, Field Replaceable
Unit (FRU), the AM4301 also follows the
same stringent carrier grade RASM feature
set • When offered in combination with
AdvancedTCA platforms, it enables telecom
equipment manufacturers to conserve valuable system slots, as the AM4301 maximizes
communications I/O for Gigabit Ethernet and
fast Ethernet networks with four independent
10/100/1000 ports from a single slot
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Momentum AXA-110

PrAMC-7201 AMC
Motorola Inc., Embedded Communications Computing
Processor AdvancedMC Module • Intel Pentium M processor, E7520 memory controller hub,
and 6300ESB I/O controller hub • Dual GbE interfaces based on Intel 82571ED PCI Express to dual
GbE controller • Memory configurations possible up to 2 GB with ECC support • MontaVista CGE 4.0 for
the Centellis and Avantellis 3000 series platforms • Wind River PNE Linux operating environment for the
Centellis 1000 platform • AMC.1 PCI Express, AMC.2 Gigabit Ethernet, and AMC.3 SATA support
• Module management controller (MMC) implementing IPMI v1.5
RSC No. 33057

www.motorola.com/computing

AM4520
High performance, high reliability storage medium for open modular
communications solutions • Up to 73 GB storage capacity • Built in accordance
to the AMC.0 and AMC.3 specifications • 10K rpm spindle • 1.4M hours MTBF • Easily managed
via IPMI v1.5 • Hot-swappable field replaceable unit • Follows stringent carrier grade RASM feature set
• When integrated with AdvancedTCA platforms, the AM4520 SAS module helps conserve valuable
system AdvancedTCA system slots, ensuring greater economies of scale and reduced OPEX

www.kontron.com

PREMIER EMI Faceplate
Chomerics
EMI shielding plastics provide required performance and save significant cost • Shielding effectiveness up to 85 dB for proven compliance NEBS, FCC, Telecordia and EU standards • Low impedance for
grounding needs • Compliance with Telecom Flammability resistance needs; UL 94 V-0 @ 1.5 mm,
5 VA @ 2.0 mm, greater than 28 percent oxygen index rated • Recyclable; conforms to WEEE and TCO,
RoHS compliant • Elimination of secondary processing steps lowers Total Cost
RSC No. 33712

www.chomerics.com

SurfRider/AMC
Surf Communication Solutions
A RoHS-compliant AdvancedMC DSP resource board, preintegrated
with AdvancedTCA and MicroTCA chassis • Provides flexible yet heavy-duty
multimedia processing capabilities • Complete media processing package for audio, video, modem, and
fax • Flexible and scalable modular design supporting up to 8 TI C64x DSPs onboard • Carrier-grade, fieldproven, and cost-effective • Built-in diagnostics provide easier troubleshooting and better application
control • Can be provided as hardware-only solution for DSP-intensive applications
RSC No. 33768

www.surf-com.com

AM4100
Kontron
1.5 GHz Dual Core
Freescale PowerPC MPC8641D • Up to
2.3 MIPS/MHz computing performance and
highest Ethernet bandwidth suitable for
modular AdvancedTCA carriers or highly
integrated, redundant MicroTCA multiprocessing systems • Integrated Altivec 128-Bit
Vector Processing Unit, which also replaces
DSPs • Fits telecommunication equipment
manufacturers and enterprise datacoms’ needs
• Also suitable for medical, industrial imaging,
and military/aerospace • Four GbE interfaces
have advanced capabilities for TCP and UDP
checksum acceleration • QoS support • Packet
header manipulation • Able to sustain highest
data rates • Suits applications with a demand
for high data throughput • Vector processing
unit minimizes cache pollution while processing massive amounts of data • Up to 2 GB
of soldered DDR2-SDRAM • 4 MB bootable
redundant NOR Flash • Up to 4 GB NAND
flash • EEPROM for user and configuration
data • Two of the GbE interfaces can be routed
to AdvancedMC connector or to RJ-45
connectors on the front panel • Supports
PCIe x4 or Serial RapidIO x4 as a fat pipe
fabric • Fully hot swappable
RSC No. 33527

www.kontron.com

Phillips Components

CommAgility
A single-width AdvancedMC module designed for high-bandwidth, high-performance
signal processing, providing DSP and FPGA processing and 10 Gbps Serial RapidIO • 4x Texas
Instruments TMS320C6455 DSPs running at 1 GHz, each with 256 MB of x32 DDR2-500 SDRAM
• Xilinx FX40, FX60, or FX100 FPGA • Separate 32-bit 125 MHz EMIF connection to each DSP plus I/O
• Up to 18 MB of x36 NBTRAM • Serial RapidIO using onboard Tundra Tsi578 switch, gives full 4x 10 Gbps
bidirectional links between all processing elements plus two external links to AdvancedMC connector
and one front panel port • GbE using onboard Broadcom BCM5389 switch gives full GbE links between
all processing elements plus two external links to AdvancedMC connector
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AMC

CA-AMC-D4F1

RSC No. 34011

An Intel Core 2 Duo based
Advanced Mezzanine Card
(AdvancedMC) • Provides modularity for demanding telecom and military communications
• Suited for processing and communications
heart of AdvancedTCA or MicroTCA systems
• Maximum I/O with up to 16 AMC Fat Pipes
connected • Flexible I/O with FPGA ready for
multiple XAUI, RapidIO, and PCI Express • Suited
for embedded computing and control tasks
RSC No. 33151

Kontron

RSC No. 33102

Mercury Computer
Systems

www.commagility.com

Advanced Mezzanine Cards • Phillips
Components is able to help you with your
custom and standard requirements
RSC No. 34442

www.phillipscomponents.net
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Ensemble MPQ-101

Performance
Technologies

Mercury Computer Systems

Dual core Intel Core 2 Duo processor
• Independent L1 cache structures per core
• Shared L2 cache (4 MB) • Compatible with
existing 32-bit code base • Enhanced Intel
SpeedStep technology for more efficient power
management • Low-latency, high-bandwidth
• 64-bit DDR2 PC3200 at 200 MHz • Supports up
to 4 GB DRAM • ECC checking with double-bit
detect and single-bit correct • 2 x 10/100/1000
Ethernet • One USB 2.0 Port (front) • Serial Port
(front) • User LEDs • 2 x 1 Gb/2.5 Gb links per
AMC.2 • x8 PCI Express lanes per AMC.1 • 2 SATA
interfaces per AMC.3 • Power requirements:
+12 V from B+ carrier connector • Multiple
low-power states • System Management

www.pt.com

RSC No. 34049

Serial RapidIO PowerQUICC III AMC Module • Exceptionally powerful processing and
Serial RapidIO connectivity • Onboard Freescale MPC8548E PowerQUICC III processor running
at up to 1.3 GHz • Single-width, full-height AMC • Front-panel USB and Gigabit Ethernet connector
• IPMI controller, firmware, and IMPB links • Supports Linux

www.mc.com

RSC No. 34736

TAMC900
TEWS Technologies LLC
High performance analog to digital converter AdvancedMC • Virtex-5 FPGA and high-speed
onboard memory • Single-width, mid-height PICMG AMC.1 module; x8 PCI port (AMC.1 Type 8 compliant)
• Virtex-5 LXT FPGA; 4 MB QDR-II SRAM • Analog-to-Digital Converter: 8x LTC2254 ADCs, 105 MSps,
14 bit • Signal Conditioning Adapter for flexible adoption to customer analog input requirements
• 3 external clock inputs, 3 external trigger inputs • Operating temperature 0 °C to +55 °C

www.tews.com

RSC No. 34751

Ensemble
MTI-104

AMC141

Mercury Computer Systems

Performance Technologies

A full-height AdvancedTCA AMC module
designed for application development on
four Texas Instruments TCI6482 RapidIO
DSPs • Application developers can optimize
application code with the Quad TI DSP AMC
module and get to market faster • Advanced
performance for baseband development
applications, with robust application development infrastructure • 4 TI RapidIO DSPs
operating at 850 MHz core frequency • RapidIO
and Gigabit Ethernet interfaces, with 1x Serial
RapidIO infrastructure to each DSP • 64 MB
of DDRII memory at 500 MB/s per DSP
• IPMI management software

PWRficient PA6T-1682 Processor AdvancedMC Module dual-core 2 GHz
PA6T-1682 PowerPC processor • Dual DDR2 memory controllers • 2 MB of
L2 cache • 2 GB ECC DR2 SDRAM • 256 MB Embedded type 1 CompactFlash, expandable to 8 GB • Dual
SFP option supports copper or fiber-based Ethernet for 10/100/1000/2500 MB Ethernet • CX4 connector
option supports copper-based 10 GbE (802.3ak) or fiber-based 10 GbE optical adapter • RJ-45 RS-232
console support • Ports 0 and 1 configurable as 1 GbE/2.5 GbE links • Ports 2 and 3 open • Ports 4 to
7 configurable as PCI Express (x1, x2, x4, or first half of x8), 10 GbE, or open • Ports 8 to 11 configurable
as PCI Express (second half of x8) or 1 GbE, 2.5 GE, or 10 GbE •Typical power consumption: 35 W
• Maximum power consumption: 40 W • Single-width, mid-size AMC.0 form factor • Weight: TBD

www.mc.com

RSC No. 34735

www.pt.com

RSC No. 34764

AdvancedMC Mid-Size Carrier
XTech

iSPAN 36CA AMC
Interphase
AMC, 4 port GbE packet
processing • Delivers high capacity line rate
engine for AdvancedTCA and MicroTCA • Suits
IPSEC acceleration, policy management and
routing, and content inspection and management in the 3G/4G, IMS, and VoIP infrastructure
application elements • AMC implementation of
the Cavium Networks next-gen 58xx multicore
Octeon Network Services Processor family
up to 600 MHz with support for 4 to 12 cores
• 4x GbE interfaces on front panel • 4x GbE
(AMC.2) + PCIe x1 (AMC.1) interfaces to the
AMC connector with management support
across either interface • Up to 1 Gb of DDR2
SDRAM • RLDRAM for pattern matching and
fast lookup (optional) • Delivered with software
solutions for IPSEC acceleration, TCP/IP, and
SRTP offload
RSC No. 34882

www.interphase.com

Robust, mid size AdvancedMC carrier • Extruded aluminum
faceplate • Die cast struts • Steel C.S. covers • Stainless fasteners • Choice of ejector handles • Custom
configurable to accommodate one, two, three, or four AdvancedMC bays • XTech will configure the
faceplate to your LED and I/O requirements • Our carriers are shipped completely assembled • All you
need to do is attach your carrier board • XTech’s mid size carrier and AdvancedMC faceplates comply
with PICMG’s specifications
RSC No. 33325

www.xtech-outside.com

A7404-AMC
Astek
Brings 4 channels of 4.25 Gbps Fibre Channel performance to the AdvancedTCA market with aggregate
I/O port bandwidth of 17 Gbps matched to a 20 Gbps PCI Express interface • Four port, 4 Gbps Fibre Channel
Host Bus Adapter with support for initiator and target mode SCSI and IP protocol • AMC.0, AMC.1 compliant • Supports PCI Express x8 for up to 20 Gbps of aggregate data transfer • 4 independent channels at
4 Gbps each via SFP optical interface • Auto-negotiation support for 1, 2, and 4 Gbps links, Fabric, Point-topoint, and arbitrated loops • Can operate as an initiator (HBA) or as a target mode device allowing system
builders to create RAID systems • Support for Windows, Linux, and VxWorks operating systems
RSC No. 34887

www.astekcorp.com
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AMC7211

Ensemble MPC-102
Mercury Computer Systems
AMC module • Combines dual-core processing power and flexible I/O for
AdvancedTCA and MicroTCA platforms • Freescale MPC8641D processor
delivers up to 20 GFLOPS • Fully compatible with both AdvanceTCA and µTCA Ensemble platforms
• Switch-fabric communications can use either RapidIO or PCI Express • Single-width AMC, either
mid-height or full-height • 128 MB of NOR flash and two DDR2 memory buses • Four GbE connections

www.mc.com

RSC No. 34794

RadiSys
Corporation
A suitable component for Gigabit line card
solutions • Based on the Cavium OCTEON Plus
multicore processor • Capable of meeting wirespeed packet processing for L2-L7 for the full
line rate of 4 Gbps • AMC 7211 is compliant with
AMC.0, AMC.1, and AMC.2 with support for front
or front I/O or rear I/O through build options

www.radisys.com

RSC No. 33323

KAT4000
Emerson Network Power Embedded Computing
Single-slot AdvancedTCA carrier with up to four Advanced Mezzanine Cards expansion modules
• (Optional) Freescale MPC8548 PowerQUICC III running at up to 1.3 GHz • (Optional) Up to 2 GB DDR2
memory • (Optional) Up to 1 GB of NAND Flash • Ethernet and PCI Express switches for the AMC Common
Options Region • AdvancedMC connections: Up to two GbE to ports 0 and 1 in Common Options Region;
One PCIe to port 1 in Common Options Region; Ports 4-7 to Fat Pipes Switch • Carrier Grade Linux RoHS/
WEEE compliant configuration available • Quality assured by over 30 years of design experience and a
TL-9000 and ISO 9001:2000 certified quality management system. (FM 26789)
RSC No. 34803

www.emersonembeddedcomputing.com

KosaiPM
Emerson Network Power Embedded Computing
AMC module based on the Intel Pentium-M processor, providing a complete processor subsystem
• Designed to allow communication equipment manufacturers to add modules • Intel Pentium M
running at up to 1.8 GHz • Full-height and half-height PICMG AMC form factor • Up to 2 GB DDR or
DDR2 DRAM with ECC • 256 MB on-board USB flash device • Dual GBit Ethernet connectivity to AMC
connector • PCI Express connectivity to baseboard • Full hot swap support • USB and Console serial ports
via front panel • Intelligent peripheral management functionality • Carrier Grade Linux support • RoHS/
WEEE compliant configuration available
RSC No. 34807

www.emersonembeddedcomputing.com

SB-AMC-FC
SANBlaze Technology
Two independent, 4 Gbit Fibre Channels • 8 Lane PCI Express Backplane
Connection • Single-width (AMC.0) mid or full-size height • Supports switch and
loop (private and public) topologies • Auto-negotiation for legacy connect (1 or 2 Gbit) • Single-width
(AMC.0) mid or full-size height
RSC No. 32855

www.sanblaze.com

Ensemble MTI-203
Mercury Computer Systems
RapidIO DSP/FPGA Signal and Video
Processing AdvancedMC Card for developing
and deploying LTE, WiMAX, next-generation
video, or basestation applications • Highperformance AMC for next-generation mobile
broadband applications • Supports 20 MHz
WiMAX multi-antenna solutions on a single
AMC • Combined DSP and FPGA technology
for optimal application partitioning • Flexibility
and value for LTE and WiMAX basestation
developers • One Xilinx Virtex-4 FX100 FPGA
with dual integrated Power Architecture cores,
running at 400 MHz •Two 4x RapidIO fat pipes
for data exchange • Two 1 GbE ports for
configuration and control

www.mc.com

RSC No. 34795

AMC-LeanSTOR
Intelliam
CompactFlash storage card for AdvancedTCA
or µTCA system • Incorporates flash directly
on the AMC board • Frees approx. 7" x 3" on the
AdvancedTCA board for more components •
Create a lighter product with no heavier solid
state or hard drive case • Improve shock and
vibration performance with flash components
directly on board • Improve time to market with
the complete solution • Simplifies design and
procurement efforts • Onboard Module Management Controller
RSC No. 34859

www.intelliam.com

CEN-RL20
CorEdge Networks
Programmable 20 Gbps FPGA AMC • Customizable to support a wide range of user requirements • Based on a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA • Provides
high-speed and programmable SerDes links to the AMC connector and front panel I/O connectors • Ideal solution for multiple MicroTCA/AdvancedTCA
applications including 3G wireless equipment, security systems, military/medical imaging solutions, and multi-service routers • Xilinx Virtex 5 FPGA provides I/O,
processing, and functional customization • Up to 16 high-speed SerDes interfaces to AMC connector and front panel • Up to 8 high-speed SerDes interfaces to
PHY card connector • Custom, third party, or off-the-shelf IP support • 20 Gbps wire speed, low latency hardware implementations • Modular I/O PHY card interface
for a variety of front panel access options • Up to two daughter card interfaces support advanced processing, memory, etc. • Support for one fabric and four telecom
clocks • 20 Gbps Line Rate Support • QDR memory for line rate ingress/egress buffering • DDR SDRAM memory
RSC No. 33971
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XDS 16-Port E&M Board

Active Silicon
Limited

Amtelco

PCI board for the acquisition of digital
data from a variety of Camera Link sources,
including digital frame capture and line scan
cameras • 3U CompactPCI • Rear panel I/O
• 32-bit/66 MHz PCI bus (3.3 V) • Support for
PoCL including SafePower • Conduction cooled
assembly • Extended temperature operation
-40 °C to +85 °C • Supports all the formats of the
Base and Medium configurations, that is, single
8 to 16 bit data, through 12 bit RGB, to four tap
12 bit sources, as well as dual Base configuration, that is, acquisition from two asynchronous
Base cameras • Also supports various camera
tap formats • Line interlaced: adjacent lines
are output simultaneously • Line offset: lines
are output from different parts of the CCD
simultaneously • Pixel interlaced: adjacent
pixels on the same line are output simultaneously • Pixel offset: pixels are output from
different parts of the same line simultaneously
• ROI and sub-sampling controls increase
application processing speed by only storing
the required data • LUT functionality provides
support for gamma correction, dynamic range
cropping, and binary thresholding in real time
• DataMapper further reduces the load on the
host processor by mapping and packing the
acquired data prior to transfer across the
PCI bus
RSC No. 34432

www.activesilicon.co.uk

The XDS H.110 CompactPCI 16-Port E&M board is
ideal for PC enhanced service links to PBXs, for 2-way
DID service, for analog radio interfaces, and for 4-wire
audio circuits. It has configurable ports, which include
2 or 4-wire Type I or Type V signaling circuits, radio
control circuits, and 2 or 4-wire audio circuits. Onboard
DSPs provide DTMF detection and generation, energy
detection, and call progress tone generation. Echo
Suppression (incorporated) is available when needed. The XDS H.110 works in conjunction with the
XDS Multi-Chassis Interconnect boards, which provide seamless integration between chassis. The
board utilizes onboard intelligence to handle line control, supervisory
and tone signal functions with minimal host intervention, allowing
you to use your valuable resources for your applications, not to
control analog line boards.

Networking/Communications

Phoenix-D48
3U CPCI

xds.amtelco.com

RSC No. 34957

PCSexpress
Objective Interface Systems
Real-time communications software that provides securely separated communications channels
between systems • Enables high-performance communications • Enables fault-tolerant systems • Agile,
secure network configuration • Application transparent

www.ois.com

RSC No. 32208

MPEG4CPCI
Advanced Micro Peripherals
4-channel MPEG4 Codec on a 3U CompactPCI form factor • 4 asynchronous
live inputs • Live input from NTSC/PAL • 4 x D1 size MPEG4 Encode at full frame rate
• MPEG4 Decode/Playback • Text Overlay • Time and Date Stamp • Real-time video preview to system
VGA, PAL/NTSC • Multiple MPEG4CPCI cards per system • Drivers for Win-NT/2000/XP-E, Linux, QNX

X3-SDF
Innovative
Integration

RSC No. 34742

www.innovative-dsp.com

www.ampltd.com

RSC No. 32849

4-Channel Board
Annapolis Micro Systems
The Four Channel Clock Distribution Board distributes a common clock and
synchronized control signal triggers to multiple cards in the system • 6U VME64X/VXS
board provides four high speed, low jitter, ultra low skew differential bulkhead mounted clock outputs,
two ultra low skew differential vertical SMA onboard clock outputs, and four ultra low skew and clock
synchronized singled ended bulkhead mounted control signals • Jumper set at board installation time
determines which of 2 installed clock sources is active • Manufacturing options for Clock Source 0 are
single ended or differential external clock, a PLL ranging from 700 MHz - 3 GHz with an onboard reference oscillator, or a PLL ranging from 700 MHz - 3 GHz with a 10 MHz external reference • Manufacturing
options for Clock Source 1 are a PLL ranging from 700 MHz - 3 GHz with an onboard reference oscillator,
a PLL ranging from 700 MHz - 3 GHz with a 10 MHz External Reference or an onboard Low Frequency
Oscillator ranging up to 600 MHz • Four control trigger outputs can originate from a high precision external source via front panel SMA, from a manual pushbutton on the front panel, or from software via an
optional Backplane P2 Connector serial port • Trigger outputs are synchronized to the distributed clock to
provide guaranteed output timing relationships
RSC No. 33250

www.annapmicro.com
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XMC I/O module featuring
4 simultaneously sampling, sigma delta
A/D channels designed for vibration, acoustic
and high dynamic range measurements
• Four simultaneous A/D channels >110 dB
SFDR @ 625 Ksps and >105 dB S/N @ 2.5 MSPS
• Fully differential, ± 5 V inputs • Programmable
output resolution and sample rates up to
20 MSps • Programmable filters • Xilinx
Spartan3, 1M gate FPGA • 4 MB SRAM
• External or Programmable PLL timebase
• Framed, software or external triggering • Log
acquisition timing and events • 48 bits digital
I/O on J16 Power Management features
• XMC Module (75 mm x150 mm) • PCI Express
(VITA 42.3) • Applications include vibration
measurement, audio and acoustic testing,
and data acquisition

Networking/Communications
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Quad Dual-Band RF

Model 2255

Lyrtech

Four-channel USB frame grabber
• Simultaneous capture from four composite
video sources • Total capture rate of 60 frames/
sec from all channels for NTSC • Two channels
at 30 frames/sec each • Four channels at
15 frames/sec each • Full frame rate capture
on all channels in monochrome or scaleddown modes • Multiple output formats and
resolutions • Powered through USB • Easyto-use API • Multiple units supported by
the driver • Windows and Linux

Sensoray

The Quad Dual-Band RF Transceiver is a
four-channel MIMO RF analog front end, designed under an exclusive partnership with COMLAB, as
a companion to the Lyrtech VHS-ADC\DAC Virtex-4 family of advanced development platforms, which
provides the analog-to-digital-to-analog multichannel conversion interface and digital signal processing
capabilities. When combined with additional DSP/FPGA processing boards, such as the SignalMaster
Quad Virtex-4 platforms, it becomes a complete and very high performance MIMO RF to advanced
baseband development station solutions.
Features
• Rack-mount 4-channel 2.4 5 GHz MIMO RF to Zero-IF analog front-end [MAX2829 (4x)]
• Plug-n-play with Lyrtech DSP and FPGA advanced development platforms
• Fully controllable RF and Baseband receiver gains
• 30 dB power control range on transmitters
• Antenna polarization switching capability
• Coherent locked phase of all RX/TX transceivers
enabling beam forming prototyping
RSC No. 33066

www.lyrtech.com

Tsi381
Tundra Semiconductor Corporation
Single lane PCI Express (PCIe) to PCI bridge • Pin compatible with competing PCIe
bridge products, this new product offers Tundra customers a superior solution with
lower latency and better throughput than competitive offerings • Suitable for applications that need to
bridge from PCIe to PCI devices • Flexibility, high performance, small footprint, and low power consumption • Applications include line cards, network interface cards, motherboards, PC adapter cards and
option cards, multifunction printers, media centers, and digital video recorders
RSC No. 34050

www.tundra.com

AdvancedTCA Enterprise Solutions

Sponsored by Lyrtech www.lyrtech.com

Family of AdvancedTCA system solutions for Enterprise applications • 2- to 5-slot
configurations • Suitable for applications such as VoIP, network security, voice quality, and secure
communications • 200 watts per slot cooling with a variety of thermal management options • AC and
DC power configurations with full UL approvals

www.schroff.us

Big River LTX2
Conduant Corporation
Data recorder provides over 480 MBps (3.8 Gbps) recording and playback performance in a space,
weight, and power efficient package for remote applications • Can operate as a standalone system with
network control or can be directly connected to a host computer via its Star Fabric PCI bridge interface
• 1U (1.75") high chassis, which is less than 16" in width and depth, accepts sixteen 2-1/2" disk drives
for up to 3.2 Terabytes of storage capacity • Lower-cost, high-performance rotating disk storage or
solid-state drives for more environmental tolerance such as shock, vibration, temperature, humidity, and
atmospheric pressure, depending on the user application • Based on Conduant’s StreamStor Amazon
architecture, which supports a wide variety of external, interchangeable interface mezzanine cards
including FPDP, FPDP2, LVDS, Serial FPDP, and Camera Link • Command and control functions can be
performed through the StarFabric interface or through an Ethernet connection • Connectivity to a host
computer using the StarFabric interface provides full PCI performance for data retrieval at 200 MBps
RSC No. 33714
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4420R5C Panel PC
Aydin Displays
Rugged military panel
PC workstation for use
in severe environments
as encountered by the
military • Designed to
meet a wide variety of applications (shipboard,
airborne, and ground mobile), which require a
solid mechanical design to protect the workstation against shock, vibration, and temperature
extremes • 15.75" (9U) high and is designed for
flush mounting into a standard 19" RETMA rack
enclosure • Complies with MIL-S-901D, Grade A
shock, MIL-STD-167 vibration, MIL-STD-461D
for electromagnetic compatibility
RSC No. 33248

www.aydindisplays.com

Quad 16 Bit I/O

Schroff a Brand of Pentair Electronic Packaging

RSC No. 33324

www.sensoray.com

RSC No. 33021

www.conduant.com

Annapolis Micro
Systems
A/D I/O card provides four
channels of 130 or 160 MHz
input with 16-bit resolution • Four LTC2208
(130 MHz) or 4 LTC2209 (160 MHz), each one
fed by its own signal • Universal single ended
50 Ohm clock input • Multiple I/O cards can be
synched together via the Annapolis 4 Channel
Clock Distribution Board • In concert with the
WILDSTAR 4 for PCIx, VME64x or VXS board,
which provides Xilinx Virtex 4 FPGAs, this I/O
mezzanine board supplies user-configurable,
real-time continuous sustained processing of
the full data stream • Annapolis Micro Systems
boards run on many different operating
systems and are supported with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation
models • VHDL source is provided for hardware
interfaces such as SRAM, LD bus, I/O bus, and
A/Ds • CoreFire users will have the usual
CoreFire board support package
RSC No. 33251

www.annapmicro.com
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Signalware SS7

Signalogic

Ulticom

Real-Time Video/Image Processing • Dimensions without Video Coprocessor Card: 4.3" x 7.44" x 0.5"
(109 m x 189 mm x 12.7 mm) • Consumes one (1) PCI slot • Dimensions with Video Coprocessor Card
9.25" x 4.55" x 1.81" (234.95 mm x 115.54 mm x 45.87 mm) • Consumes 2 PCI slots • Length measured from
surface of back-plate, height measured from surface of motherboard, width less than single slot
• Video I/O (requires coprocessor card) SD SDI, up to 720 x 480, interlaced or progressive, 50 or 60 fps
• HD SDI, up to 1920 x 1080 interlaced or progressive, 50 or 60 fps • DVI, both DVI-I and HD15 connectors
• VGA, XGA,UXGA • Up to 1600 x 1200 x 24 bit resolution, 60 fps • PAL, NTSC, and SECAM, both Composite
Video RCA connectors and S-Video connector • Component Video RCA connectors, formats include 525i,
625i, 525p, 625p, 720p, 1080i, and graphic digitization from VGA to SXGA • Analog video output: SMPTE
293M (525p), BTA T-1004, EDTV2 (525p), CCIR-656, and SMPTE 274M • SD and HD standards include
YPrPb HDTV (EIA 770.3), RGB, RGBHV, YPrPb progressive scan (EIA-770.1, EIA-770.2) and component
YPrPb (SMPTE/EBU N10), and 4:2:2 or 4:4:4 HDTV • Digital Video Transfer to SigC641x ITU-R, BT.656,
20-bit (10-bit Luma, 10-bit Chroma), or 16-bit UYVY422 formats
RSC No. 32317

www.signalogic.com

ACME FLP-200
Acme Portable Machines
Rugged portable with the power of a desktop, space for additional full-size PCI boards, Core 2 duo
processor, up to 2 GB RAM, and three times the usual battery capacity • 190 watt-hour battery capacity,
plus hot-swap capability • Up to 2 GB of memory • Core 2 Duo Processor • Space for two full-length
PCI cards plus a mini-PCI connector • 100 GB drive and DVD-RW included, with space for two more
100 GB RAID drives • Firewire, 4 USB 2.0, 1000BASE-Tx Ethernet
RSC No. 34430

www.acmeportable.com

www.ulticom.com

RSC No. 33486

I2C Bus Buffers
Hendon
Semiconductors

Proton 200k
Space Micro
A high-speed, SEE-hardened DSP available for space and satellite applications
• Radiation tolerance: SEL > 70 LET (MeV-cm2/mg); SEU < 1 per 1,000 days (1.0 E-4, 90% W.C. GEO,
Orbit dependent; TID > 100krad (Si), orbit dependent; SEFI 100% recoverable • Processor: TI 320C6XXX
Series DSP processor using: TTMR technology for SEU detection/mitigation; H-Core technology for SEFI
detection/mitigation • Memory: 128 MB SDRAM w/EDAC to 256 MB (option); 1 MB EEPROM to 8 MB
(option); 128 MB RH flash (option) • Power 5-7 W (standard board), full speed • Interfaces: CompactPCI,
32-bit, 33 MHz I/O bus; 3.3 V I/O voltage; UART four-channel buffered asynchronous with RS-422;
16 GPIO • Options: LVDS, 1553, SpaceWire, CAN, Ethernet, USB, I2C • Mechanical: 3U, 100 mm x 160 mm
(3.74" x 6.3"); 6U, 233 mm x160 mm (9.2" x 6") (option); PCI-104 stretch (3.6" x 5") (option); other custom
sizes (option)
RSC No. 34444

Signalware
SP5 contains platform enhancements, protocol
additions, and
open systems •
Event improvements: Customizable event messages to meet
application needs • Notification of graceful
Computing Element (CE) shutdown: Real-time
notification to Signalware CE cluster members
when there is an intentional CE shutdown •
Enhanced license management: Configurable
license management options to streamline
installation and run time operations • Combined
SS7 and SIGTRAN logical node (Super Node):
Incrementally migrate applications from TDM
to IP signaling transport networks • Enhanced
monitoring capabilities: Real-time system information access to monitor live signaling traffic
• Online add/delete/configure logical node:
Simplify logical node changes on live systems
without online upgrade procedures

Fully I2C compliant and supports a wide range
of 2-wire bus standards • Very low input to
output offset voltages allow multiple buffers
in cascade or “daisy chain” configuration
• IES5502 has hot insert and 1 V pre-charge
functionality • Plugs into live backplanes •
Level shifting between bus voltages (1.8 V to
15 V) • Superior response times
RSC No. 32828

www.bus-buffer.com

www.spacemicro.com

BU-65566R
Data Device Corp. (DDC)
Complete COTS solution for interfacing between embedded CompactPCI systems and
MIL-STD-1553 buses • One to four dual redundant MIL-STD-1553 channels in a small 3U conduction
cooled CompactPCI form factor • Thermal vias, a heat spreading plane, and thermal interfaces efficiently
carry heat to the CompactPCI chassis • Transformer or direct coupling • Message time tagging • Triggers
• Extensive BC & RT frame structures • Error detection • RT Status Bit and Mode Code responses
Advanced BC architecture provides a flexibility and autonomy by improving message schedule control,
minimizing host overhead for asynchronous message insertion, facilitation bulk data transfers, double
buffering, message retry, bus switching strategies, data logging, and fault reporting
RSC No. 34451

www.ddc-web.com
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X5-210M

X3-SD
Innovative Integration

Innovative Integration

XMC I/O module featuring 16 simultaneously sampling, sigma delta A/D channels
designed for vibration, acoustic, and high dynamic range measurements • Sixteen input
channels • >110 dB SFDR and >105 dB S/N • Fully differential, ± 10 V inputs • Sample rates up to
216 Ksps • Programmable oversampling mode • Xilinx Spartan3, 1M gate FPGA • 4 MB SRAM and
programmable PLL timebase • Framed, software or external triggering • Log acquisition timing and events
• 48 bits digital I/O on J16 • Applications include vibration measurement, audio and acoustic testing, and
data acquisition

XMC I/O module • Four 14-bit 210 MSps A/Ds
• Virtex5 FPGA computing core • DRAM and
SRAM memory • Eight-lane PCI Express host
interface • Four 210 MSps 14-bit A/D channels
• ±1 V • 50 Ohm • SMA inputs and outputs
• Xilinx Virtex5, LX110T FPGA (SX95T coming)
• 512 MB DDR2 DRAM • 4 MB QDR-II SRAM
• 8 RocketIO private links, 2.5 Gbps each
• >1 GBps • Power Management features
• XMC Module (75 mm x 150 mm) • PCI Express
(VITA 42.3) • Applications: Wireless receiver
and transmitter, WLAN, WCDMA, WiMAX front
end, RADAR, Electronic Warfare • High speed
data recording and playback, High speed servo
controls, and IP development

RSC No. 34741

www.innovative-dsp.com

Saturn System
AMO GmbH
High-speed transient recorder with > 1,000 channels and fiber optic
isolation up to 1 Mill. Volt • Portable mini mainframe for service • Up
to ± 100 V input range • Multiple electrical trigger options • Powerful real-time signal analysis for complex
trigger setups • Enclosures for all purposes • UPS integrated • Large acquisition memory up to 1 GB per
channel • Multiple import and export formats • Multi-monitor software environment to keep overview with
even largest setups • Fully automatic acquisition with analysis and reporting • Complete API to remote
control Saturn System via Ethernet

www.amo.de/dcc.html

RSC No. 34750

DG4000 Converter
RT Logic
DG4000 high-rate converter • Flexible CompactPCI-based platform for
high-speed IF and baseband processing functions • ADC/DAC tightly coupled
to a Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA • High-rate ADC digitizer at 213 Msps • High-rate DAC
output, dual channel at 500 Msps • 70 MHz and 266 MHz IF support • Modulation types supported:
BPSK, DPSK, QPSK, OQPSK, 8PSK, MSK, GMSK, FSK, AM, FM, and CW • 3U CompactPCI form factor
• Flexible, modular, and custom versions available

www.rtlogic.com

RSC No. 34756

SCOUT

RSC No. 34738

www.innovative-dsp.com

DataFlex-500
DSPCon
Specifically designed
for harsh and
demanding field
applications, the DataFlex-500 is the
industry’s first portable digital data recorder
with standard, real-time analysis capabilities
• Rugged, portable, one-box solution for
synchronous dynamic data acquisition and
real-time analysis of up to 64-channels
• Records data while performing extensive
displays and real-time data tests at bandwidths
up to 115 kHz • Sample rate of up to 256,000
samples/second • High capacity recording –
standard 750 GB SATA drive • 17" LCD with
1440 x 990 resolution, DVI output • Optional
impact-resistant and antiglare screen
• Weighs less than 22 pounds
RSC No. 34863

www.dspcon.com

MAC Panel
PXI Mass Interconnect • PXI-focused interface with 21 active slots • Each
instrument is attached to a connector module via a Direct Access Kit (DAK), providing
direct attachment to the chassis backplane • Instruments can be easily added or removed for
maintenance or calibration • The adapters use module carriers that hold our standard TITAN Series
connector modules • SCOUT offers a wide variety of power, signal, coax, RF, and hybrid combinations,
for Interconnect solutions • Connection between the instrument and interface module is accomplished
using PC boards, thus eliminating the need for hard wiring, and providing a cost-effective alternative
• Lightweight durable aluminum alloy frame construction

www.macpanel.com

RSC No. 34851

AMC1553-1/2/4
AIM-USA
One, two, or four dual redundant MIL-STD-1553 channels • Simultaneous bus
controller, 31 remote terminal, and bus monitor operation • Onboard IRIG-B Time Code
Processor and 10 discrete I/O lines
RSC No. 34893

www.aimusa-online.com
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COMX-S1 COM Express
Pinnacle Data Systems
AMD Socket S1 COM Express module
• A low cost, compact, embeddable computing
core built around AMD’s low-power Sempron
and dual-core Turion processors • Supports
AMD Socket S1 processor family including:
AMD Turion 64 X2 dual-core mobile; Mobile
AMD Sempron • Up to 2 GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
(200 pin SODIMM) • Video: dual LVDS, VGA,
optional TV Out • AC’97 audio interface,
optional HD Audio • 4 PCI Express interfaces
(x8, x1, x1, x1) • 8 USB ports • 4 SATA II ports
• 1 Ethernet port (10/100/1000) • MicroATX
Carrier Board available for rapid startup
• Extended availability assured
RSC No. 35178

www.pinnacle.com

Enclosures/Packaging
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Omni Device
12U, 14-slot AdvancedTCA
shelf with 2 shelf manager,
3 fan tray, 2 PEM, and dual
star backplane or group full
mesh backplane • Fully PICMG 3.0 compliant
AdvancedTCA shelf • 12U height, 14 slots
• Support dual star midplane, optionally
grouped full mesh structure • Three redundant
fan trays • Two redundant Power Entry
Modules • 1+1 shelf manager
RSC No. 32131

www.omnidevice.com

ATR 1 1/2 Air-to-Air Cooled Chassis
Hybricon Corporation
Hybricon is a world class solutions company providing
integrated system solutions, electronic enclosures,
and backplanes for military, telecom, and commercial
applications. Our conduction-cooled ATR 1-1/2 form factor
chassis features an air-to-air heat exchanger (600 W
maximum). The chassis meets MIL-STD-810, MIL-STD-461
EMI/RFI, and Environmentals. It includes a 12-slot cardcage
with pluggable 3U x 150 W supplies. The chassis is VXS/VME64X/VXS/VPX platform capable and
hybrids. Its full monitoring capabilities include supplies,
backplane, and fans. The front panel I/O is fully
customizable (D38999, RJ-45, TNC, Fiber). Weighs
approximately 54 pounds (fully loaded).

www.hybricon.com

RSC No. 34811

AT Series
Optima Electronic
Packaging Systems
Series of vertical rack
enclosures • Incorporate
advanced features specifically
designed to address the growing complexity of blade and
server applications based on
the AdvancedTCA form factor
• Advanced cooling techniques to eliminate the
heat build-up associated with the increasing
heat density • Engineered cable management
solutions to efficiently control the increasing
density of I/O cabling • Removable side panels
(quarter turns, slotted, or keyed) • Door gasket
for environmental sealing • Modular base with
options for fixed mount, levelers, or casters
RSC No. 32217

www.optimaeps.com

Carlo Gavazzi
Computing Solutions

UniPlat-3005RM
Omni Device
Fully PICMG 3.0 compliant AdvancedTCA Shelf • 5U height, 5 slots • Support replicated mesh midplane
• One fan tray with redundancy fans • Two redundant Power Entry Modules • 1+1 shelf managers

AMC Handles
SOUTHCO
Southco AdvancedMC Module Handles satisfy all standard module faceplates – compact, mid-size, and
full-size • Stow neatly to avoid interfering with module insertion • Both provide microswitch actuation
for safe hot swapping, and maximum flexibility for configuring AdvancedMC modules and carrier boards
• Robust module handles resist torque, provide a positive detent feel at each of three distinct detent
points • Snap-in module handles offer upgrade options for more ergonomic performance with existing
boards • Carrier handles provide intuitive operation – extend and rotate to deactivate microswitch, pull
to release • Carrier handles also provide ample clearance for all size configurations of AdvancedMC
modules • Snap-in light pipe brackets include light pipe housing and light pipes • Light pipe brackets,
available for AMC.0 R1.0 and AMC.0 R2.0 standards, include standard and custom designs

www.southco.com

RSC No. 32886

MicroTCA chassis • Suitable for applications
in VoIP nodes, modular telco line units, Wi-Fi
and WiMAX radio boxes, Ethernet hubs, and
fiber-to-the-curb optical network units
• Innovative power supply configuration • 2U
19-inch rack mount configuration • Single 6HP
MicroTCA Carrier Hub • 12-node backplane
• Backplane supports a range of customizable configurations for full- and half-height
Advanced Mezzanine Card (AdvancedMC)
slots • Designed to include a low cost power
supply • Single fixed, rear-mount MicroTCA
power controller • The forced evacuation
and pressurization cooling design manages
temperature with eight fans for up to
40 watts per AdvancedMC slot

633 Series

RSC No. 33669

RSC No. 33709

www.gavazzi-computing.com

www.omnidevice.com

RSC No. 32132

Carlo Gavazzi Computing Solutions
13U AdvancedTCA system • Designed to address demanding power
requirements, thermal management challenges, and Network Equipment
Building System (NEBS) requirements of the telecommunications, enterprise,
and datacom marketplaces • Designed to meet the PICMG 3.0 AdvancedTCA
specification, the 633 Series is available with a 14-slot Dual Star or Full Mesh backplane topology
• Unique dual-redundant Pigeon Point Systems shelf management modules are located in the chassis’
rear panel slot • The system accommodates 14 AdvancedTCA boards and their RTMs • All fieldreplaceable units are intelligent devices and communicate to the shelf managers through the IPMI
• Equipped with a front removable push/pull intelligent cooling system, featuring six dual fan modules
to cool up to 220 W front side and 30 W back side • Exceeding NEBS specifications for cooling, this
high-performance system is engineered to optimize power dissipation and minimize mean time
to repair • The 633 Series’ thermal management system also features a front-removable NEBS
filtered intake

www.gavazzi-computing.com
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500 Series

2-Slot cPCI
ELMA Bustronic Corporation
2-slot CompactPCI backplane • Conforms to PICMG basic specification 2.0 R3.0 • PICMG Hot Swap
specification 2.1 R1.0 • Versions conforming to PICMG 2.16 are available • Versions conforming to PICMG
2.5 R 1.0 for Computer Telephony are available • Designed to save a slot size of width, fit into low profile
horizontal chassis • 8-layer and 10-layer controlled impedance stripline designs
RSC No. 32313

www.elmabustronic.com

646 5U aTCA System
Carlo Gavazzi Computing Solutions
8.75" (5U) (H) x 17.5" (W) x 16.4" (D) • 6-slot 3X Replicated Full Mesh extended
fabric backplane • Front and rear removable push-push intelligent cooling • Cooling system
that provides redundant cooling for 250 watts per slot front side and 30 watts back side • Front replaceable dual redundant Shelf Management Modules • 6-slot, 8U x 280 mm, 6HP (30 mm) subrack • 6-slot,
6U x 100 mm, 6HP (30 mm) rear transition rack • Front/rear ESD jacks • Dual redundant -48 V input
intelligent Power Entry Modules
RSC No. 32846

www.gavazzi-computing.com

Enhanced CompactPCI/VME
enclosures for industrial and telecom
computing systems • Durable and versatile
open architecture • Available through unique
“Quick-Turn” program; delivered within two
weeks • Designed to meet VITA and PICMG
backplane specifications • Features the redundancy of hot swappable N+1 power supplies
• Front-pluggable cooling systems for high
reliability and low MTTR • Can be configured
for both AC and DC power inputs
RSC No. 33267

www.gavazzi-computing.com

Series 2345
Vector
Electronics &
Technology

Dual Star MicroTCA
ELMA Bustronic Corporation
10 AdvancedMC, 2 power, and 2 MCH slots in the full size • Utilizes the compression style connector
• Complies to MicroTCA.0 Specification Rev 1.0 • Slot to slot aggregate bandwidth of 5,000 MBps
• Approximately 3U height • 12 AdvancedMCs, 1 MCH, 1 Power Module Slot (all full size) • Modular and
serviceable • Accepts both single and double modules • Standard shelf management • MicroTCA Carrier
Hub (MCH) • Compression-mount connector easily replaceable • Optimized via signal integrity studies,
reports available upon request • Other versions available in various configurations, including compact
and mid size, cube, and pico styles • Board specifications: 26-layer board, 2 oz. copper power and
ground, PCB UL listed 94V-0, PCB FR-4 or equivalent, PCB .195" thick
RSC No. 33811

Carlo Gavazzi
Computing Solutions

www.elmabustronic.com

LV1872DC320W3U2
LV Power
Mixed force convection/conduction cooled chassis, which keep the external and internal air
paths separate to avoid condensation forming on the Printed Circuit Cards (PCCs) • IPMI functionality
option • RoHS green construction • Lightweight • Wide input range • 18-72 VDC CompactPCI power supply
320 W covering both 24 VDC and 48 VDC input voltages • Output: 5 V @ 30 A, 3.3 V @ 40 A,12 V @ 3 A,
-12 V @ 0.2 A
RSC No. 34439

www.lvpower.net

Series 2370
Vector Electronics & Technology
Accepts 6U X 160 mm front loading cards as well as optional 6U X 80 mm slots
in chassis heights from 1U to 5U • Economical embedded ATX or dual-redundant,
hot-swappable power supplies available • Fully 1101.10 and 1101.11 compliant
and designed for compliance with UL and FCC requirements • Vector Series
2370 can accommodate any 6U CompactPCI, VME, or VME64X backplane • 19" rack-mount, rack brackets
removable • 6U form factor, up to 2-10 slots • Side air intake/exhaust • 1101.10 and 1101.11 compliant
• Plug-in fan trays • Rear mounted fused RFI AC input filter • Rear power switch
RSC No. 34446
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www.vectorelect.com

Series 2345 is a
system enclosure for
3U CompactPCI or PXI vertical cards
• The standard product comes with an 8-slot,
3U high performance backplane and a single
200 watt CompactPCI power supply and
removable fan tray • Enclosure can be easily
tailored to include peripherals, CD-ROM, FD
and HD, front (100 mm) and rear (80 mm) cards
• Power supply choices include low cost
ATX versions • A system enclosure for 3U
• Versatile 4U chassis for vertical card mounting • Cooling: Front intake, top exhaust • IEEE
1101.10 and 1101.11 compliant • 3U backplane,
up to 21 slots, installed • Accepts PC cards
• 3U x 160 mm front and 3U x 80 mm rear I/O
• Single 200 W AC or DC CompactPCI power
supply • Plug-in, hot-swap • Plug-in fan tray,
3 each 12 VDC 89 cfm fans, hot swap tray
• Designed for compliance with UL, FCC CE
Marking • Completely assembled and tested,
all accessories and electrical components
included
RSC No. 34449

www.vectorelect.com
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3-D Engineering
Corp

Wickenby Ltd.

CompactPCI solder side
covers attach to the backside of
PCBs to safeguard components from
damage during hot swap insertion, extraction
from a chassis • Low cost, high quality covers
are washable and permanently antistatic,
meaning they never need to be replaced once
installed • Each application should conduct
testing to determine compliance of system with
NEBS requirements • Meets UL94-V0, nominal
thickness .020" • Permanently antistatic, bar
code scannable • Washable, Clear color
• Surface resistivity <1.0 x 109 (using EOS/
ESD S11.11-1993 test method) • Compliant with
NEBS standards • Heat deflection +61 °C
RSC No. 34450

WIC-400W-ATCA-Load

www.3deng.com

AdvancedTCA 3.0 compliant boards with IPMC interfaces managing the power dissipation and
the sensors through IPMI and PICMG 3.0 compatible interfaces • Main board has nine power
dissipation elements • RTM is a tenth element • Each element is a managed FRU • Each FRU uses the
set_power_level command • Each power dissipation FRU has eight power levels allowing power
dissipation settings between 0 and 40 watts in 5 W increments • All control and sensors are accessed
from the main board • Power dissipation for each site is controlled by a low frequency PWM driver with
a period of 10 mS • The power dissipation value is the result of the power setting and the supply voltage
• Ten temperature sensors are associated with the power dissipation sites • Nine are on the main board
and one on the RTM • There are three sensors that measure airflow • Two are located on the main board
and one is located on the RTM • A voltage sensor provides a value to ensure that the power in the
thermal loads is independent of the supply voltage • Board transitions to state M4 with a desired power
level of 0 W at each FRU • The FRU remain at this level until the user sets the required power level using
the shelf manager command line interface (CLI) and the Set Power Level command • The ten power
dissipation zones consist of of nine power resistors, a power FET switch, and a temperature sensor
• The controlling firmware monitors the supply voltage and switches the resistor bank on/off through
a PWM algorithm to meet the required power draw • The main heating elements are mounted on the
mezzanine boards • The RTM heaters are integral to the RTM • The airflow algorithm is validated in an
AMCA 210-85 test chamber • Load Board control firmware runs on the ATmega128 IPMC controller
• EMI filter with integrated hot-swap • Aligns with PICMG 3.0 requirements for hot-insertion and board
level conducted noise limitations

www.wickenby.com

RSC No. 34448

Rugged PC/104
Hybricon Corp.
A rugged enclosure
capable of providing thermal
and environmental protection to standard
“COTS” PC/104 • Mixed force convection/
conduction cooled chassis, which keeps the
external and internal air paths separate to
avoid condensation forming on the Printed
Circuit Cards (PCC) • The primary input power
to the chassis is 28 Volts DC in accordance
with MIL-STD-704F • Avionics packaging
• Lightweight • Compact size (holds up to
8 PC/104 modules) • Complex System Monitoring • Thermal Monitor controls heaters and
fans • Front panel removable and configurable
• Designed to operate at: -56 °C to +50 °C
• Designed to operate at: 45k ft altitude
• Suits defense/aerospace applications
RSC No. 34708

www.hybricon.com

FS-5973 ATR Chassis
AP Labs
Small form factor forced-air,
conduction cooled chassis
designed for use in avionics
environments • Rugged chassis
• 5 conduction-cooled 3U slots to IEEE 1101.2,
0.8" pitch • System slot, 4 spare slots for I/O
and peripherals • Custom mounting options
available • Meets MIL-STD-5400 Class 1
thermal performance • Customized to meet
specifications, including: outline and mounting,
I/O wiring, I/O panels, custom backplanes,
environmental and thermal compliance, and
power supplies
RSC No. 35045

www.aplabs.com

716 Series
Carlo Gavazzi Computing Solutions
A series of conduction-cooled rugged ATR enclosures available in standard
ARINC sizes that include 1/2 ATR short to 1-1/2 ATR long and any custom form factor
required • VME, VME64x, VXS, and CompactPCI architectures, both in 3U and 6U form
factors • A compact-sized and lightweight line engineered for maximum flexibility, strength,
and cooling in a range of harsh-environment applications • Incorporates configurable conducting walls
• Can be customized for a wide range of thermal requirements • Though designed as a straight conductioncooled chassis, the 716 Series can also be configured as an air-over conduction-cooled ATR

www.gavazzi-computing.com

RSC No. 34423

Blade Server Filter
Universal Air Filter Co.
Blade Server Air Filters are framed air filter assemblies ideal for use in server
applications where space is limited • Flame retardant: Meets AdvancedTCA
and UL 94 flame safety specs • Low pressure drop • Low restriction to airflow • Low profile • Thin and
ultra-thin framed filter assemblies available • Fully AdvancedTCA compliant

www.uaf.com

RSC No. 34769

E192 3U Enclosure
Aitech Defense Systems
Cold plate cooled rugged enclosure is reliable, lightweight, compact, EMI/RFI protected
and environmentally sealed, making it suitable for use in military and aerospace environments
• Rugged 2 slot, 3U CompactPCI powered enclosure • Designed for harsh mechanical, climatic,
chemical, and electrical stresses • Environmentally Sealed Enclosure for conduction-cooled modules
• Compact and lightweight for 2 Standard ANSI/VITA 30.1-2002 conduction-cooled, 3U CompactPCI
modules • Conduction-cooled via Chassis Baseplate • 28 VDC power input per MIL-STD-704 with
environmentally sealed, EMI/EMCcompliant Power Input Filter • Standard Output, high performance,
modular and removable power supply • Customized front panel • Circular MIL-DTL-38999 connectors
RSC No. 34778

www.rugged.com
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AdvancedTCA

The critical importance
of shelf management
in AdvancedTCA
By Frank Fitzgerald

AdvancedTCA (part of the PICMG 3.0 family of specs) is
rapidly becoming the standard for carrier-grade systems and
other mission-critical operations. AdvancedTCA provides a powerful
and flexible architecture for delivering next generation telecommunication
services while satisfying the rigorous reliability, availability, and serviceability
requirements of the Central Office environment.
By enabling the use of interchangeable off-the-shelf components, AdvancedTCA
gives service providers and manufacturers the ability to select the best available options
to achieve an optimal combination of features, performance, and price, along with the ability to
more easily and cost-effectively upgrade and maintain systems in the future. The AdvancedTCA
open architecture also allows equipment vendors and system integrators to essentially outsource the
development and support of many components and subsystems in order to focus on core competencies
and value-added customer solutions.
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Integrated shelf management
One of the fundamental challenges for
AdvancedTCA, as with any open architecture, is to provide flexibility and interchangeability without compromising
on high-availability and other critical
Operations, Administration, Maintenance,
and Provisioning (OAM&P) requirements. AdvancedTCA aims to support
capabilities like hot pluggability and
automatic fail-over while minimizing or
eliminating downtime.
One of the key ways that AdvancedTCA
addresses this challenge is through a
sophisticated and robust integrated shelf
management system. Often considered to
simply be a feature of the shelf, the Shelf
Manager has become a critical and complex subsystem in AdvancedTCA and
requires careful integration, configuration, and interoperability testing on the
part of the shelf supplier.
The shelf supplier plays a central role in
the implementation of an AdvancedTCA
shelf management system by integrating
and configuring the firmware and hardware from one Shelf Manager firmware
and hardware vendors such as Intel and
Pigeon Point Systems.
To achieve the full benefit of the
AdvancedTCA specification, the Shelf
Manager must be tightly integrated with
the intelligent platform management
system and fully tested for interoperability in the many possible configurations. In addition, the shelf supplier can
significantly reduce deployment costs by
providing configuration tools and working with the service provider to meet
individual needs. All these pieces must
be in place to achieve the AdvancedTCA
promise of dynamic population of blades
and maximum service availability.
The role of shelf management in
the AdvancedTCA architecture
The Shelf Manager is the watchdog of
the AdvancedTCA shelf. It continuously
monitors the health of each blade and
subsystem, manages environmental variables like power and cooling, enables

seamless replacement of Field Replaceable Units (FRUs), and provides status
and operations data back to the central
system manager. This functionality,
coupled with a robust chassis, provides
the foundation for a fault-resistant application platform.
Within the bounds of AdvancedTCA
specifications, the shelf management
functionality can be implemented in various hardware and software configurations
depending on the needs of the application. Top-of-the-line shelf suppliers will
offer a range of options to accommodate
different needs for shelf space, power
consumption, cooling, or system cost.
At the center of the shelf management
architecture is the Shelf Management Controller (ShMC), which is usually deployed
in a redundant configuration. Current
implementations utilize either a standalone
card or a mezzanine on a carrier card.
The module typically consists of:
n An embedded RISC processor
n Ethernet and serial interfaces
n An embedded Linux kernel
n A shelf management program
The Shelf Manager accesses unique shelf
configuration data stored in a shelf FRU
module. The shelf FRU contains information such as number of backplane slots,
chassis serial numbers, and slot descriptors. This data is considered part of the
chassis infrastructure and typically does
not change.
The Shelf Manager also uses information stored in Sensor Device Records
(SDR). These files contain information
regarding sensor thresholds, hysteresis,
and linearization. It may become necessary to change these values based on the
environment in which the shelf is used
and individual customer requirements. It
is important to understand the process of
creating or modifying these records and
the overall effect of even a minor change.
In addition, there are various Linux
startup scripts, environment variables, and
CompactPCI and AdvancedTCA Systems / December 2007 / 31
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Shelf Manager configuration files that, if
modified, can significantly change the
operating parameters of the shelf management system (Figure 1).
The ShMC communicates with other
components via the Intelligent Platform
Management Interface (IPMI). Each
AdvancedTCA-compliant FRU within
the shelf hosts its own local management controller, the IPMC, which communicates out of band with the ShMC
over the backplane IPMB. Together they
form the shelf management infrastructure (Figure 2).
Going beyond the specification
The AdvancedTCA specification encompasses a broad range of shelf management
features and capabilities. In addition,
Shelf Manager suppliers have added
numerous extensions to the specification
to address the needs of open modular
systems. Add to that the need to interface with many different configurations
of AdvancedTCA hardware, and shelf
management configuration can become
quite complex, easily consuming time
and resources that could otherwise be
devoted to developing value-added
features and applications.
System manufacturers and system integrators may not have an employee with
sufficient expertise in shelf management systems. Moreover, if there is an
issue during deployment, valuable time
may be taken up just to become familiar with the Shelf Manager firmware
and hardware. As with any open standard,
the reality of building robust systems
for the field requires close cooperation among component developers and
reliance on their expertise with their
respective subsystems.
General expertise in AdvancedTCA shelf
management is not sufficient, because
AdvancedTCA-compliant implementations vary greatly. Unfortunately, the
differences often do not become apparent until the critical stages of configuration before going online, and later
during live hardware and firmware
upgrades. In these situations, it is imperative to have a shelf supplier with a deep
understanding both of their specific Shelf
Manager subsystem and of the special
aspects of this particular installation.
This expertise can make the difference
between expensive downtime and a seamless, trouble-free upgrade.

AdvancedTCA
The top shelf suppliers have already
taken the time and effort to understand
every aspect of the implementation of
shelf management in their products. They
demonstrate this by keeping abreast of
all new feature developments and firmware releases from the shelf management
vendors, by providing custom configuration scripts and documentation, and
by maintaining onsite test beds that
correspond exactly to the customer’s
hardware configuration. This allows them
to quickly develop custom solutions and
resolve issues. By testing and qualifying
new firmware and working closely with
the shelf management vendors, they are
able to provide turnkey solutions that
allow their customers to get to market
quickly and securely with new services.

What to expect from a
shelf supplier
When system manufacturers and system
integrators evaluate a shelf supplier’s
Shelf Manager capabilities, they should
look for the following attributes:
Flexibility
Several good shelf management solutions are available from different vendors,
each with their own strengths. The shelf
supplier should offer several options,
allowing you to select the one that best
meets your needs.
Integration
The shelf should be fully tested and
proven to work with the Shelf Manager
in all configurations and with the latest
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Configuration Data

Configuration Data
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firmware updates. The PICMG organization holds a series of interoperability
workshops. Check to see if your provider
is active in these meetings.
Setup and configuration
Field upgrades are a fact of life, and
AdvancedTCA makes them easier with
hot pluggability. Accordingly, subsystems must be integrated, and shelf suppliers should provide foolproof instructions
for updating live systems. Shelf suppliers
should also provide customized scripts
for each unique configuration and be on
hand to help during actual deployment.

AdvancedTCA
shelf supplier Carlo Gavazzi Computing
Solutions needed a chassis with enhanced
cooling (Figure 3). Carlo Gavazzi engineers designed a shelf with upgraded fans
and filters, which in turn required updates
to the fan control and Shelf Manager
firmware. Carlo Gavazzi worked with its
shelf management partners to create an
integrated solution complete with instructions and support, allowing its customer
to retrofit units in the field and easily
perform the updates.

Conclusion
The AdvancedTCA specification provides system designers the promise of
freedom of choice and reliable interoperability among standardized components.
It depends on proactive and expert suppliers, however, to deliver on that promise
for critical components such as the shelf
management subsystem. c

Support
A shelf supplier should serve as a true
value-added partner, working backward
with the shelf management providers and
forward with the system manufacturers,
system integrators and service providers to ensure a seamless integration and
smooth deployment.

Frank Fitzgerald,
Senior Systems
Architect at Carlo
Gavazzi Computing
Solutions, is an
electrical engineer
with more than
20 years of industry
experience. He has designed systems
and boards for data storage, factory
automation, communications, and
military applications with a focus on
PCI, PCI Express and most recently,
AdvancedTCA.

All of these attributes are evident in
an example from a real life integration
scenario. A customer of AdvancedTCA

Carlo Gavazzi Computing Solutions
ffitzgerald@cg-cs.com
www.cg-cs.com

Figure 3
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ERNI Electronics
This connector meets
all PICMG 3.0 performance
requirements and is fully
intermateable with alternative connectors,
which were designed according to the same
standard • Stamped female contacts with high
conductive material for highest current carrying capacity • Reliable and proven press-fit
zone • Standard flat rock press-in tools • No
additional PCB retention hardware required
• Female contacts fully protected through
proven lead-in design • Controlled plating
thickness at female mating point
RSC No. 32156

www.erni.com

Harting Connectors

Connectors

ERNI ATCA Power Connector

7W2 Power Connector
American Conec Corporation
This MicroTCA Power Module Input Connector, type 7W2, is suitable
for application in -48 V/-60 V power modules. The compact connector
size combined with special mounting brackets provides a space saving
and extremely stable attachment to the PCB. Screw machined power contacts
meet and exceed the mechanical and electrical standards of the specification
and offer significant power and performance reserves.
Features
• Dual port standard type 7W2 (part no. 13-000011)
• Filtered versions with integrated 54 or 10 nF low pass filter (part no. 24-000031 and part no. 24-000041)
• SMD version (part no. 13-000031)
In addition to the standard types, several versions for special applications
and 9W4 connectors for +24 V power modules complete the program.
Get your free copy of the “MicroTCA Power Module Input Connector”
brochure or detailed product information at www.conec.com.

www.conec.com

RSC No. 35051

Harting Technology Group

RSC No. 32887

www.harting.com

MTCA Connector Hood
American Conec
Corporation
Hood for MicroTCA Power Module
Input Connectors • Special flat design
• Side cable exit • Screw mounting on the
power module • (integrated strain relief)
• Part no. 16-000020
RSC No. 35052

GIG-ARRAY Mezzanine Connectors
FCI
25 mm plug connectors • GIG-ARRAY mezzanine connectors
provide either 200 or 296 signal contacts • Add the capability for
40 mm stack height when used with the company’s existing 15 mm receptacles • Can be paired with
5 mm receptacle connectors to provide an additional option to achieve 30 mm board-to-board spacing
• 40 mm stack height expands upon the options for 15 mm, 17 mm, 18 mm, 20 mm, 25 mm, 27 mm, 28 mm,
30 mm, and 35 mm board spacing • Suits blade server, storage, communications, and networking
equipment applications • GIG-ARRAY differential pairs nominally provide 100 ohms matched impedance
• The GIG-ARRAY product family can support data rates up to 10 Gbps • 296-position connector contains
37 columns with eight individual signal contacts and nine ground contacts in each column • 200-position
connector contains 25 columns • Use of individual contacts for both signal and ground connections
provides more flexibility in handling power or low-speed • Ball Grid Array (BGA) connector termination
for easy attachment to PCBs using conventional reflow soldering processes • The 1 mm x 0.65 mm
BGA grid optimizes PCB trace routing and electrical performance • Lead-free and RoHS-compatible
connector options

www.fciconnect.com

RSC No. 33687

FC510 MicroTCA Power Module Input
Connectors
FCI
D-subminiature 7W2 connector options • Enable -48 V or -60 VDC input
connections to power modules used in MicroTCA shelves • Each power contact provides 24 A
current-carrying capacity • Shielded connectors fit the power module faceplate on the front side of
a power module made in accordance with the MicroTCA specification • Board-mount connectors,
available as a single port or as a dual-stacked configuration for redundant input feeds, have compact
• Board-mount connector offering includes through-mount options suitable for wave soldering or
Pin-in-Paste reflow soldering • Two versions: (1) cable connector having two standard solder bucket
signal contacts (2) pre-installed shunt on the signal contacts used for First Mate Last Break (FMLB)
functionality for lower applied cost • Power contacts in both solder bucket and crimp versions for
cable termination
RSC No. 33911

www.fciconnect.com

www.conec.com
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AdvancedTCA and MicroTCA
connectors: Press-fit termination
technology for a most reliable
connection; Assembly with
standard flat rock • High availability –
MicroTCA and AMC B+ connectors are in
serial production; High speed differential applications up to 12.5 Gbps • Optimized footprint
enables routing on low count • Fully compliant
with PICMG AMC.0 and MicroTCA specifications • Excellent routing capabilities with widerouting channels and low cross talk • HARTING
also offers the full range of power connectors
specified for use within AdvancedTCA or
MicroTCA systems • con:card+ features: GuideSpring offsets PCB finger tolerance deviations
by constantly pressing the module against the
opposite wall • GuideSpring slot is designed for
the AdvancedMC module, and increases mating reliability • GuideSpring secures the module
position in the case of shocks and vibrations •
This prevents loss of contact and surface wear
• Meets the AdvancedMC 200 mating cycles
spec. using Harting’s experience in stamping
and components to minimizing gold pad wear
• Wear resistance is increased by special
corrosion-resistant coating and plating

Connectors
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Goldfish Miniature Power
Connectors

King Cobra Series
Positronic Industries

Positronic
Industries

High reliability machined contacts • Molded of lightweight, non-corrodible
composite materials • Contact sizes 22, 20, and 16 for signal and power
applications • Environmental options that meet the requirements of IP65 • Right
angle and straight PCB mount terminations • Cable terminations and accessories
RSC No. 33301

www.connectpositronic.com

ATCA Power Connector

High reliability power
connectors with outstanding
features • AC/DC input power • Signal contacts
• Output power contacts • Sequential mating
options • Three package sizes with six contact
variants • Excellent blind mating
RSC No. 32183

www.connectpositronic.com

ept
AdvancedTCA Zone 1 Power Connector • 8 power contacts and 22 signal
contacts, as described in the PICMG specification AdvancedTCA 3.0 R2.0 • ept maximizes
contact reliability with gold over nickel at the contact area and RoHS compliant tin at the press-fit
section • ept’s proven “Tcom press”-fit section is added to the contact for highly reliable and efficient
manufacturing • The connector is designed with a guide pin for ease of mating with a daughter card
connector and the insulator bodies are manufactured with UL 94 V-0 rated material • Pre and post
mating contacts are provided to allow for a controlled power ramp up and hot-swap capability of the
AdvancedTCA carrier boards • ept’s power connectors are fully intermatable with alternative connectors
designed to the same standard

www.ept.de

RSC No. 34733

MicroTCA-CN080
Yamaichi Electronics USA
Our connector mounting technology, CMT (Compression Mount Technology), requires less backplane
inner layers, hence offering outstanding routing capabilities to the MicroTCA system • High Speed
Transmission 12.5 Gbps • Metal housing for improved stability • Butterfly backplane (midplane) possible
• Backside of backplane can be used for further components • Acc. to PICMG Spec. MicroTCA.0 R1.0
• Insulation resistance: 100MΩ minutes at 80 VDC • Differential impedance of 100(±) 10Ω • Withstanding
voltage: 80 Vrms a minute • Operating temperature: (-55 °C to +105 °C) • Mating cycles: 200 times
• Cross talk ratio: NE&FE less than 3 percent

www.yeu.com

RSC No. 34864

AdvancedMC Backplane
Connector
for µTCA
Harting
Technology Group
The HARTING AdvancedMC backplane
connector for MicroTCA systems is designed
to support data transmission speeds of up
to 12.5 Gbps • The connector is terminated
with rugged press-fit technology and meets
MicroTCA.0 shock and vibration requirements
• HARTING AdvancedMC connectors feature
con:card+ technology • con:card+ is the new
quality seal that identifies connectors providing the highest level of mating reliability for
AdvancedMC modules. con:card+ connectors
feature unique GuideSpring technology that
pushes and holds the AdvancedMC module
against the connector housing • By preventing module float in the connector, con:card+
connectors enhance the reliability of
AdvancedMC systems under shock and
vibration

www.harting.com

RSC No. 33373

3M HSHM B19 Connector
3M Electronic Solutions Division
Supports speeds of up to 5.0 Gbps per differential pair while maintaining full pin-to-pin compatibility on
the backplane with VME64x, P0 VITA 31, and P3 PICMG 2.16 connectors • Only high-speed connector
designed to meet the industry standard 2 mm hard metric format in accordance with the IEC-61076-4-101
connector standard • Use virtual coaxial shielding technology to provide maximum performance with
minimal cross talk and skew, allowing them to plug into existing 2 mm hard metric connectors and
support PCI Express and RapidIO protocols • Fully compatible designs can be built with fast serial links
running up to 5.0 Gbps per differential pair, permitting PCI Express and RapidIO to be run on existing
backplanes • 3M B19 connector solution enables the extension of the life of, and preserves the investment in, existing VME and CompactPCI systems • Cost-effective path to higher speed serial I/O protocols
such as PCI Express and RapidIO without disruptive backplane redesign or a forklift upgrade
RSC No. 34896

www.3M.com/electronics

HyperGrid Array
Hypertronics
Proprietary new
compliant contact provides high
reliability • Scalable interconnect by pitch
• Discrete nodes, all metal, no elastomers
• Customizable footprint • Low contact self
inductance • Superior signal integrity
• Consistent resistance across nodes • Known
discrete-node resistance measurements
• Minimum of 100,000 mating cycles
RSC No. 32641
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MicroTCA

MicroTCA power module input connectors
By Juergen Hahn-Barth

Following on the heels of the AdvancedTCA standard, which was
developed by the PICMG subcommittee, the MicroTCA version
defines a specification for small, low-cost systems that over
time are expected to find their way into a whole range
of new applications.

Power supply
Any system architecture must include
an appropriate power distribution strategy. A considerable amount of space
is dedicated to the design of a suitable
power supply and associated connectors
in the MicroTCA architecture specifications. In the maximum configuration, the
MicroTCA power modules supply up to
two MCHs, two cooling units, and up to
twelve mezzanine cards. Because they
play a central role by providing power
to all the other systems, the power modules need to be very rugged and reliable.
Designing in redundant power supplies
is an obvious way of guaranteeing high
availability and operational reliability.
The specification intentionally does not
require redundancy, but the architecture
accommodates redundant design if that
is the appropriate solution for a given
application. When assessing the general
reliability requirements during design of
the power modules, it is important to keep
in mind that the market for MicroTCA
compliant devices is considerably more
varied than the AdvancedTCA market,
and there is a wider range of operating conditions. This must be taken into
account very early on in the design
phase. The MicroTCA specification is
still evolving to ensure that the products
are rugged enough to withstand harsh
operating conditions.
However, the existing specification
already addresses the different operating
environments. The design of the power
module input connectors plays a major
role in this context, because the connectors act as the interface between the

systems and the external power
source (and thus the outside
world).
The power input connectors are
located on the front of the power
module. A cable is installed between
the connectors and the external power
source. Greater mechanical stress on the
cable and connectors can be expected at
that point. The connectors must also have
an adequate power rating, and they must
be compatible with the heat management
requirements.
The standards subcommittee decided
to use a proven interface. There is good
reason why the D-SUB family of connectors is one of the most popular solutions
when there is a need for a rugged connection to the outside world. The 7W2
combination D-SUB connector (Figure 1)
was selected for power supplies with
-48 V and -60 V inputs.
For coding purposes, the 9W4 was chosen
for +24 V inputs. As a leading supplier of
reliable, high-precision connectors for
telecommunications and industrial electronics, CONEC is well positioned to
develop and market a suitable interface
for MicroTCA modules based on the
MicroTCA specification.
Features of the PM connector
The 7W2, which is the more popular
choice in practical application (the major
differentiating features of the 9W4 are
larger external dimensions and a current
rating of 49 A per power pin), can be used
to illustrate typical connector requirements. The connector has two high-current
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Figure 1
contacts rated at 24 A per pin and two
signal contacts in a conventional D-SUB
housing. The signal contacts present no
particular engineering challenge.
These control contacts are used for hot
swapping, and the specification states
that they should be shunted at the cable
connector end. The requirements for the
high-current contacts however are more
stringent. At the maximum rated current
of 24 A per power pin, the temperature
must not rise above 30 °C. The highpower contacts used by CONEC are highprecision screw machined parts. Due to
the material selection and workmanship,
the connectors will withstand 200 mating
cycles, and they offer significant power
reserves. In addition to the electrical characteristics, the method of attaching the
power module input connector to the PCB
is also very important. To provide dedicated
power input, a double-decker connector
is the preferred solution on single-width,
full-height power modules, which take up
exactly one slot in the MicroTCA subrack.
This connector requires firm, compact
attachment to the PCB.
The specification also recommends that
a cable strain relief mechanism should

be provided to lock the cable to the input
power connector and ensure that a pulling force applied to the cable does not cut
the power. This means that the load on the
cable and connector must be distributed
as efficiently as possible to the front panel
and the PCB in order to relieve the stress
on the connector solder joints. CONEC
has paid particular attention to this issue
during the design of the power module
input connector. A special diecasting
process is used to produce the rugged
mounting brackets that are used on the
connectors. These brackets have a small
footprint and ensure that the mechanical
forces are distributed evenly to the PCB
to minimize strain on the solder connections at the pin contacts. This provides an
extremely stable connector solution for
attaching the power modules to an external power source (Figure 2).

The use of filter technology
To comply with the specifications, additional EMI shielding and filter options
should be available for the connectors.
CONEC has been making filtered D-SUB
connector families for the electronics
industry since 1985, and the company is
one of the prime suppliers of filter technology for plug connectors. Connectors
in shielded housings represent a discontinuity in the shielding, providing a path
for high-frequency signals to enter or
exit the systems. The connector pins act
as antennas, and they emit or receive
interference signals. Filter technology is
embedded into the connectors to avoid
system-wide performance degradation.
This eliminates the need to provide filtering on the PCB, saving valuable board real
estate without forgoing the advantages
of effective filtering.
Integrated low-pass filters with a capacitance of 10 nF or 54 nF per power pin
are a standard feature of the CONEC
MicroTCA power module input connector series. Many other capacitance values
are available on request.

Figure 2

The complete range
The MicroTCA connector range (see
Figure 3) includes matching plugs, a
cable housing for the power module, and

Figure 3
power output connectors for the modules and backplanes as defined in the
specifications. CONEC also supplies
plug connector systems using a variety
of connection technologies that comply
with the predecessor CompactPCI and
AdvancedTCA standards. c
Juergen
Hahn-Barth
is marketing
manager, CONEC
Corporation.

CONEC Corporation
Juergen.Hahn-Barth@conec.de
www.conec.com
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Meritec
A comprehensive
line of cable assemblies
supporting single, double,
and quad data rates for high speed data transfer applications that include 10G Ethernet-CX4,
InfiniBand, SATA, and SAS • 4X and 12X
assemblies are offered with 24-26-28-30 AWG
cable • Other cable offerings are also available
on request • Angled 4X cable egress available
for ease of packaging and cable routing
• Patented latch design • Thumbscrew version
available for rugged applications

www.meritec.com

RSC No. 32159

Storage

12X/3-4X Cable Assembly

Astek Corporation Products
Astek Corporation
Astek Corporation offers a complete line of storage
solutions in mezzanine cards, custom PCBs and
turn-key storage appliance systems. In a decade of
delivering storage products, Astek has worked with
parallel SCSI, Serial Attached SCSI (SAS), Fibre Channel, Parallel ATA, Serial ATA, solid state (FLASH)
and every major bus interface including PCI, PCI Express, InfiniBand, and HyperTransport.
Astek Corporation has a broad range of storage products including mezzanine cards, storage modules,
and turnkey storage appliance systems:
A3803-PMC – 8 port 3 Gbps PCI-X SAS Host Bus Adapter
A3803-AMC – 8 port 3 Gbps PCI Express SAS Host Bus Adapter, AMC.0, AMC.3 compliant
A7404-AMC – 4 port 4 Gbps PCI Express Fibre Channel Host Bus Adapter
A3XX03-SAS – Complete MicroTCA storage system from 4 to 12 AMC disk modules with up to
2.4 terabytes of storage
A31203-MCH – SAS enabled MicroTCA Carrier Hub

Rugged Storage

A33603-MMC – SAS bus expander on a module, add SAS fabric to any
AdvancedTCA card or other form factor of your choice

ACT/Technico

RSC No. 33106

www.acttechnico.com

RAIDStor NAS
Blade

www.astekcorp.com

RSC No. 34991

VLP DDR3 ECC SODIMM
Virtium Technology
Very Low Profile (VLP) DDR3 ECC SODIMM memory modules • VLP DDR3 Registered ECC SODIMM,
VLP DDR3 ECC SODIMM, VLP DDR3 SO-RDIMM, and VLP DDR3 SO-CDIMM • Designed for space
constrained next-generation AdvancedTCA, AdvancedMC, MicroTCA, PicoTCA, PC/104, SBB canisters,
and PICMG SBCs • Virtium VLP DDR3 SODIMM ECC memory modules are designed with significant
enhancements to the JEDEC standard, including ECC SODIMM error correction, registered ECC SODIMM
functionality for the VLP SORDIMM and reduced module height of 0.72 inches, enhanced from the JEDEC
standard of 1.18 inches • All Virtium DDR3 ECC SODIMM memory modules are available with optional
SODIMM heat-spreader, industrial temperature, extended temperature range DRAM, or thermal sensors
to improve thermal performance in demanding environments or for small compact chassis with limited
internal space and minimal airflow • Operate at a lower Vdd voltage to deliver data bandwidths up to
12800 MBps and use less power when compared to DDR2 • DDR3 also provides larger prefetch for faster
data access by the processor with better noise suppression and signal integrity using DDR3 differential
data strobing, Dynamic I/O Signal Termination and On-die Dynamic Termination (ODT) • For specific
module densities, mechanical specifications and datasheets or to request memory module samples,
contact Virtium or visit http://www.virtium.com
RSC No. 34151

www.virtium.com

ACT/Technico
6U Network Attached Storage Blade
• Automatic fail over, drive to drive or blade to
blade • Automatic and transparent duplication
of the data across the primary and secondary
storage blades • Drive level front panel hot
swap • RAID 0, 1, 0+1 and 1+1 configurable –
no hardware to exchange • Diskless client
boot support • Client/server model for storage
access • Smallest RAID footprint in the industry
• Synchronization capability implemented
between blades • Supports NFS, CIFS/SMB,
Web Server, bootp, and FTP
RSC No. 34801

www.acttechnico.com

smxUSB Products
Micro Digital
The smxUSBH USB host stack, the smxUSBD USB device stack, and the smxUSB0 OTG stack
• Compliant with USB Specifications 1.1 and 2.0 • Control, bulk, interrupt, and isochronous data
transfer support and high-speed (480 Mbps), full-speed (12 Mbps) and low-speed (1.5 Mbps) • Cascading
hub support for up to 127 devices • USB hub, mouse, keyboard, printer, and mass storage Class Drivers
• Interfaced to smxFS for USB disk drive support • Supports industry standard USB controllers: OHCI,
UHCI, and EHCI • Supports embedded USB Host Controllers, including NXP ISP’s 116x, 1362, and 176x,
all Atmel At91, Cirrus Logic EP92xx, all ColdFire, all NXP LPCxxx, and Sharp LH7A404 • Compatibility
with ARM, ColdFIre, PowerPC, x86, and other CPUs • Small code footprint (less than 50 KB for a CISC
processor) • Small data footprint (6-12 KB for a Philips ISP controller) • Written entirely in ANSI-C
• Optimized for SMX RTOS
RSC No. 34944

www.smxinfo.com
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ACT/Technico’s family
of rugged, solid state
flash storage solutions are suitable for
airborne, shipboard, underwater, as well as
ground applications • PMCStor, RAIDStor,
and ShuttleStor family use solid state flash
technology to provide solutions for the harshest
environments • ACT/Technico offers rugged
storage solutions on PMC, VME, CompactPCI,
and emerging standard platforms; ask about
standalone drive availability • Capacities run
up to 64 GB in low profile capacities and are
compatible with ATA/IDE as well as SATA
interfaces • Board level data security solutions
are possible with removable media and data
write protect/secure erase functions – visit our
website for details • Support available for Linux,
Windows, and VxWorks; ask about individual
boards

Storage
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A31003-SAS
Astek Corporation
MicroTCA Storage Appliance System provides RAID-5/6 storage and iSCSI, NFS, and target mode
SAS connectivity to host computers • Complete PICMG MicroTCA compliant system in 1U, 3U, or
6U form factors • With 4-12 disk AdvancedMC sites • Single or dual-redundant MCH and power modules
• Single or dual-redundant RAID controllers • Connects to host computers via iSCSI or NFS over 1 GbE or
10 GbE (XAUI) interface • Can also support SAS bus connectivity from SAS hosts • Fully managed storage
appliance offers RAID volume management, and IPMI based system control compatible with Service
Availability Forum specifications • Can use SAS, SATA, or solid state disk media
RSC No. 34888

www.astekcorp.com

Smart Modular
Technologies
8 GB DDR2 CoolFlex
Mini-RDIMM • Configured as
a 1Gx72, 4-rank module using SMART-built
2 Gb (512Mx4) DDPs • CoolFlex is a unique
technology that doubles memory capacity by
allowing 36 DRAM placements on four sides
• Designed with two registers and two phase
locked loops • Can be mounted with vertical,
right-angled, or angled sockets
RSC No. 35050

www.smartm.com

Secure PMCStor
ACT/Technico
A secure storage solution that provides an effective means to perform
secure erasure or write-protection of sensitive data on a PMC form factor • Suits a wide range
of commercial and military applications including ground mobile, shipboard, airborne, and homeland
security • Provides a unique hardware-based implementation of two methods of data protection:
Secure-Erase, with two levels of data purging; and write-protect, preventing data from being overwritten
or modified • Couples a PCI/ATA core with secure-erase and write-protect logic implemented via a FPGA
• A complete storage solution capable of operating in environments where extended shock and vibration
conditions exist
RSC No. 33345

www.acttechnico.com

CPCIStor
Module
ACT/Technico
6U CompactPCI storage blade • Onboard ATA
controller supports CD/DVD, HDD, and solidstate flash • Supports Hot Swap Removal (ask
about RAID support) • ATA disks available in
Enhanced Duty cycle versions for NEBS Level 3
• 7/24 requirements • Operating Systems supported: VxWorks, Linux, and Windows
RSC No. 34800
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Omni Device
Fully AdvancedTCA 3.0 and
3.1 option 2 compliant
switch blade • Optionally support
option 9 for 2 specific slots • Fully PICMG
3.0/3.1 option 2 compliant switch fabric
• Support partially PICMG 3.1 option 9 (10 GbE)
for specific 2 node slots optionally • 48-port
GbE nonblocking switch fabric • Redundant
hub and shelf manager using dedicated ports
• Support AdvancedTCA IPMI with redundant
IPMB • Wire-speed L2 switching and static
routing • Management function with CLI,
SNMP, and so on
RSC No. 32134

www.omnidevice.com

CPCI-824

The ATCA-PP50 Packet Processing Blade supports two multicore RMI XLR732 packet processors.
It delivers deep packet inspection and security capabilities for
wireless aggregators, IPTV, IMS, and security.
Features
• Two XLR732 processors, each with
8 multi-threaded MIPS cores
• Up to 16 GB per blade, 8 GB per XLR
• Supports 10 GbE AdvancedTCA fabric interfaces (PICMG 3.1.9)
• 10 GbE (SFP+) network interfaces on front or rear
• 10x 1 GbE (SFP) network interfaces via RTM
• Optional layer 3+ 10 GbE switch for advanced routing functions
• XLR732 processor includes advanced packet distribution offload engine
•A
 utonomous security engine on XLR732 processor
provides maximum performance and efficiency
(e.g. IPSec)

www.ccpu.com

RSC No. 33080

Cyclone
Microsystems

www.cyclone.com

PROMENTUM ATCA-9100

AMCC PRS80G-ATCA
AMCC
Switch blade supports 8 x 10 Gbps full-duplex slots with QoS enforcement at media
speed • Suitable for the convergence of voice, video, and data traffic, thanks to
efficient QoS, bounded transit delay, and guaranteed precedence of time sensitive
traffic over other traffic types • QoS enforcement at media speed supported by end-to-end,
in-band flow control mechanisms through the switch fabric • Real-time traffic support, for example
TDM • Video and audio distribution applications enabled by powerful multicast and broadcast mechanisms supporting 100% line utilization with high QoS • High priority traffic can be made fully preemptive,
while alternate options can guarantee bandwidth to lower priority traffic, even under high traffic load
conditions • Interoperability with Network Processor AdvancedTCA blades from AMCC and major NPU
vendors • Evaluation blade providing up to 80 Gbps of full-duplex user bandwidth: 8 slots at 10 Gbps in a
dual-dual star (or full-mesh) backplane, or 8-slots at 5 Gbps in a dual-star backplane

www.amcc.com

RSC No. 32163

RadiSys Corporation
An AdvancedTCA media
processing blade that
provides highest density of
media processing through the use
of latest multicore DSP silicon from
Freescale • Single-slot PICMG 3.0/3.1
(Option 9) compliant • Hosts up to 20 quad-core
Freescale MSC8144 DSPs on two mezzanine
cards • Powerful Local Management Processor
– MPC8548 PowerQuiCC III processor supporting • Onboard L2 GE switch provides dedicated
per DSP connectivity to AdvancedTCA Base
Interface • Onboard L2 10GE/GE switch provides dedicated per DSP 1GE connectivity
to 10 G AdvancedTCA Fabric (GE) • Onboard
Serial RapidIO Switch Fabric providing
dedicated x1 lanes to each DSP and x4 lanes
to the LMP for management and debug of
every DSP resource
RSC No. 34953

KatanaPPB
Emerson Network Power Embedded Computing
High-speed multiprocessor AdvancedTCA telecom blade optimized
for control and packet processing applications such as WAN access,
SS7/SIGTRAN signaling, media gateways, wireless base station controllers,
radio network controllers, and softswitches • Up to six PowerPPC 7448 processors • Dual Freescale
PowerPC 7448 processors running up to 1 GHz on the baseboard • Up to four Freescale PowerPC 7448
processors running up to 1 GHz on four modules • AdvancedTCA PICMG 3.1 Option 3 • Up to 1 GB DDR
SDRAM with ECC in SODIMM package on the baseboard and up to 512 MB DDR SDRAM on each
processor module • 128 MB of flash memory on the baseboard and total of 256 MB of flash memory
on four modules • Managed L2/L3 Gigabit Ethernet Switch • Dual 10/100/1000 Ethernet with access to
on board switch fabric • Dual 10/100 Ethernet front panel access per module • IPMI Controller with
redundant intelligent platform management bus • Carrier Grade Linux and VxWorks support
• RoHS/WEEE compliant configuration available
RSC No. 34809

www.emersonembeddedcomputing.com

www.radisys.com
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CompactPCI form factor, blade-style
communications processor designed for
demanding telecommunications and protocol processing applications • Based on the
667 MHz AMCC PowerPC 440GX, the CPCI-824
combines a fast processor core with 256K
L2 cache, a fast memory controller, a PCI-X
bridge and a DMA controller • The combination of these elements allows for fast protocol
processing on demanding data flows • Two
100BASE-Tx ports • Up to one GB 333 MHz DDR
SDRAM • NEBS Level III compliance
RSC No. 32168

Continuous Computing Corporation

Blades/AdvancedTCA

ATCA-PP50 Packet Processing Blade

USPS-3200

Blades/AdvancedTCA
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RadiSys MPCBL00050

MG 7000A
NMS Communications
Corporation

RadiSys Corporation
The RadiSys® MPCBL0050 Single Board Computer (SBC)
features the Dual-Core Intel® Xeon® processor LV 5138 and it
combines Intel® 64 Technology+ (Intel® 64) with dual-core, dual
processing capabilities for a total of four processor cores on a single platform,
providing performance boost, superior subsystem scalability, and density. This
fifth-generation design achieves significant performance improvements for compute-intensive and
database-access applications including IP Multimedia Subsystems (IMS), wireless control plane,
and IPTV.
The MPCBL0050 SBC is optimized to support first-generation AdvancedTCA chassis that limit
front-board power to less than 200 W. It also interoperates with AdvancedTCA products from Intel
and with third-party building blocks meeting the PICMG 3.0 specification.
Dual-Core Intel® Xeon® Processor LV 5138
• Enables performance improvement greater than five times that of the first-generation MPCBL0001
single board computer
• Intel 64 supports 64-bit instructions and provides flexibility for 64-bit and 32-bit applications and
operating systems
• Power-optimized 1066 MT/s front-side bus (FSB) and 4 MB shared L2 cache per physical processor
allow dynamic allocation between cores, based on application load
AdvancedMC
Compliant with the revised AMC.0 specification (AMC.0 R2.0), the MPCBL0050 SBC provides one
AdvancedMC site to support the next-generation mezzanine card standard optimized for AdvancedTCA.
The increased board area and power envelope support high-density I/O mezzanines while PCI Express
and Gigabit Ethernet interfaces provide maximum throughput.
AdvancedMC can help reduce time-to-market by providing an
easy-to-use expansion slot. These cards provide full hot swap support
and allow management via an onboard IPMB.
RSC No. 35061

www.radisys.com

USPS-3000
Sponsored by RadiSys Corporation www.radisys.com

Omni Device
Omni Device USPS-3000 is a fully AdvancedTCA 3.0 and 3.1 compliant switch blade
that provides 24 Gigabit Ethernet base interface ports and 24 Gigabit Ethernet fabric interface
ports • Fully PICMG 3.0/3.1 option 1 compliant switch fabric • 24 GbE ports for base I/F and 24 GbE ports
for fabric I/F • Support up to 16 slot AdvancedTCA shelf • 8 GbE Base and 8 GbE Fabric I/F for uplinks
• Dedicated ports for redundant hub and shelf manager • Support AdvancedTCA IPMI with redundant
IPMB • Wire-speed L2 switching and static routing • Management function with CLI, SNMP, and so on
RSC No. 32133

www.omnidevice.com

RSC No. 32169

www.nmscommunications.com

aTCA-6892
ADLINK
Technology, Inc.
Dual 4 Gbps Fibre Channel (FC) links
powered by the Qlogic EP2432 PCI Express FC
controller, offers remote setup, and can be
configured with the FC links at the front panel
via SFP optical transceivers, or to the backplane with Zone 2 connectors, supporting
PICMG 3.1 option 4/7 connectivity • When
combined with FC switch and storage blades,
the aTCA-6892 can directly access integrated,
high-performance Storage Area Network
(SAN) in the same chassis without the need for
additional fiber optic cabling • Dual 64-bit Intel
LV Xeon Dual Fibre Channel AdvancedTCA processor blade • Dual 4 Gbps Fibre Channel Links
• 800 MHz FSB, 1 MB L2 cache, hyper-threading
processors • Intel EM64T 64-bit Extended
Memory Technology • Dual DDR2-400 REG/ECC
channels with 16 GB maximum capacity • 64-bit
33/66/100/133 MHz PCI/PCI-X PMC • Dual
1000BASE-BX GbE fabric interface channels
RSC No. 35021

Advantech Corporation

Kontron
Three Intel Core2 Duo Low Voltage dual-core processors that maintain an overall low power
envelope of 140 W • Each CPU core runs at 1.66 GHz and is paired with a dedicated set of DDR memory,
up to 8 GB for one CPU core, and up to 4 GB for each of the remaining two core processors • Each CPU
can be managed separately via IPMI and IPMC, and can run an OS independently • With the combination
of the onboard GbE switch, multiple VLAN settings can be established with a capacity of 6 GbE combined,
and groomed to the fabric interface within one of two 10 GbE ports • The node board also supports
PCI Express x4 to the one AdvancedMC slot • One mid-size AdvancedMC slot • Available with the
RTM8030, a rear transition module that incorporates onboard 1x SAS HDD with IPMI support • Enables
TEMs who build IMS and IPTV-related gear to run three different applications across the three Intel core
processors • For example, one CPU core manages a live HDTV stream, another a stored VoD stream,
while the third manages data from a web server

www.kontron.com

Supports Intel Core 2 Duo processor
• Intel 945GM chipset supports
533/667 MHz FSB • Up to 4 GB
(DDR2 533/667) memory with SODIMM
expansion • Comprehensive I/O capability, dual
Gigabit Ethernet, SATA, CompactFlash • One
64-bit/66 MHz PMC expansion slot, and optional
second 64-bit/66 MHz PMC expansion slot
• PICMG 2.16, R1.0 Packet Switching Backplane
Specification compliant • PICMG 2.9, R1.0 IPMI
Specification compliant • PICMG 2.1, R2.0
Hot-Swap Specification compliant • Selectable
System/Peripheral mode
RSC No. 32852
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MIC-3392

AT8030

RSC No. 33523

An AdvancedTCA blade, providing a singleslot solution for flexible media processing
in network-based telecom solutions • Up to
17,024 DSP MIPS and 480 “universal” ports,
each supporting IVR, conferencing, and
VoIP in a single slot • 16 T1/E1/J1 interface on rear transition module • Supports
AdvancedTCA 3.1 Gigabit Ethernet switch
fabric • Supports popular vocoders: G.711,
G.723.1, G.726, G.729A/B, AMR • Full support
for IPMB chassis management bus • Onboard
CompactFlash for prompt storage

www.advantech.com
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ATCA-9301

Emerson
Network Power
Embedded Computing

Motorola Inc., Embedded Communications Computing

Quad-core AdvancedTCA blade for
communications infrastructure applications • Field replaceable • Server-class
Woodcrest Xeon LV5138 dual-core
processors, each running at 2.13 GHz • Four
MB of L2 cache • High-speed AdvancedTCA
switched fabric • Mid-size AdvancedMC
expansion bay • Redundant IPMI system
management • Optional 2.5-inch SAS hard drive
• Ideal for wireless and wireline infrastructure
applications including RNCs, media gateways,
home location registers, packet traffic processors, and softswitches • Two processors utilize
an Intel 5000P Memory Controller Hub and
share access to 16 GB RAM • 16 MB of persistent SRAM for event logging, and redundant
2 MB firmware banks, which protect existing
firmware in the event of an unsuccessful
upgrade • Separate AdvancedTCA control/
management and data planes • Highperformance AdvancedTCA fabric interface
suitable for converged packet-based telecom
infrastructure applications requiring high data
throughput • An Intel 6321ESB I/O Controller
provides two Gigabit Ethernet channels to
the AdvancedTCA base fabric • The Memory
Controller Hub provides two Gigabit Ethernet
channels to the AdvancedTCA high-speed
fabric • Redundant PICMG 3.0 IPMI extends
to the AdvancedMC site • Enhances system
management by making it easy for shelf
management controllers to monitor, control, and manage the KAT6200 and attached
AdvancedMC modules • Onboard AdvancedMC
expansion bay supports a single mid-size,
hot-swappable AdvancedMC card, or an
onboard 2.5" SAS hard drive • Three highperformance interfaces to the AdvancedMC
site: Gigabit Ethernet (x2), PCI Express (x4),
and dual SAS interfaces • Carrier Grade Linux
software support

Dual Cavium OCTEON CN5860 Many-Core Processing Units (MPUs) with sixteen
cores each • Hardware acceleration for security, de-/compression, packet queuing,
and scheduling functions • Wind River PNE-LE Carrier Grade Linux operating
environment • 10-port Gigabit Ethernet Network Interfaces for operational flexibility
• Permits packet processing tasks such as forwarding, packet inspection, and security functions
to be done in parallel with control plane tasks
RSC No. 33450

www.motorola.com/computing

RSC No. 33498

www.emersonembeddedcomputing.com

TI PMP1563
Texas Instruments
A full-sized Advanced Telecommunications
Computing Architecture printed circuit
board capable of plugging into a standard
AdvancedTCA slot • Dual, -48 V input stage
• High-voltage energy storage • 240 W intermediate bus converter • 10 W, 3.3 V isolated
management power supply • Five Point-of-Load
(POL) converters of various voltages and
power levels
RSC No. 35276

www.ti.com
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KAT4000-S

Netra ATCA
Servers

Emerson Network Power Embedded Computing
AdvancedTCA carrier with up to four AdvancedMC expansion sites • Freescale MPC8548
PowerQUICC III running at 1 GHz • 512 MB of DDR2-400 memory • 1 GB of NAND Flash • GbE switch
for the AdvancedMC Common Options Region • PCIe switch for the AdvancedMC Fat Pipes Region
• FPS module options: GbE; 10 GbE/1GbE • AdvancedMC connections: GbE to ports 0-1 in Common
Options Region; SAS connections between ports 2-3; PCIe (x4) to ports 4-7 in Fat Pipes Region; Ports 8-11
to FPS; Ports 12-15 and 17-20 to Zone 3 (port 12 optionally routes to Update Channel); Redundant System
Management Bus with IPM Controller • Carrier Grade Linux and VxWorks support • RoHS/WEEE compliant • Enables a wide variety of control and packet processing applications such as WAN access,
traffic processing, signaling gateways, and media gateways
RSC No. 34810

www.emersonembeddedcomputing.com

MIC-5301
Advantech Corporation
Two Dual-Core Intel Xeon processor LV 2.0 GHz • Intel E7520 chipset supports 667 MHz FSB • Dual
channel DDR2 400 MHz ECC Registered SDRAM, configurable up to 16 GB • Four 1000BASE-BX ports on
Fabric interface • Two 1000BASE-Tx ports on Base interface • Two PCI Express x4 (PCIe) AdvancedMC
slots with style B/B+ connector • Support optional Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) module • SAS ports module
to Rear Transition Module (RTM) • One serial port for IPMI on front panel • One onboard CompactFlash
socket • Two USB 2.0 ports in front and in RTM; One 2.5" SATA/SAS HDD on RTM • 20 indicators for
system alarm and status report
RSC No. 32878
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Sun
Microsystems
Netra CT 900 Blade Server: 12U, 12 user
nodes • Netra CP3010 UltraSPARC IIIi: One or
two way SMP, dual PMC, CF-II slot, 4 DIMMs
• Solaris 9/10 support • Netra CP3020 X64
(Opteron) blade: Single or dual core, dual
HDD, dual PMC, CF-II slot, 4 DIMMs
• Solaris 10, CGL support • Netra CP3060
UltraSPARC T1: 4/6/8 core, up to 32 threads,
AdvancedMC, 8 DIMMs, CF-II slot,
Solaris 10 support • Sun AdvancedTCA
products are NEBS Level 3 certified
• PICMG 3.0 and 3.1 compliant for all
AdvancedTCA products • Carrier grade rack
servers • Carrier grade storage • Solaris
Operating Environment available on all Sun
Netra products • OEM support services
• OEM product life cycles
RSC No. 32885

www.sun.com
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Kontron
6U CompactPCI Gigabit
Ethernet Switch,
PICMG 2.16
compliant • Leading edge
technology based on BCM5650X chip
• 24x Gigabit Ethernet ports • Non-blocking
layer 2 and 3 switching and routing • Copper,
optical, rear I/O version • Hot swap, IPMI • Fully
managed • Comprehensive firmware package
• Applies to VoIP installations such as call
servers, media gateways, and trunking gateways in wireline and wireless networks, as well
as VoIP systems in enterprise networks with
high demands on performance

www.kontron.com

RSC No. 32256

zx6150
ZNYX
Networks

www.znyx.com

RSC No. 34833

aTCA-3100 Series
ADLINK
Technology, Inc.
24/48-Port AdvancedTCA
Base/Fabric Switch Blade with
10 GbE uplink • 24 ports Gigabit
Ethernet base interface switch • 24 ports
Gigabit Ethernet fabric interface switch
• 10 Gigabit Ethernet XFP Uplink port • Vitesse
VSC7310 24-port GbE switch-on-a-chip
• Dynamic and static wired-speed Layer 2/3
switching • Intel 80219 600 MHz control
plane processor
RSC No. 35022

www.adlinktech.com

Continuous Computing Corporation
The FlexCore ATCA-FM40 provides full 10 GbE
line-rate switching for 16 slots and 8 external
links with a 240 Gbps non-blocking fabric switch.
The backplane interface supports PICMG3.1 (option 9)
10 GbE links for applications demanding maximum performance, but
is also backward compatible with GE links (option 1) for legacy products.
The FM40 supports a variety of front and rear I/O options for 10 GbE or 1 GbE connectivity, optical
or copper, short range or long range. The switching section includes support for the standard
AdvandedTCA base interface, including the redundant shelf management ports.
A dedicated 533 MHz 440EPx PowerPC processor provides embedded switch management. The switch
management software includes a command line interface and an SNMP interface for integration into a
larger management system. The FM40 product family includes models with Layer 3 routing and advanced
quality of service complete with turnkey software.
The FM40 is expandable to include all the “core” platform functions, including a separate application
processor, storage, Stratum clocking, and shelf management. Any or all of these optional modules can be
included in the blade, or left off for optimal cost.
Designed to consolidate common switching, management and clocking functions for telecom
applications, the industry-standard FM40 ensures easy integration and flexible management interfaces.
The ideal building block for deploying a wide range of high performance, scalable telecom applications,
FM40 may also be combined with other members of Continuous Computing's complete family of ATCA
platform solutions and Trillium protocol software
to create the fastest path from application
development to deployment revenue.

www.ccpu.com

RSC No. 35155

AT8904 AdvancedTCA Hub Board
Kontron
Two AdvancedMC slots for added functionality • The two AdvancedMC slots can be
used to: host processor AdvancedMC modules as main controllers or for load balancing;
storage AdvancedMC modules as mass storage devices for the Processor AdvancedMC; and Network
Processing Units for UDP/NAT or load balancing processing in combination with a storage AdvancedMC
• AT8904 hub can additionally enable redundant 10 GbE interlinks of multiple AdvancedTCA chassis with
the Kontron AM4310 Mid-Size 10 GbE Interlink AdvancedMC module, featuring 2x 10 GbE uplinks on the
front panel via optical XFP connectors, which are routed to the XAUI ports (ports 4-7 and 8-11) on the
AdvancedMC connectors • Modular design enables seamless 1 GbE to 10 GbE migrations for application
designers who have already designed applications with previous generations of Kontron AdvancedTCA
hubs • With the 2 AdvancedMC slots the switch blade functionality can be increased by using NPU-based
AdvancedMCs, supporting 10 GbE for NAT functionality directly on the switch blade • In combination with
a general purpose CPU-based AdvancedMC, all intelligence of the traffic management will reside on the
switch with hot-swap capabilities • Everything resides on the switch blade and therefore it maximizes the
10 GbE fabric interface usage • Integrated design of two AdvancedMC slots increases the added value
of the hub to encompass accompanying user applications, freeing up slots available for other valuable
payload boards

www.kontron.com

RSC No. 33526

ATS1936
Diversified Technology, Inc.
10G AdvancedTCA Switch for DTI’s Targa Line of AdvancedTCA nodes, switches, and platforms
• IPv6 routing support on base and fabric • 10G Ingress on both base and fabric • Three AdvancedMC
sites and high availability • Full IPv6 and v6 over v4 tunneling • Can be used as switch or node • RoHS
compliant/Lead-free
RSC No. 32993

www.diversifiedtechnology.com
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AdvancedTCA Base
Ethernet Switching Platform
with massive egress capacity • 50-port
base interface switch complex • 1 front panel
10 GbE port (XFP), 9 front panel 1 GbE ports
(SFP+), 5 front panel 10/100/1000BT ports
(RJ-45) • 18 GbE ports to zx6150 RTM (SFP+)
• Hardware accelerated IPv4 switch/routing
at Layer 3+, IPv6 capable • Linux-based
OpenArchitect switch operating environment
with Content Aware Processor (CAP) for packet
vectoring with OpenArchitect/PV • RS-232
and 10/100 Ethernet OOB interfaces on front
and rear • Optional shelf management module
makes chassis-based ShMC unnecessary

FlexCore ATCA-FM40 10 GbE Base/Fabric Switch

Switches

CP6923 GbE Switch

Switches
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zx7000
ZNYX Networks
Modular AdvancedTCA switching platform with Base and Fabric
support • 48-port non-blocking GbE switch fabric with up to 12 GbE
egress ports (RJ-45) • Configurable to support chassis with pre-ECN (single ShMC) or post-ECN
(ShMC cross-connect) • Two PMC/PTMC type-5 sites for additional egress ports • Supports up to dual
GigE links to each payload slot (PICMG 3.1 Channel Option 2) • Linux-based OpenArchitect switch
operating environment with full hardware acceleration of IPv4 layer-3+ switch/routing • RS-232 and
10/100 Ethernet OOB ports on front and rear • Up to 4 GbE (RJ-45) ports on RTM • Optional Stratum-3
clock generator with inputs for external BITS and AdvancedTCA CLK1/2/3 generation and distribution
RSC No. 34834

www.znyx.com

AT8902
Kontron
A PICMG 3.0 and 3.1 compliant Hub Board for AdvancedTCA shelves • Suitable for
dual-star and full-mesh configurations in 14- and 16-slot systems • Provides 2 mid-size or
full-size AMC slots for customization • Allows cost-optimized tailoring to the requirements of the
application • The fabric interface can be omitted if not required, for example, for server-based
applications • AMC slots can be equipped with: Processor AMC, for example, acting as the system
controller (saving 1 AdvancedTCA slot); Storage AMC as mass storage device for the Processor AMC;
Dual 10 GbE Fabric Inter-Link AMC to enable multishelf AdvancedTCA systems • Base Interface switch
provides Gigabit Ethernet services on Base Channels 2-16 and to the Shelf Manager(s) • The Fabric
Interface switch provides dual Gigabit Ethernet services to the second, redundant Hub Board and
to payload slots 2-5 and single Gigabit Ethernet services to payload slots 6-15
RSC No. 34797

www.kontron.com

zx7200
ZNYX Networks
AdvancedTCA 10 Gigabit Ethernet switching platform with 70 Gigabit egress
capacity • 20-port 10 GbE Fabric Switch with 5 SFP+ ports for 10 GbE to front panel
or RTM, and 10 GbE inter-switch link • Hardware-accelerated IPv4 switch/routing at
Layer 3+ with Content Aware Processor (CAP) for packet vectoring with OpenArchitect/PV
• Linux-based OpenArchitect Operating Environment and Control Software for configuration, management, and total system high-availability • 26-port base switch with 2 SFP+ ports for 10 GbE to front panel,
3 GbE ports to front panel, and 4 GbE ports to RTM • Stratum-3 clock sync inputs from external BITS,
Input/Output AdvancedTCA CLK1/2/3 to backplane, automatic fail over, and automatic configuration
• Serial-Over-LAN (SOL) to IPMC plus RS-232 and 10/100 Ethernet OOB ports on front and rear
• Complete separation of Base / Fabric networks for maximum security and availability: separate
switching silicon; separate control CPU; separate operating environments
RSC No. 34832

www.znyx.com

Ethernet Switches
ACT/Technico
10/100/1000 CompactPCI/ 2.16 Ethernet Switches • Up to 26 ports, front and/or
rear • Conduction-cooled and extended temperature versions available • IPv4 and IPv6
support • Layer 2 and full Layer 3 support • Multicast flow management with IGMP snooping
• IGMP v2 • QoS layer 2/3 using four priority queues with advanced congestion management • Support
for VLANs based on ports and or MAC addresses to simplify network management • Switchware
configuration software • Auto-crossover, auto-polarity, auto-negotiation, and automatic MAC address
management make ComEth4000a a true plug-and-play
RSC No. 34802
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I-9500

HD160 Series

Intepro Systems

Digital Power

Full-scale LXI-based power supply
tester in a single rack for testing AC-DC and
DC-DC power supplies under 1,000 W (such
as for cell phones, music, and video players)
• PowerStar 5 software for testing whole
families of power supplies with one test
set-up • Based on new LXI controller • Also
compatible with RS-232C, IEEE488.2 • Built-in
6-digit multimeter and 4-channel scope
• Includes 5 test loads and 850 VAC power
supply standard (larger supplies available)
• Spreadsheet-like programming reduces
test times by 25 percent or more

HD160 series of high-density AC to DC switch-mode power supplies that deliver
up to 160 watts, approximately twice the power currently available in the industry standard
2" x 4" footprint • Suited for low profile/1U applications with a height of only 1.06 inches • The HD160
series utilizes the latest technologies and advanced switching topologies to deliver operational
efficiencies up to 90% with a power density exceeding 18 W/in3, setting the standard for low and
medium range power products • Single-output power supplies offer standard output voltage set
points of 5,12, 24, and 48 VDC • Universal AC Input (85 to 264 VAC), Active Power Factor Correction
(EN61000-3-2 Class D compliant), protection against over-temperature, over-current and over-voltage
conditions • Safety approvals for: Information Technology Equipment (ITE), (UL/cUL60950-1 / EN60950-1),
Medical (UL/cUL 60601-1 / EN60601-1), bear the CE Mark (LVD), and conform to FCC / EN55022 Level B
Emission Standards • The HD160 Series offers reliable performance, high MTBF, and is RoHS compliant
• Series is suitable for a wide range of applications including: Front-ends for Distributed Power
Architecture (DPA or IBA) in telecom, industrial, military COTS, medical and scientific instrumentation

RSC No. 34438

www.inteproate.com

RSC No. 33449

www.digipwr.com

Model 426 – RuSH
Dawn VME Products
Monitors voltages and temperatures and controls fan speeds in response to user
commands or temperature variances • Menu-driven set-up • Password protected
• Monitors voltages and temperatures, including humidity • Monitors and controls
fan speeds • Responds to user commands or variances in temperatures • Internet Accessible
through the Ethernet port • Embedded Battleshort command • Extended range components
RSC No. 34743

www.dawnvme.com

NG40G-PBF
Visionpower Ltd.
Multi-output telecom power supply designed for applications including high
transmission rate telecom line cards and blade servers • Input: 48 VDC nominal (range -36 to -72 VDC)
• Outputs: +1 V2, +1 V8, +2 V5, +3 V3, +5 V, -5V 2, ± 15 VDC • Hot pluggable, dual redundant input with
Reverse Polarity Protection and Inrush Current Limiting • Multi-output: up to 200 W total power output
• 16 millisecond hold-up on all outputs • High efficiency, low standby power • Digital Output Sequencing
and programmable start-up delays • Full Built in Test (BiT) and power management • Fully compliant with
ETSI EMC requirements • High reliability with MTBF exceeding 1.5 million hours • Meets full telecom
specifications • RoHS compliant
RSC No. 35177

www.visionpower.co.uk

P8100 cPCI 12 Slot
Westek Technology
Dual system power cords • Simple user programmable system monitoring for fan
speeds, power supplies, and voltages, up to 8 system temperature sensors, and CPU
watchdog with remote monitoring and alerting via Ethernet or serial port • 8U CompactPCI system
chassis with 12-slot CompactPCI backplane, up to 4 redundant hot swap power supplies and integrated
hot swap RAID 1 mirror data storage with up to 1 TB usable • 12 CompactPCI slots with H.110 support and
optional 2.16 • Up to 4 hot swappable redundant power supplies • Integrated hot swap RAID 1 mirror
data storage system • Hot swap multi-fan high efficiency centrifugal cooling module • Compact rugged
8U rack-mount design • Wide choice of processor options including Intel Pentium M, Core 2 Duo,
and Xeon
RSC No. 34447
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Sponsored by General Dynamics www.gdcanada.com/sbc

Sponsored by Aitech Defense Systems, Inc. www.rugged.com
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Aitech Defense
Systems

Kontron

Rugged 3U CompactPCI single-slot SBC
• Low power PowerPC 750FL processor
at 600 MHz • 100 MHz 60x bus • Fully
PICMIG 2.0, Rev. 3.0 compliant • Marvell
MV64460 Discovery III System controller
• System controller or peripheral board
operation • Up to 1 GB of DDR SDRAM
(at 100 MHz) w/ ECC • 64 MB boot flash memory
• 128 MB user flash memory • Up to 2 GB
flash file memory (NAND) • 128 kb Autostore
NVSRAM • Four high performance DMA
engines • Two 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet ports
• Two USB 2.0 ports • Two multiprotocol highspeed serial ports supporting RS-232/422/485
• Eight single-ended TTL or four RS-422
differential Discrete I/O lines • One standard
PMC slot • Four 32-bit timers • Fixed, programmable, and windowed (avionics) watchdog
timers • Real-time clock • RTOS support
• Conduction- and air-cooled versions
• Vibration and shock resistant

www.rugged.com

RSC No. 32509

In today’s demanding world, designers need smart solutions.
The Kontron CP6001, available in three rugged levels, was designed
with exactly that in mind. If you’re designing for harsh environments, the
Kontron CP6001 is an ideal fit for your application. Designed to withstand
the toughest environmental conditions, the Kontron CP6001 is available in three levels,
R1-standard, R2-rugged air-cooled and R3-conduction cooled.
Features
• Low power consumption Intel ULV Core Duo 1.2 GHz and LV 1.5 GHz Core2 Duo processors
• High computing and graphic performance via 945 chipset
• Comprehensive I/O capabilities, 3x GbE, 4x SATA, 2x DVI, onboard HDD, Flash
• Shock and vibration resistant
•C
 ombine with the Kontron CP6923 rugged Ethernet
Switch Board for a powerful package
• RUGGED, RELIABLE, ROBUST

Single Board Computers

CP6001

C903

www.kontron.com

RSC No. 34844

MCX/MCG Series
Trenton Technology

CSBX-3545
ACTIS Computer
3U CompactPCI CPU board
• PowerQUICC III MPC8545E
at 1.2 GHz • Up to 1 GB DDR SDRAM with ECC,
Gigabit Ethernet • User FPGA, Cyclone with
50 I/O pins • Rugged versions • Conduction
cooled • Extended temperature option
RSC No. 32222

www.actis-computer.com

One circuit board plus two quad-core processors deliver eight execution cores of outstanding
performance • Single circuit board SHB design featuring Dual or Quad-Core Intel Xeon Processors
with independent FSBs • Quad Channel DDR2-667 Memory Interface supports up to 32 GB of system
memory • Supports 32-bit/64-bit applications and x16, x8, x4, and x1 PCI Express links to a PICMG 1.3
backplane • Features six Serial ATA/300 Interfaces with RAID 0, 1, 5, and 10 support and eight
USB 2.0 interfaces • Supports three Gigabit Ethernet interfaces: two to the board’s I/O bracket and
one down to the backplane

www.trentontechnology.com

RSC No. 32706

MB-06058
WIN Enterprises

Duet 3U 64 bit
1 GHz TMS320C6416 DSP (x2), 64 MB
SDRAM per processor • Flexible internal/
external communication mesh • 64-bit/66 MHz
CompactPCI • PMC/XMC site with Jn4 to FPGA
and 4 Rocket I/O per VITA 42 • External data
port, up to 12 Gbps • 4M or 5M Virtex-II Pro
FPGA • Up to two 2 MB private DDR SBSRAM
• Up to two 128 MB private DDR SDRAM,
dedicated 800 MBps links between DSPs • 3U
CompactPCI with PXI support • Applications:
high-end co-processing, wireless, broadband communications • RADAR, video, and
biometrics
RSC No. 32856

www.innovative-dsp.com

www.win-ent.com

RSC No. 32806

Rad-Tolerant 3U, CompactPCI I/O Cards
Aitech Defense Systems
Two radiation-tolerant 3U, CompactPCI I/O cards that increase real-time communication
and I/O functions between control subsystems and external subsystems • Analog S930 • Digital S940
• FPGA-based cards • Triple redundant buffer memory and can generate interrupts, eliminating the
need for a more costly onboard processor to manage the I/O • Conduction-cooled cards • Come standard
with component screening to NASA GSFC 311-INST-001A Level 2, making them ideal for high density,
rugged, aerospace applications such as satellites, other spacecraft, and the International Space Station,
where they are in use • Low-power single-slot I/O cards incorporate a PCI bridge implemented by an
anti-fuse FPGA for added radiation tolerance that allows a processor module to access the I/O from the
CompactPCI bus • Their onboard Burn-In Test (BIT) circuitry and logic enables self-monitoring
RSC No. 35179

www.rugged.com
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Sponsored by Kontron www.kontron.com

Innovative
Integration

PICMG 1.3 SBC with AMD second-generation Opteron processor • High-performance with
up to 2.6 GHz processing speed • Configure with a single dual-core CPU or use optional daughtercard
to support another dual-core Second-Generation AMD Opteron processor • Offers reduced power
consumption (within a 95 W envelope) and low heat production • PICMG 1.3 form factor: 13.330" x 4.976";
33.86 cm x 12.64 cm • NVIDIA nForce Professional 2200 chipset • Two memory slots providing up to
8 GB; optional four slots/16 GB

Single Board Computers
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ATCA-XE50

CP307-64

Continuous Computing Corporation

3U CompactPCI CPU
board • Incorporates Intel’s
latest processor chip based
on 65nm technology Intel
Core2 Duo processor • Power efficient
computing • Dual-core performance • Low
power consumption • Two execution cores
and 64-bit optimize Intel Core2 Duo processor
for multithreaded applications and multitasking • Multiple demanding applications
can run simultaneously such as a graphicsintensive program while at the same time
serious number-crunching programs can
be handled • Can execute two operating
systems independently – one core dedicated
to one OS – starting a new era of software
implementations

Kontron

Targeting the scalable application needs of next generation telecommunications markets,
FlexCompute™ ATCA-XE50 provides the ideal ATCA single board computer solution for telecom
equipment manufacturers seeking superior Intel-based processing power. XE50 is targeted at
applications in Next Generation Networks control plane such as Call State Control Function, Media
Resource Function, Softswitches, and Session Controllers. Engineered for carrier-class performance,
the PICMG compliant ATCA-XE50 offers symmetric multiprocessing performance with next generation
dual Quad-Core Xeon processors, providing 16 MB of L2 cache and a 1066 MHz/1333 MHz front side
bus. Designed as a modular processor blade for telecom development, ATCA-XE50 is built on industry
standards to ensure easy integration and management for fast time-to-market development.
Connectivity includes dual redundant 10 GbE fabric interface and dual redundant 1 GbE base
interface.
Coupled with Continuous Computing’s complete family of AdvancedTCA platform solutions and
Trillium® protocol software, XE50 provides the fastest path from application development to deployment
revenue. From IPTV servers to session border
controllers, FlexCompute ATCA-XE50 is the blade
of choice for deploying a wide range of highperformance, scalable telecom applications.

RSC No. 33132

www.kontron.com

www.ccpu.com

RSC No. 35159

78CS2
North Atlantic
Industries

Quixote 64-bit 6U

Sponsored by Continuous Computing Corporation www.ccpu.com

Innovative Integration
A 64-bit CompactPCI 6U board for advanced signal capture, generation, and co-processing • 1 GHz
TMS320C6416 DSP and 2 to 6 MGATE Virtex-II FPGA • 32 MB SDRAM, 8 MB ZBT SBSRAM and AD6645
and AD9764 converters • 64/32 bit CompactPCI, 66 MHz, 5 V/3.3 V and complex trigger modes with HW
event logging • PMC site with Jn4 to FPGA DIO and PICMG 2.17 StarFabric compliant • Applications
include: Software Defined Radio, wireless IP and RADAR, development and hardware testing • Physical
Layer Field Testing, Ultra-fast flexible data acquisition, vector signal generation, and electronic warfare
RSC No. 32861

www.innovative-dsp.com

Adexp8021
Advanet
Intel Core Duo L2400 (1.66 GHz) w/ E7520 server chipset • Dual channel PC2-3200
Registered RAM, SEC/DED, or x4 SDDC • Two Gigabit Ethernet, two Serial ATA, four USB 2.0
• Onboard SXGA graphics, 1280 x 24-bit • 6U CompactPCI Bus, PICMG EXP.0 R1.0 Specification
• RoHS compliant, 0 °C to +55 °C operating range
RSC No. 32837

www.advanet.co.jp/en

D7 Server Blade
MEN Micro Elektronik GmbH
6U CompactPCI SBC equipped with one or two Intel Xeon dual core processors, providing up
to four CPU cores with a frequency of 1.66 GHz, and the Intel E7520 server chipset • Intel dual core
Xeon 1.66 GHz • 2 or 4 CPU cores on-board • 4/8HP CompactPCI system or peripheral slot • PCI 64-bit/
66 MHz or PCI-X 64-bit/133 MHz • Hot swap, PICMG 2.16 support • Up to 4 GB DDR2 ECC SDRAM
• Nonvolatile SRAM, FRAM • Up to 1 GB Flash-on-disk (NAND), hard disk • 2 SATA, 2 PATA interfaces
• Graphics up to 1280 x 1024 • 4 Gigabit Ethernet (PCIe)
RSC No. 33290
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www.menmicro.com

A second-generation, five-module,
multifunction, single-slot CompactPCI card
• Flexible card eliminates the complexity and
size constraints of using multiple, independent,
single-function cards • Accommodates up
to five independent function modules
• Configurable with NAI’s new highly efficient
D/S converters: 10 channels at 2.2 VA or
5 channels at 5.0 VA • Incorporates a GbE
interface that can be used to transfer data to
and from the board, without using the backplane bus • This Ethernet port allows the board
to be used as a stand-alone remote sensor
interface, without the need for a separate
computer board • Other modules for the card
can be selected from a library that includes
D/LVDT (2 channels), S/D (4 channels),
LVDT/D (4 channels), A/D (10 channels),
D/A (10 channels), AC Synchro Reference
Generator, Function Generator (4 channels),
discrete I/O (16-channels), TTL I/O
(16-channels), transceiver I/O (11 channels),
and RTD (6 channels) • Multifunction design
provides extensive diagnostics • Functions
are highly programmable at the channel level
• Continuous background (BIT) testing is performed on all functions and channels • Ideally
suited for military and commercial programs,
including airborne, shipboard, ground mobile,
and C3I applications • Available in operating
temperature ranges of -40 °C to +85 °C and
0 °C to +70 °C • Conduction-cooled versions
with wedgelocks also available
RSC No. 34060

www.naii.com
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ATC6231

MEN Micro
Elektronik GmbH

Diversified Technology

Series of intercompatible
CompactPCI/ CompactPCI Express Single
Board Computers (SBCs) with a new 64-bit
board based on the Intel Core 2 Duo Processor
T7500 combined with the Mobile Intel 965GM
Express chipset • Intel Core 2 Duo T7500,
2.2 GHz • Dual core 64-bit processor • Full
64-bit support (4 GB memory addressable)
• PCI Express six x1 links • 4 HP system master
or standalone • 32-bit CompactPCI or
CompactPCI Express
RSC No. 34143

www.menmicro.com

Rugged 3U
CPCI SBC
Concurrent
Technologies
Model TP 402/351-RC • Ruggedized
conduction-cooled 3U CompactPCI 4HP SBC,
system or peripheral slot, including an XMC
site • Conformal coating • Air cooled versions
available • 3U CompactPCI 4HP SBC with
dual-core processor • Conduction-cooled to
ANSI/VITA 30.1-2002; -40 °C to +85 °C operating
temperature • 1.5 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor with Intel 3100 server chipset • Up to 4 GB
soldered DDR2-400 ECC registered SDRAM
• Supports XMC (x4 PCIe) module in a single
4HP slot • Operates in system slot or peripheral
slot • Can operate as a blade • 33/66 MHz
32-bit CompactPCI bus interface • Two Gigabit
Ethernet ports; one RS-232 and one RS-422/
RS-485; 2 USB 2.0; 4 x GPIO • Onboard 512 MB
Flash disk (option for extra larger Flash disks)
• Two SATA-150 via J2 • Options for air-cooled
SBC rugged or nonrugged versions • Graphics
interface module for all versions (optional in
second slot) • Supports Linux, Windows XP,
Windows XPE, Windows Server 2003, Windows
2000, QNX, LynxOS , VxWorks, and Solaris

www.gocct.com

RSC No. 34754

EXC-4000cPCI/F1
Excalibur
Systems
The EXC-4000cPCI/xx
card for CompactPCI
computers supports up to four dual
redundant 1553 channels using the M4K155PxII
module • Compatible with all common
variations of 1553 • Multiprotocol interface
RSC No. 34010

AMD Opteron Socket F (1207) processor-based Node Board designed for
the next generation of telecom equipment markets • Dual AMD Opteron Socket F (1207)
• Speeds up to 1.8 GHz • Broadcom HT2100 and HT1000 chipset • 2 MB L2 Cache per processor
(1 MB per core) • HyperTransport x16 Link on CPU • One AMC.1 site: Fabric is x8 • PCI Express; Common
Options Region • Supports 1 GB Ethernet and SAS Drive • AMI Embedded BIOS with boot from USB, HD,
CD-ROM and network

www.diversifiedtechnology.com

RSC No. 32992

Dual-Core Xeon CPCI SBC
Concurrent Technologies
Model PP 421/23x • Dual CPU 6U CompactPCI SBC supporting two dual-core
Xeon CPUs • Up to 8 GB DDR2 ECC SDRAM in a single system or peripheral slot • Includes a PMC/XMC
site • Dual processor SBC in a single 6U CompactPCI slot • Supports two 1.66 GHz Dual-Core Intel Xeon
ULV processors using Intel E7520 server chipset • Up to 8 GB dual-channel DDR2-400 ECC SDRAM in a
single slot • PMC/XMC site support 66 MHz PCI-X and x8 PCI Express • Front and rear I/O • 33/66 MHz
CompactPCI operation in system or peripheral slot • Can operate as a blade • Four Gigabit Ethernet ports
with option for PICMG 2.16 • Two SATA-150 and EIDE interfaces via J3/J5 • Option for onboard HDD
or CompactFlash drives • Graphics front and rear • Keyboard and mouse • 4 x USB 2.0 and 2 x RS-232
interfaces • PICMG 2.9 IPMI interface and PICMG 2.1 hot swap support • Support for Linux ,
Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, Windows 2000, and QNX

www.gocct.com

RSC No. 34761

cPCI-3915
ADLINK Technology
3U CompactPCI Intel Pentium M/Celeron M processor SBC with Dual GbE on PCI Express • Low
power consumption Intel Celeron M / Pentium M processor up to 2.0 GHz • Single SODIMM socket
DDR2 400/533 MHz, up to 1 GB • Multiple storage interfaces: Serial ATA, IDE, CompactFlash • Supports
high resolution, dual channel, multiple display interfaces: CRT (up to 2048 x 1536), DVI (up to 165 MBps),
and LVDS (1 x 18 bpp) • Up to 3 USB 2.0 ports, 2 on the front panel, and the other 1 on the rear panel
• Extended temperature option

www.adlinktech.com

RSC No. 35015

Quadia
Innovative Integration
Quad-DSP • Dual FPGA • Dual PMC sites • CompactPCI board with an
advanced architecture that provides inter-processor connectivity and access to
external interfaces • High performance and extreme flexibility for advanced signal capture
and real-time processing applications • Four C6416 DSPs split in two independent clusters each hosting
a PMC site • One large FPGA for end-user code • Central FPGA routing interprocessor communication
• End-user FPGA communication • External port serial I/O for PCI Express or other private link • Global
memory and PCI interface • Suitable platform for integrating high performance DSP and I/O into
advanced signal processing, data acquisition, and real-time applications such as telecom, RADAR,
SONAR and wireless communications • 1 GHz TMS320C6416 DSP (x4) • 64 MB SDRAM per processor
• Flexible internal/external communication mesh • 64-bit/66 MHz CompactPCI • Two PMC sites with
Jn4 to FPGA • External data port, up to 12 Gbps • Two 4M Gate FPGA reserved for end-user code
• Up to two 2 MB private DDR SBSRAM • Up to two 128 MB private DDR SDRAM • Up to 512 MB Global
DDR SDRAM • Applications include high-end co-processing, wireless, broadband communications,
RADAR, video, biometrics, signal intelligence, and electronic warfare
RSC No. 34737

www.innovative-dsp.com

www.mil-1553.com
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AT8020

cPCI-6910
ADLINK Technology

Kontron

6U CompactPCI dual-core Intel Xeon Processor LV/ULV Universal blade • Supports Single Dual-Core
Intel Xeon LV or ULV processors • Front Side Bus 667 MHz • Up to 2 GB DDR2 400 MHz soldered SDRAM
with ECC • Four PCI Express Gigabit Ethernet • Up to 4 USB 2.0 ports • PICMG 2.0, 2.1, 2.9, 2.16 compliant

AdvancedTCA Dual Intel Dual-Core
Xeon with 2 AdvancedMC slots and up
to 16 GB of DRAM • Dual Intel Core Duo Xeon
• Support up to 16 GB of DDR2 • Two mid-size
AdvancedMC bays • Dual Dual-Gigabit on
Fabric • SAS interface available

RSC No. 35013

www.adlinktech.com

RSC No. 34796

6U CompactPCI Core 2 Duo SBC
Concurrent Technologies
Model PP 412/03x • 6U CompactPCI Core 2 Duo SBC supporting two PMC
sites, including one XMC site • Up to 4 GB DDR2 ECC SDRAM • All in a single system or peripheral
slot • Two PMC sites supporting up to 100 MHz PCI-X • One XMC x8 PCI Express • Front and rear I/O
• Supports 2.16 GHz or 1.5 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processors • Using Intel E7520 server chipset • Up to
4 GB dual-channel DDR2-400 ECC SDRAM in a single slot • 33/66 MHz CompactPCI operation in system
or peripheral slot • Can operate as a blade • Three Gigabit Ethernet ports with option for PICMG 2.16
• 2 x SATA-150 and EIDE interfaces via J3/J5 • Option for onboard HDD and/or CompactFlash drives
• Graphics front and rear • Keyboard and mouse • Stereo audio I/O • Three USB 2.0 and three RS-232
interfaces • PICMG 2.9 IPMI interface and PICMG 2.1 Hot Swap support • Support for Linux , Windows XP,
Windows XPE, Windows Server 2003, Windows 2000, QNX , LynxOS , VxWorks and Solaris • Options for
three RTM styles • Option for extended temperature operation, -25 °C to +70 °C
RSC No. 34763

www.gocct.com

cPCI-3920
ADLINK Technology
3U CompactPCI Intel Core 2 Duo Processor • Low power Intel Core 2 Duo and
Core Duo Processor • Intel 3100 Chipset • Up to 2 GB DDR2-400 Registered ECC Soldered SDRAM • Two
PCI Express GbE • Supports USB 1.1/2.0 Flash Drive and SATA storage • Includes a wide variety of I/O
interfaces and is supported with hardware monitoring and a watchdog timer • The high-performance
ability of the cPCI-3920 makes it suitable for telecom, data center, and Internet applications
RSC No. 35076

www.adlinktech.com

www.kontron.com

EXC-1553PCMCIA/PxEXC
Excalibur Systems
Excalibur Systems
credit card sized
interface supports up
to two dual redundant 1553 channels
and is compatible with all common variations
of MIL-STD-1553 • Provides a wide range of
features normally found only on full size testers
• Each channel of the EXC-1553PCMCIA/Px
operates simultaneously as a Bus controller
and/or multiple (up to 32) Remote Terminals, or
as a Triggerable Bus Monitor • Supports error
injection and detection • Small size and compatibility with notebook computers make it the
perfect solution for performing system simulation of the MIL-STD-1553 bus, in the lab and
in the field • Supplied with C drivers, including
source code, Merlin+ Windows software
and may be used with Exalt, Excalibur’s
Analysis and Laboratory Tools, a Windows
monitoring application • Card is supported
only in the newer operating systems:
Windows 2000/XP/Vista
RSC No. 34008

www.mil-1553.com

EXC-1553ccPMC/Px
Excalibur Systems
A multichannel (up to four) MIL-STD-1553 interface board for conduction
cooled PCI Mezzanine Card (PMC) compatible computers • Each dual redundant 1553 channel
can operate simultaneously as a Bus Controller and up to 32 Remote Terminals and as a Triggerable
Monitor and is compatible with all common variations of MIL-STD-1553 (A, B) • In addition, error injection
(BC and RT modes), error detection (all modes) and cableless internal loopback are supported on each
channel • Supplied with C drivers, including source code, and Merlin+ Windows software
RSC No. 34434

www.mil-1553.com

EXC-1553cPCI/MCH-x
Excalibur Systems
A multichannel (up to four channels) MIL-STD-1553 interface board for CompactPCI
systems • Based on a MIL-STD-1553 certified chip used in many flight critical
systems • Each dual redundant channel supports both MIL-STD-1553A and MIL-STD-1553B protocols
• Channels may be programmed individually to operate as a Bus Controller, Remote Terminal, Bus
Monitor, or Remote Terminal / Concurrent Bus Monitor • The 32 K x 16 of RAM allotted to each channel
for the storage of data and control parameters may be updated in real time • Supplied with C drivers,
including source code, and Merlin for MCH software • Mating connectors provided for I/O connection
• Fully software compatible with the M4K1553MCH Module for the EXC-4000 carrier board family
RSC No. 33722
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Single Board Computers
General Dynamics Canada
GD Canada designs and manufactures
conduction-cooled Single Board Computers
(SBC) using Intel processors • Available in
6U and 3U form factors for CompactPCI
backplanes • Fully backward compatible with
earlier models • Upgradeable via the changeout of processor, memory and I/O modules
• Used within GD Canada computer systems
and sold as individual products • GD Canada
can quickly tailor and/or develop product
to meet customer requirements
RSC No. 35281

www.gdcanada.com
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TPRO/TSAT Products

Agilent
Technologies

Spectracom Corporation

DC power analyzer
• Integrates the capabilities of up to four
power supplies, a DMM, an arbitrary waveform
generator, a scope, and a data-logger into a
single instrument • No programming is required
to access the capabilities of this instrument
• 4-slot mainframe holds up to 600 W of total
power and up to 4 modules, with 21 DC power
modules to choose from (modules ordered
separately) • Output speeds of up to 160 microseconds per step voltage change • Voltmeter
accuracy: Up to 0.016% + 1.5 mV, up to 18 bits
• Ammeter Aaccuracy: Up to 0.03% + 15 A,
up to 18-bits • Arbitrary waveform generator
function: Bandwidth up to 4500 Hz, output
power up to 300 W • Scope function digitizes
voltage and current at 50 kHz, 4096 pts, up to
18 bits • Data logger function: Measurement
interval from 1 ms to 60 s, maximum of
500 M readings per data log • 64 MB of nonvolatile data storage for data log, scope
traces, instrument settings
RSC No. 33698

www.agilent.com

SYSTEM
CASCON
GOEPEL
electronic
SYSTEM CASCON comprises the CASCON
GALAXY and CASCON POLARIS software
suites and works with the award-winning
Boundary Scan hardware platform SCANFLEX
• Tight integration of all software tools within
one software application streamlines the
test development process • JTAG/Boundary
Scan software suite for test and in-system
programming for FLASH, PLD/FPGA and serial
EEPROM at board level and in system environments (such as AdvancedTCA) • Fully IEEE
1149.x compliant (JTAG/Boundary Scan per
IEEE 1149.1, 1149.4, 1149.6 • Supports in-system
programming via IEEE 1532, JEDEC-71 (STAPL),
and SVF • Device, board, and system level test
and ISP application development, debugging,
and execution in one integrated software
environment • Automated test pattern generators for Boundary Scan test applications such
as Interconnect test, memory access test, and
logic cluster tests • Diagnostics processors
for detailed pin and net level fault reporting
• Powerful, high-level programming language
CASLAN supports extended Boundary Scan
applications for digital as well as analog and
mixed-signal circuitry • Visit GOEPEL’s website
and contact the company's worldwide support
and distribution network for more information,
product demonstrations, and evaluation kits
RSC No. 34436

www.goepel.com

High-accuracy timing functions on the VME, PCI, or CompactPCI bus
• The boards automatically synchronize an onboard clock to the time transmitted by the GPS satellites
or the automatically detected timecode • Several timing functions are derived from the onboard clock,
including a programmable periodic pulse rate output (heartbeat), a programmable start/stop output
(match), a selectable frequency output (oscillator out, 1 kHz, 1, 5, or 10 MHz), and a time-stamping
input (time-tag) • The boards also output a timecode signal in IRIG-B format and may also be used as
stand-alone timecode generators in “freewheeling” mode using the onboard oscillator as the timebase
reference • The TSAT products include an external GPS antenna and cable
RSC No. 33512

www.spectracomcorp.com

2000-6U-EXTM-LF
Twin Industries
CompactPCI 6U extender card • Designed for both hardware development and
test/measurement applications • Test points for signals • Power and ground planes
• Fuses protect voltages • RoHS compliant
RSC No. 34765

www.twinhunter.com

GX1034
Geotest
Offers PXI system designers the capability to develop a system recertification
strategy that employs only internal system resources • By incorporating the
GX1034 as part of a system configuration, it is possible to develop a system accuracy verification
strategy that can recertify a system’s source and measure baseband instrumentation – resulting in
simplified support/ maintenance logistics and improved system availability • GX1034’s standards exhibit
excellent long term stability with absolute accuracy achieved by employing an onboard EEROM, which
contains NIST traceable calibration values for source and resistor standards • Includes source and
measure resources which can be used to support system self-test functions including continuity
verification and verification of instrument functionality • Precision standards module for PXI systems
• Voltage, frequency, and resistance standards • EEPROM-based standards offers NIST traceability
• NIST traceable standards • Compact, single-slot 3U PXI format • Suitable for in-system recertification of
PXI instruments
RSC No. 34435

www.geotestinc.com

ZScope
ZTEC Instruments
Software developer’s kit and drivers package for ZTEC’s C-Class and
M-Class oscilloscopes • Adds support for Windows Vista and Linux 2.6.x to
its existing support • Helps decrease test system maintenance costs through
code reuse and standardization between different instruments while
supporting key programming environments and the latest major computer operating systems
RSC No. 33831

www.ztec-inc.com

2000-3U-80EX-LF
Twin Industries
CompactPCI 3U extender card • Designed for both hardware development and
test/measurement applications • Point to point connections for all signals designed
for use in systems that have CompactPCI mechanical form factor, but do not
necessarily follow the electrical specification • 3U x 80 mm length • RoHS compliant
RSC No. 34770

www.twinhunter.com
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2000-EXTM-LF

ME-Synapse LAN
Meilhaus Electronic GmbH

Twin Industries

Ethernet DAQ and control technology • Converter from CompactPCI to
Ethernet/LAN, networking DAQ/control, use ME DAQ boards in the Ethernet
• Full compatibility of connector, functionality and software of PCI, PXI/CompactPCI, and USB or
Ethernet/LAN products • Very robust, stackable metal housings • Option: 19" mountable • As flexible as
a ME DAQ board, as easy to use as a USB instrument or an Ethernet DAQ module • Reliable and durable
• Intelligent, robust industrial solution • Intelligent software driver • Ideal solution for cross-platform
projects: USB or Ethernet/LAN; PCI; CompactPCI/PXI; and Windows, Linux

CompactPCI 3U extender
card • Designed for both
hardware development and test/measurement
applications • Test points for all signals • Power
and ground planes • RoHS compliant

RSC No. 33890

RSC No. 34766

www.twinhunter.com

www.meilhaus.com

7340-420
Pentek

TC890
Agilent-Acqiris
Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) • Six independent stopwatches for precise timing • Suitable
for time measurement applications, including laser detection and ranging (LIDAR) for 3D
mapping and navigation, fluorescence lifetime spectrometry and ion counting in Time-Of-Flight
Mass Spectrometry (TOFMS) • Six independent stopwatches for precise timing measurements
from a common start event to multiple stop events at a high resolution • Records multiple events
or hits on each of its six input channels • In standard mode, the recording range is up to 10 ms
• Low jitter (<3 ps rms), high stability (±2 ppm) internal clock source
RSC No. 33701

www.acqiris.com

AMI ATCA Solutions

Multiband Transceiver with GateFlow
Dual Wideband DDC and Interpolation
Filter Cores Installed - 6U CompactPCI
• Complete software radio transceiver
solution • Two 105 MHz 14-bit A/Ds
• Dual 160 MHz digital downconverter (DDC)
and interpolation filter cores factory installed in
Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA • Digital upconverter
(DUC) with 500 MHz 16-bit D/A • Extended DDC
decimation range of 8 to 1,048,576 • Extended
DDC bandwidth range of 10 MHz to 76.3 Hz •
Extended DUC interpolation range of 2 to 16,384
• Extended DUC bandwidth range of 40 MHz to
4.88 kHz

www.pentek.com

RSC No. 34441

American Megatrends
MegaRAC AdvancedTCA management firmware • Built on the MegaRAC-PM IPMI 2.0 stack, widely
tested and utilized by first-tier and embedded OEMs • Extensible, portable, and easy to deploy • Supports
Event Generation and Reception, FRU State Maintenance, Redundant IPMB-0 Bus, E-Keying, and IPMC
Commands • Carrier IPMC Firmware Stack provides hot swap and IPMI Event Generation and Reception,
FRU State maintenance of IPMC and Modules, Redundant IPMB-0 Bus, Bused or Radial IPMB-L topology,
Module SDR Merging, Module Sensor Management, Module E-Keying, Module Power Management,
Explicit Message Bridging, and Carrier IPMC Commands • Successfully pass the ESO AdvancedTCA
Tester Tool • Designed specifically for OEMs and can be easily extended and customized • AMI offering
includes PMCP for drag-and-drop layout of the sensors and tools for customizing the management
interface • Modular, extensible firmware stacks for AdvancedTCA controllers: IPMC, CIPMC, MMC
• Graphical development tools for porting and customization
RSC No. 34431

www.ami.com

ConfD 2.3
Tail-f Systems
Ability to store and retrieve operational and configuration data in a single database • NETCONF, CLI,
Web UI, and SNMP interfaces can use a single configuration database and share one set of common
instrumentation functions • An XML-based software solution for on-device network management • By
using ConfD, network equipment vendors can reduce development costs and speed time-to-market
while supporting the most advanced network management capabilities in their products • ConfD is the
only XML-based tool kit that allows developers to automatically render the three critical northbound
interfaces (NETCONF, Web, and CLI) all from a single data model • Tail-f Systems customers can choose
among different modules of ConfD depending upon their application • ConfD can be used either to
extend an existing management system or to implement a new management system
RSC No. 34445

www.tail-f.com

CP213
KineticSystems
Company, LLC
The CP213 is a single-width, 6U,
CompactPCI/PXI module with either 32 or
64 differential analog input channels
• 32, 64, or 128 channels of analog input
• 16 multifunction digital I/O (TTL) channels
that may be configured as digital in, digital out,
or selectively attached to 2 frequency in,
2 counter in, and/or 2 timer out channels
• 16-bit resolution • Programmable gain per
channel; Programmable scan rates of <1 KSps
through 100 KS/s • Programmable scan rates
of <1 S/s through 100 kS/s • Precision onboard
reference for end-to-end calibration

2000-3U-160H-LF
Twin Industries
CompactPCI 3U extender card
with headers to make/break all signals
• Designed for both hardware development
and test/measurement applications • Point to
point connections for all signals • Headers
make/break all signals • Test points for all
signals • RoHS compliant
RSC No. 34767
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Pentek
Multichannel Software Radio Transceiver with Virtex-4 FPGAs – 3U/6U CompactPCI
• Complete software radio interface solution • Four or eight 125 MHz 14-bit A/Ds • One or
two digital upconverters • One or two 500 MHz D/As • 768 or 1536 MB of DDR2 SDRAM
• Two or four Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGAs • Dual timing buses for independent input and output
clock rates • LVDS clock/sync bus for multiboard synchronization • Custom FPGA I/O
• Factory-installed downconverter IP cores available
RSC No. 34440

www.pentek.com

OM9060
Kontron
AdvancedTCA 6-slot open modular, development accelerator platform • Designed for NEBS
compliance • Two GbE switches, 10 GbE options • Two carrier blades to support media engines
• Expanded customization with multiple AMCs (SATA/SAS, Processor, I/O, Security) • High transaction
processing performance with low latency and High Availability (HA) in a redundant N+1 configuration
• Standard configuration is redundant with two main controllers (PrAMCs on the two AT8902M switches),
and two processor boards (AT8020) for application processing • Each processor has an AMC disk with
a Linux OS installed • May be configured for multiple IMS-related systems such as for Session
Processor, Media Server, and Media Gateway platforms
RSC No. 34799

www.kontron.com

FS5000 Jitterlyzer
FuturePlus Systems Corporation
Accurate, low-cost jitter injection and analysis tool for designers working with systems
that incorporate high-speed serial buses • Can inject controlled jitter on an active target system and
measure the jitter's characteristics and effects as the target processes live bus traffic • Built-in fixtures
allow the optional combined use of any protocol analyzer to examine correlation between jitter and
protocol failures • Acquires data at rates up to 3.125 GHz over four simultaneous differential channels
• Built-in measurements include a bathtub curve plot, statistics, bus view, and jitter histogram • Plots
three eye measurements, including oscilloscope view, voltage histogram, and eye diagrams
RSC No. 34453

www.futureplus.com

2000-3U-160EX-LF
Twin Industries
CompactPCI 3U extender card • Designed for both hardware development and test/
measurement applications • Point to point connections for all signals designed for use in systems
that have CompactPCI mechanical form factor, but do not necessarily follow the electrical specification
• 3U x 160 mm length • RoHS compliant
RSC No. 34768

www.twinhunter.com

FaultFinder PCI
DiagnoSYS Limited
FaultFinder PCI turns your PC into an effective PCB fault finding system • A comprehensive
AutoLearn process helps generate test programs in minutes • Fully automatic guided probe – onscreen
instructions lead you to each test point in the desired order • Impedance Signature Analysis (SA) and
digitally synthesized waveforms as part of the base system • Auto learn with graphical interface reduces
the time needed to design a new test program • Built-in component libraries include most common
commercial and military components reducing programming time
RSC No. 34865

www.diagnosys.com
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Pro-face Xycom
High Reliability • Utilizes solid state
media to store the operating system and
user applications • Utilizes an Intel Mobile
Celeron M processor with nearly half the
wattage of many Pentium 4 class PCs • The
Celeron M 1.3 GHz with 512 K Cache running
at 400 MHz system bus provides enough
processing power for most factory automation
applications • Operates in environments up to
+50 °C without the need for a system fan or
additional cooling devices • 4 RS-232 serial
ports, 4 USB 2.0 compliant ports, 10/100 Ethernet, parallel, video, PS/2 mouse and keyboard
ports, audio port • CompactFlash Type I/II
slot that is utilized for the system memory to
store the operating system and application(s)
• Onboard 4X AGP graphics controller defaults
to 4 MB system RAM to allow resolutions up
to 1280 x 1024 • Meets FCC, UL, cUL, RoHS, and
European CE mark requirements for industrial
automation equipment
RSC No. 34885

www.profaceamerica.com

JetBox 8210
Korenix Technology

Kontron
The Kontron OM9140 series of open modular platforms are integrated,
validated, and tested to accelerate new application designs for faster
market deployment. As a carrier-grade, high-density platform, the Kontron
OM9140 offers TEMs and NEPs exceptional transaction processing performance
with low latency and High Availability (HA) in a redundant N+1 configuration. With less floor space
requirements (3 x OM9140 in one bay cabinet) and low power consumption, this common platform
alleviates the heavy-lifting of integrating multiple hardware and software elements (OS and Middleware) and enables TEMs and NEPs to leverage more dedicated resources towards application designs.
The OM9140 platform is ideal for multiple applications, including – performance, low latency and high
availability Call Servers, Media Gateway Controllers,
SIP-Servers, IMS-SCSF, HLR/HSS Process control, facility
control, and monitoring and control of distributed systems.

www.kontron.com

RSC No. 34798

Centellis 4000 Series ATCA
Communications Server
Motorola Inc., Embedded Communications Computing
Series of AdvancedTCA communications servers • Integrate 10 Gbps Ethernet
switching, a wide range of payload blades and enabling software • Suitable for applications requiring
high bandwidth and high performance • Motorola’s portfolio extends from individual blades and modules
through fully integrated and validated MicroTCA and AdvancedTCA communications servers
RSC No. 33322

www.motorola.com/computing

Sponsored by Kontron www.kontron.com

Intel PXA270 416 MHz industrial
communication computer • High performance,
compact, and rugged embedded computer
• All-in-one device with small volume, fanless
design • Low power consumption • Intel XScale
PXA270 RISC 416 MHz • System memory
128 MB, 8 MB VGA • Dual Ethernet, 16 DI/DO,
4 COM, 4 USB, VGA, Audio • Reliable robust
form factor • 5 g anti-vibration and 50 g shock
resistant • Operating temperature: -15 °C to
+70 °C, fanless • Embedded Linux / Win CE OS
ready • System Management Utility • Application Development Environment • SSD: Type II
CompactFlash slot x 1 • Serial port: RS-232 x2,
RS-232/422/485 x2 • Digital I/O: 16 in and 16 out
Digital I/O • Watchdog timer: Generates a
time-out system reset, 1.6 sec • Power supply:
DC input: 7 VDC - 40 VDC, (-40 VDC) / 48 VDC
(-48 VDC) • AC input: 100 VAC ~ 240 VAC @
50-60 Hz • Construction: Rugged aluminum
alloy chassis • Color: Aluminum • Mounting:
Wall-mount (default), DIN rail • Dimension:
250 mm (W) x 66.5 mm (H) x 106.3 mm (D)
• Net weight:1.07 kg • Gross weight: 1.5 kg
• Operating temperature: +5 °F-158 °F
(-15 °C-+70 °C ), 5 - 95 percent RH • Storage
temperature: -4 °F - +176 °F (-20 °C - +80 °C ),
5-95 percent RH • Anti-vibration: 5 g /
5 ~ 500 Hz / random operation • Anti-shock:
50 g peak acceleration • EMC: CE/FCC
class A, UL
RSC No. 34723

Integrated Systems

OM9140

1341 Node IPC

www.korenix.com
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PROMENTUM SYS-6010

Centellis 2000
Compact ATCA Platform

RadiSys Corporation

Motorola Inc., Embedded
Communications Computing

The Promentum SYS-6010 is an application-ready platform to address
next generation requirements for RNC/BSC, Media Gateways, IMS, and
IPTV infrastructure
Features
• Switched 10 Gigabit Ethernet (fabric) and Switched Ethernet (Base)
• 24 Gigabit Ethernet ports for Base and 20 10 Gigabit Ethernet Ports for Fabric
• 4 Gigabit Ethernet ports for Base and 4 10 Gigabit Ethernet for Fabric
• SA Forum HPI 1.1 compliant APIs enables platform independent middleware and applications
• NEBS Level 3 compliant, highly redundant architecture eliminate any single point of failure and enables
5-nines or 6-nines availability
• Architecture and building blocks enable meeting/exceeding
performance objectives to target subscriber and traffic growth
• PICMG 3.0 and PICMG 3.1 compliant

www.radisys.com

RSC No. 32235

QPI-8LZ

Picor Corporation

System-in-a-Package (SiP) designed to integrate a total hot swap function
with an active EMI filter • The product aligns with AdvancedTCA PICMG 3.0,
requirements for hot insertion and board level conducted noise limitations
• Full-scale LXI-based power supply tester in a single rack for testing AC-DC and DC-DC power supplies
under 1000 W (such as for cell phones and music and video players) • Complete software radio
transceiver solution • >70dB DM attenuation at 250 KHz hot swap and filter combination saves space
• Digital upconverter (DUC) with 500 MHz 16-bit D/A Efficiency >99% • 100 Vdc surge 100 ms

www.picorpower.com

RSC No. 34443

VPX3-125 3U PA6T-1682M
Sponsored by RadiSys Corporation www.radisys.com

CWCEC: Data Communications
Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing's VPX3-125 combines the performance and the
advanced I/O capabilities of the PA Semi PWRficientTM PA6T-1682M processor with an extensive
I/O complement to provide a highly capable processing platform for a wide range of embedded military/
aerospace applications • Designed for space constrained applications, the VPX3-125 represents the
latest step in the evolution of rugged high-performance, highly integrated small form factor Single Board
Computers • Powerful general-purpose single board computer with PA Semi PWRficientTM PA6T-1682M
processor • Single or dual P.A. Semi Power Architecture cores at 1.5 GHz • Up to 1 GB DDR2 SDRAM
• Full complement of I/O capability (Ethernet, serial, USB 2.0, PCI Express, TTL and differential discretes)
• VPX/VPX-REDI formats with two 4-lane PCI Express fabric ports • VxWorks 6.x BSP and Driver Suite
supporting Workbench 2.x IDE • Continuum Software Architecture (CSA) firmware providing a
comprehensive suite of system debug, exerciser, and update functions, BIT, and non-volatile memory
sanitization functionxWorks 6.x BSP and Driver Suite supporting Workbench 2.x IDE • Designed for
military harsh-environment applications, both air- and conduction-cooled
RSC No. 34456

www.cwcembedded.com

NI TestStand 4.0
National Instruments
Develop your automated test and validation systems even faster than before • The
new, streamlined sequence editor in NI TestStand 4.0 features preconfigured step
templates and drag-and-drop test sequence development • You can also enhance
enterprise system connectivity and reporting by integrating with requirements management, source code
control, data management software, and the Automatic Test Markup Language (ATML)
RSC No. 35233
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The Motorola Centellis 2000 Compact
AdvancedTCA platform provides the architectural benefits of larger systems for central office
and data center requirements • 3U, 19" chassis
with two horizontal blade slots • Scalable
reliability for central office and data center environments • Front-to-rear cooling • Fault-resilient
design; front maintenance and rear cabling
• Integrated shelf management for inventory
data, remote upgrade, electronic keying, thermal management, and network based remote
access • Built-in Gigabit Ethernet switches for
nonblocking base channel switching
RSC No. 34137

www.motorola.com/computing

OSS-PCIeHIB2-EC-x1
One Stop Systems Inc.
PCI Express (PCIe) x1 ExpressCard cable
adapter, enabling laptops to operate with
high-speed expansion capabilities • Cable
connectivity from a laptop to any device with a
PCIe x1 cable connector such as desktop storage devices, video monitors, and add-in board
expansion boxes • No additional drivers are
required • OEMs include the x1 ExpressCard in
their prepackaged systems to provide the added
flexibility of laptop access to their products
• Laptop providers include the x1 ExpressCard
as an option to their product to allow use with
many PCIe x1 devices now on the market • Used
with SuperSwitch and ExpressNet to provide
communication between laptop and PC
RSC No. 35224

www.onestopsystems.com

Liquid-cooled ATR
ELMA Electronic
Liquid-cooled Air Transport
Rack (ATR) chassis • Modular
• Can be configured in various
sizes and configurations without
starting from scratch, which saves time, effort,
and money • Can fit up to ten 6U x 160 mm slots
in a 1 ATR Short size • Designed to ARINC 404A,
the chassis accepts conduction-cooled modules in various architectures such as VME/64x,
CompactPCI, VXS, VPX, and more • Independent
dual liquid-cooled sidewalls dissipate in excess
of 100 W per slot • Various cooling fluids can
be used including glycol, kerosene, PAO, and
salt water • With a proven high-integrity frame
construction, the unit is highly ruggedized and
meets MIL-STD 810E, 461D, and 704E
RSC No. 35217

www.elma.com
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INTERVIEW

Speaking of middleware
Recently CompactPCI and AdvancedTCA Systems
editors spoke with Jim Lawrence, Enea’s chief
software standards officer, and Chris Lanfear,
director, product marketing at Enea, on the effect
that the work of the Service Availability Forum
(SA Forum) has had on the Hardware Platform
Interface and related issues.

OSP: What is different in the middleware ecosystem today
compared to 12 months ago?

OSP: How great a role has the Service Availability Forum
(SA Forum) played?

CL: There are a lot more customers out there.

JL: By way of background, I spent several years at Intel driving
their manageability strategies, and one of those strategies was
to create the SA Forum. Michael O’Brien from GoAhead and
myself from Intel started the SA Forum back in May of 2001.

OSP: Why?
CL: There is a full complement of competitors, there is a full
marketplace here, and there are certainly a lot of folks looking
to engage with commercial suppliers more so than in the past.
Maybe that is part and parcel of how far the industry has come in
the past 12 to 18 months. The standards are much more mature,
the products are more mature, and the companies are more
sophisticated.
Prospects are more sophisticated about what they are looking
for, and we are more sophisticated about what we can deliver to
them. It is an enormously complex piece of software that these
folks want to buy. It takes time for a market to develop, and folks
come with all sorts of crazy requirements, primarily because they
are really closely tied to what they have done in the past such as
specific hardware configurations and specific biases in the way
they have written their own in-house middleware.
We found this as well in the early days of embedded operating
systems – all kinds of crazy ideas were flying around. Over time
these requirements start to narrow into something that you can
call market requirements, and I think that is the phase we are in
now. We are closing in on a category of products that folks can
feel comfortable about exploring and looking to purchase.
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Enea is very involved with the SA Forum in developing specifications and contributing technologies, and helping to drive
the strategy of the forum as well. We are also members of the
SCOPE Alliance as well as the Communications Platforms Trade
Association (CP-TA).
OSP: Are these organizations taking the role you expected
them to?
JL: I think the vision the SA Forum set out to pursue is finally
taking hold. When you start something like that you are always
very optimistic that within a year or two there will be ubiquitous
standards across the industry, but the reality is that is takes a
long time in the telecom industry to steer this monstrous ship
in a direction. I think this year and going into 2008 is where
we really begin to see the SA Forum become the ubiquitous
standard. And I think that is very true for the Hardware Platform
Interface (HPI). You are seeing that obviously at RadiSys with
Advantech and many of the other chassis providers delivering
those platforms with HPI already enabled. A lot of it of course
is through Pigeon Point products; Pigeon Point is taking a very
strong position in HPI, which is very good news.

Pigeon Point is selling a product where HPI implementation is
part of the product. The “competitors” are Open HPI, which is
an open source product, downloadable for free. Pigeon Point has
done extensive improvements and additions and implemented
the HPI to the AdvancedTCA mapping spec. They have added
quite a bit of value to that. So as a generally available solution
Open HPI is the only alternative.
The vision of the SA Forum, was that there would be one interface that regardless of implementation would allow middleware,
for example, to be portable across all these platforms. I think that
given standards like POSIX and other standards, HPI has truly
achieved that vision, where you can buy a RadiSys platform, you
can buy DTI, Advantech, Kontron – anybody that implements HPI
– and when you say, “get fan speed” you get fan speed, and it really
is transparent to middleware such as our product, Element.
We don’t have to customize our middleware, Element, for each
platform. This is something the SA Forum has accomplished.
You go back five to ten years and [customizing the middleware]
could take one to two quarters at a minimum just to port from
platform to platform to platform. The next challenge is at the
application level – getting the same sort of broad implementation
of the AIS interfaces.
OSP: What are the chicken and egg issues?
JL: It is more a question of maturity. As the specs reach a
higher level of maturity, that is when the industry begins to
implement. As the SA Forum continues to refine the specs and
fill gaps, and this is a great role that SCOPE is playing from
a Tier 1/Network Equipment Provider perspective, they are
giving direct feedback through SCOPE to the SA Forum as to
where the gaps are.
CL: And helping us to prioritize where we focus from a supplier point of view. [Rather than an approach of]: “Here is the
spec – implement it,” it becomes an approach of: “Here are the
most important pieces of this standard, we think these four are
important, but these three are optional.” I am thinking in terms of
availability management, where there are a number of different
implementation scenarios, but not all of them are ones folks actually use. One might go through all the ways to implement high
availability, but [say] “these are the three we actually use.” That
is of value to the salesperson. It allows the three most important
high availability features, for example, to be focused on. That is
where SCOPE has proved so valuable for the ecosystem; it helps
us narrow where we focus.
JL: Chris nailed it on the head as far as our road map is concerned. Being a member of SCOPE we have a tremendous
amount of insight into the prioritization and the thinking, and
that is driving our road map. Knowing what the priorities of the
Network Equipment Providers are helps us develop a road map
that our customers care about.
OSP: Are you finding the Network Equipment Providers are
increasingly demonstrating a level of knowledge about the
minute details?
JL: There are two dimensions to the Network Equipment Providers when it comes to the SA Forum and SCOPE and their
knowledge. From a corporate perspective, from the CTO office,

they all get it, without exception. Virtually 100 percent of the
Tier 1s are members of SCOPE; they get it from a corporate perspective. Now what we are seeing is a slow but positive transition
of that knowledge to the individual business units.
Probably through the latter half of 2008 and early 2009 we will
begin to see much broader deployments of applications that are
SA Forum-aware.
Again, right now from the corporate perspective they get it, they
all are participating. Now it is a matter of that knowledge and that
value proposition trickling down to the business unit.
OSP: How will Application Interface Specifications (AIS)
follow in HPI’s footsteps?
JL: I think it is a matter of maturity. As application developers see the SA Forum specifications become more and more
mature, they will begin implementing them. One of the things
that is needed in the industry are reference applications and so
it is quite possible that over the next 12 months you will see
some activity around developing, publishing, and demonstrating
reference applications. That includes white papers and the like.
One of the things that most recently occurred with the SA Forum
is that we released a very extensive package of training materials for AIS. This is a big step. [Developers] can now go to the
SA Forum website and download this material (very high quality, very detailed) that gives them a good base in the specification
and how to implement it. You will see more and more of that type
of activity.
I think the awareness is there. I think now it is more a matter
of education, a matter of reference applications, and then
commitment by the Tier 1s to deploy those applications on
SA Forum-aware middleware. I think that is going to take another
six to 12 months before we see any significant deployment of
AIS-aware applications.
OSP: Are the individuals downloading the AIS training
providing feedback?
JL: There is a mechanism on the SA Forum website that
allows people to provide feedback to released specifications. If
they want to participate in the development and validation of the
specification prior to release, they must become members of the
SA Forum. That is a good indication that things are moving forward. We are not stuck in a chicken and egg situation; it is just a
matter of maturity. And now that we have application companies
beginning to join, that of course will begin to accelerate.
OSP: Any surprises in the feedback you have received
thus far?
JL: Not so much surprises in terms of finding bugs, but as Chris
pointed out earlier, the primary mechanism for feedback has
been SCOPE and the member companies as they begin to implement. The architecture is solid. We have not found ourselves in a
position where the architecture just doesn’t work, as SCOPE has
pointed out in their recent publishing of middleware gap analysis
(on www.scope-alliance.org). The SA Forum will react to that,
and over the next three months will implement the changes and
target a release for the first half of 2008.
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OSP: Do the application companies beginning to
join SA Forum come from across a variety of vertical
markets?
JL: Right now it is focused in the system management area. The
member companies, Nokia-Siemens, Alcatel-Lucent, Motorola,
and others develop a significant number of applications themselves, so that is probably where you are going to see some
diversity in applications, whether they are IPTV or IMS applications; I think you will begin to see those. [With regard to]
commercial applications, we are just now seeing the first new
members.
OSP: Will AIS follow HPI’s path to becoming a ubiquitous
interface?
JL: We think so. What it comes down to is demand. When the
Tier 1s and Tier 2s began to demand HPI compliance, that is
when it took off. In looking at the middleware, we can be considered next in the food chain to implement the SA Forum specs.
The middleware world did not get serious about SA Forum
implementation until it began to show up in RFPs and RFIs. The
next step is when the Tier 1s and the Tier 2s among the Network
Equipment Providers, and even the carriers, begin to acquire
applications to support AIS. And we have not seen that yet. There
are some, like British Telecom, that are probably more aware of
the SA Forum than other carriers. When they begin to require
their applications providers to be SA Forum compliant, that is
when things will pick up.
OSP: What will motivate the carriers?
JL: When all the competitors in the middleware space make
that a standard offering, the equipment provider is going to say,
“Great, I have this middleware that supports AIS, I want my
applications now.” If there is a chicken and egg, that would be it.
The middleware has to support it [SA Forum specifications] first,
then it makes sense for the applications to provide it.
There is definite support in the middleware industry for AIS. It
is now a matter of maturing the specs and maturing the implementation and that will be the motivation for the carriers and
service providers.
OSP: What has allowed Enea to be responsive
to customers?
JL: Without a doubt we are committed to standards, we have
certainly demonstrated that, but one of the things that is absolutely critical to our customers is in-service upgrades. Customers
have this at the top of their list for functionality. Having the
ability to upgrade software in live systems without impacting the service or taking the network element down is absolutely critical. So Enea is way out front in delivering in-service
upgrades.
CL: [One important reason we are out front] is that our engineering team comes directly from industry. Our engineering
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“

Having the ability to
upgrade software
in live systems without

impacting the service ...
is absolutely critical.

”

team fundamentally gets how difficult it is to bring network
elements to market and the kinds of features and capabilities
that Network Equipment Providers [and carriers] want to build
into their systems, for instance, in-service upgrades. High availability is not just about unplanned downtime or system failures, it is also about how one manages planned downtime, [the
circumstance in which the customer says], “We need to upgrade
our system, we need to bring this network element down, and
update the applications with the latest version.” With in-service
upgrades, now you are moving away from unplanned downtime
to planned uptime, because we can upgrade the system without
affecting its availability.
We are also looking at ways to stretch the technology that may
not be addressed with SA Forum just yet.
JL: With regard to in-service upgrades, over the last 12 months
we have seen the priority of this skyrocket, and I think there is
a good reason for that. As the carriers and the Network Equipment Providers are deploying, finally really deploying 3G networks and next gen networks, and IMS networks, the number of
changes they are making is orders of magnitude greater than in
years past.
In the past, in a highly regulated environment, one simple change
to the network configuration could take six to eight weeks.
With deregulation and competition the way it is today, changes
are made on a very, very regular basis. So there is an almost
frenzied need for in-service upgrades, because otherwise they
would be taking their equipment down weekly, and that is totally
unacceptable.
OSP: Does the military also represent an arena that needs
planned uptime?
JL: What we are observing is that the military is like a parallel universe. They are implementing next generation networks
as well; it is just not physically the same network. Because of
the emphasis now from Washington D.C. on commercial grade
offerings, we find when we deal with government customers
that the requirements are very, very similar to those of our telco
customers, if not exactly the same. In-service upgrades [are also
important in the government and military arenas] because there
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is a tremendous amount of overhaul going on right now in both
government and military network systems.
OSP: What is driving the overhaul?
JL: Over the last 10 years the government has mandated that
they use COTS solutions instead of inventing it themselves, so
we are seeing lots of activity, and the requirements again are
almost exactly the same. There is no mystery here. The government and military are both leveraging the work of the SA Forum,
the work of the CP-TA. That is what the government is looking
to in order to validate the commercial technology. We do get a lot
of attention from both government and military agencies because
they can quickly see [that given] our involvement in the standards organizations and our position in the industry, we fit their
requirements very well.
The military and government are leveraging existing technologies in a way that is very attuned to modern day warfighters, unique applications, weapon systems, and Homeland
Security.

OSP: What trends are you watching?
CL: We are keeping our eye on MicroTCA and also are
deployed on BladeCenter. For us it is fundamentally about
what our customers think is the best hardware choice for them.
AdvancedTCA is a really good fit for us, but if our customers are choosing different models, such as BladeCenter [which
might be described as a] “closed” open standard situation, and
that is the best price/performance ecosystem for the customer,
we can run on that.
OSP: Why BladeCenter – is there a pattern?
JL: One observation is that when it is a top down decision, when
they are looking at using for example, IBM WebSphere, and they
have service oriented architecture and service delivery platforms,
IBM becomes a key candidate there, and that of course drives the
platform decision. Both AdvancedTCA and IBM BladeCenter
are excellent; they have different price points.
BladeCenter supports HPI, so for our middleware, it is just a
matter of validating on that platform. c

ENEA
Jim.Lawrence@enea.com • Chris.Lanfear@enea.com
www.enea.com
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Schroff
a Brand of Pentair
Electronic Packaging
The MicroTCA 6U x 19" rack-mount system
with redundant cooling units and 9+2+2
AdvancedMC slots • The shelf provides two
cooling units, one lower and one upper for
a push-pull configuration • The air intake is
located at the bottom front of the chassis
• The removable air filter is directly above the
lower cooling unit, just below the subrack
• Air exhausts out the top side and rear of the
system • 6U x 19" Redundant Cooling System
• Nine AdvancedMC full-size slots (6HP) • Two
MicroTCA Carrier Hubs (MCH) slots (6HP) • Two
Power Modules (PM) slots (9HP) • Two Cooling
Unit (CU) connectors • Compliant to PICMG
MicroTCA Base Specification

www.schroff.us

RSC No. 32715

MicroTCA Chassis
Simon Industries

RSC No. 33223

µTCA Chassis
Hybricon Corp.
A rugged MicroTCA full ATR tall long chassis 10.5" (W) x 10.625" (H)
x 19.62" (D) with front to rear air flow. The chassis features a
shock-mounted MicroTCA card cage for rugged environments with
MIL-STD-461 EMI containment; fully EMI gasketed • The top load
MicroTCA/AdvancedMC
cards MicroTCA card cage supports
a front 150 mm section and rear 75 mm section, with air
flowing through the two series front to back.

www.hybricon.com

RSC No. 33126

CEN-PICO-xUE
CorEdge Networks
A modular MicroTCA platform for “pay as you grow” applications such as remote
WiMAX or 3G base stations • In the 2U configuration, it supports up to four AMCs and scales to
10 AMCs in the 4U configuration • Full-height AMCs are supported in various single and double width
combinations • Scalable and Flexible Architecture: Seamlessly scales from 2U to 4U for additional AMC
support • Supports a wide range of AMC modules • Supports single-wide and double-wide, full height
AMCs • With MCH options, supports AMC.0, AMC.1, AMC.2, AMC.3, and AMC.4 compliant modules
• Dual front replaceable push/pull integrated fans • External AC to DC power supply available
• Packaged with CorEdge Networks’ MicroTCA Carrier Hub and Power Module: Delivers IPMI
management, clock, networking, and power infrastructure to platform • Optional MCH clock modules
available for PCI Express, Telecom, and GPS applications • Optional MCH fabric modules available
for PCI Express, SATA/SAS, 10 GbE, and Serial RapidIO

www.coredgenetworks.com

RSC No. 33969

MicroTCA Industrial PC
Schroff a Brand of Pentair Electronic Packaging
The MicroTCA Industrial PC allows for the installation of four single, full-size
AdvancedMC modules • To keep the costs low an open frame AC input power supply with +12 V output
is installed in the rear of the system and has its own cooling fan • Cooling is achieved with a fixed fan in
the rear with lower front air intake and rear exhaust • Table top and rack-mount configurations available
• Four AdvancedMC slots with hot swap capability • AC power input located at the rear • PCIe switch
routing from CPU slot to AdvancedMC slots
RSC No. 32716

www.schroff.us

CEN-PM48-AD
CorEdge Networks
External AC-to-DC power supply adapters • Ideal solution for lab testing with CorEdge’s
MicroTCA Power Module or PICO-xUE platforms • Provide a cost effective method for
converting to the -48 VDC input power of a MicroTCA Power Module • A universal AC input ranging
from 90 to 264 VAC is converted to a -48 VDC supply to the female mating connector of the 7W2-type
D-subminiature male connector of the Power Module • The external AC-to-DC adapters are available in
130 W and 320 W versions • Each provides greater than 80% of efficiency • Customers should evaluate
their AMC and system power requirements to determine which option is best suited for their application
• Universal Input • 80% or greater efficiency • Class B EMI Compliant • Compliant mating connector for
7W2-type D-subminiature connector of 48 V/60 V MicroTCA Power Module
RSC No. 33970

www.coredgenetworks.com

www.simonindustries.com
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MicroTCA table-top development chassis
• Well-suited for developing and debugging
MicroTCA systems using full-height and halfheight AdvancedMC modules • Utilizing the
Molex Dual-Star backplane, the Simon Chassis
can facilitate hardware and software development, accelerate time to market, and allow
developers to evaluate various AdvancedMC
cards, power supplies, and MCH products •
Blind mating connectors to enable live replacement of the fan tray without powering down the
chassis • Molex press-fit edge card connectors combined with precise launch geometry,
minimizing reflections and enabling 10 Gbps
over each differential pair, allowing backplane
to handle up to 4 times the bandwidth of other
backplanes • Spacing between pairs of at
least 0.25 mm (0.010") to minimize crosstalk
• FRU ROM facilitates communication of all
the important backplane characteristics to
the MCH • 4 compact slots, allowing either
10 full-height AdvancedMC cards (or 4 compact
and 8 full-height payload slots) for a total of
12 AdvancedMC slots • Fabric B on ports 2
and 3 is configured to support SAS or SATA
drives in any of the slots, allowing customers
to connect processor cards directly to storage drives • It also features slots for 2 MCH
modules and 2 power supplies, making it easy
to test hand-off features to the alternate MCH
or power supply • Removable fan-tray equipped
with 10 high-performance 12 VDC fans mounted
beneath the card cage • Optimized uniformly
turbulent air flow to all slots of the card cage
• When installed, the rear-mounted 1000 W
power supply has its own independent cooling
fans and air circulation path

MicroTCA

MicroTCA 6U

MicroTCA
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Kontron OM6040

ATCA/MicroTCA/cPCI

Kontron

Design and manufacturing of AdvancedTCA, MicroTCA,
and CompactPCI backplane, chassis, and system platform; standard
or customized products • 1U, 2U, 4U, 8U, and 10U CompactPCI systems
platform with CompactPCI or ATX power supply unit and pluggable fan
module • Systems monitor can be optioned • Design and manufacturing for
2U, 4U, and 6U AdvancedTCA systems platform • Design and manufacturing
for MicroTCA systems platform

Dintek Electronic Ltd.

This 5-slot MicroTCA system is well
suited for compact size Industrial
PC applications. This system is
preconfigured and tested to speed up
MicroTCA developments.
Features
• Integrated 150 W AC power supply
• Dual-Core Processor AMC module
• 1x MCH with PCIe switch (3rd party product from NAT) – 1x AM4010
PrAMC 2 GB, 1.5 GHz – 1x AM4500 SATA HDD AMC 60 GB
• Bottom-to-top integrated fans
• Pre-installed WindRiver Linux

RSC No. 34814

www.kontron.com

CEN-MICRO-xU14
CorEdge Networks
Flexible 19" rack mountable MicroTCA platform • Supports up to
10 AMCs, 2 MCHs and 2 PMs • Networking fabrics such as 1 GbE, 10 GbE,
PCIe, Serial RapidIO, and SATA/SAS, IPMI management, clock, and
power are provided by one or redundant CEN-MCHs and CEN-MPWRs
• 4U system supports single width AMCs and the 6U system support single
or double width AMCs • Packaged with CorEdge Networks’ MicroTCA
Carrier Hub and Power Module: Delivers IPMI management, clock,
networking, and power infrastructure to platform • Optional MCH clock
modules available for PCI Express, Telecom, and GPS applications
• Optional MCH fabric modules available for PCI Express, SATA/SAS,
10 GbE, and Serial RapidIO • Fully Compliant Solution: PICMG MicroTCA.0
R1.0 Specification • PICMG AMC.0 R2.0 Specification • Intelligent
Platform Management Interface v1.5
RSC No. 33965

Sponsored by Kontron www.kontron.com
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www.coredgenetworks.com

CEN-PICO-2U4
CorEdge Networks
A 19" rack-mountable 2U high MicroTCA platform for applications such
as WiMAX or 3G base stations. Full-height AMCs are supported in various
single and double width combinations • Flexible Architecture: Support
for up to six single-wide, three double-wide AMCs or a combination of
single/double wide AMCs • Supports a wide range of AMC modules
(With MCH options, supports AMC.0, AMC.1, AMC.2, AMC.3, and AMC.4
compliant modules) • Dual front replaceable push/pull integrated fans
• External AC to DC power supply available • 19" rack-mountable
• Packaged with CorEdge Networks’ MicroTCA Carrier Hub and Power
Module: Delivers IPMI management, clock, networking, and power
infrastructure to platform • Optional MCH clock modules available for
PCI Express, Telecom, and GPS applications • Optional MCH fabric
modules available for PCI Express, SATA/SAS, 10 GbE, and Serial
RapidIO
RSC No. 33968

www.coredgenetworks.com
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RSC No. 34062

www.dintek.com.tw

PicoTCA Chassis
Kaparel Corporation
Modular 19-inch chassis in 2U design supporting
up to 12 AdvancedMCs and an MCH in full–size
and compact form factors, and as an option also in “double full-size”
• Complies with PICMG MicroTCA 0.R1.0 and AMC 0.R1.0 • NEBS-compliant
• Hot swap compatible • 19" rack-mount, 482.6 mm, 2U, 254 mm deep
• Includes 2 hot swappable fan trays (push-pull) and exchangeable air
filter • Stainless steel construction provides excellent corrosion resistance
• RoHS compliant • AC/DC power supply, maximum 450 watts • Input voltage
90 VAC max 264 VAC with PFC • Backplane with integrated JTAG connectors for debugging and testing • Support for up to 12.5 Gbps • Full range
of faceplates and ﬁller panels
RSC No. 33888

www.kaparel.com

CEN-MPWR
CorEdge Networks
A high current density, hot swappable, and intelligent MicroTCA Power
Module • Accepts and conditions system input power, converts it to
the appropriate levels, and radially feeds the power to MicroTCA shelf
elements with channel-by-channel power control • Flexible and Efficient
Architecture: Multiple Input Power Options (-48 VDC, +12 VDC and
+24 VDC; 110/220 VAC, 50/60 Hz; wide input voltage ranges for each
option) • Up to 600 W output delivered to backplane • Over-temperature,
over-voltage, and over-current protection • Supports up to 12 AMCs,
2 CUs, 2 MCHs and controls management and payload power to each
individually • Redundancy support • Robust Enhanced Module Management
Controller: Enhanced Module Management Controller (PM-EMMC) with
full support for redundancy, hot insertion/extraction, etc. • Programmable
current limiting threshold per output channel • Programmable redundant
PM configurations • Mini-USB interface for direct serial control access
• Input Verification and Power Supply Fault LED indicators
RSC No. 33966

www.coredgenetworks.com

Global Distributor
Mouser Electronics
A global electronic components distributor, focused on the rapid
introduction of the newest products and technologies, including MicroTCA,
CompactPCI, and AdvancedTCA • Mouser.com is updated daily and features nearly one million products online from more than 335 manufacturers
RSC No. 34791

www.mouser.com
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MicroTCA

MicroTCA Cabinet
Optima Electronic Packaging Systems
The modular cabinet features a stacked arrangement of open
card cages, fan trays, and heat exchangers • Concept chassis
only, not for sale in current form • 19" cabinet according to
ETSI 300-119-3 • 44U high, with cable management, EMC shielding • Liquid
heat exchange solution, closed air loop • Door with 4-point latching system
• Accommodates 10 MicroTCA card cages for single-width AdvancedMC
modules • 5 heat exchangers • 5 fan trays • Power supply tray

www.optimaeps.com

RSC No. 33820

MicroTCA MP-2000
GE Fanuc Intelligent Platforms
Modular MicroTCA platform • 2U/13-slot and chassis • Preconfigured
with processor, networking, storage, and graphics AdvancedMCs
• Prevalidation guarantees interoperability, minimizes integration time
• Fully compliant with PICMG standards • Pre-configured with a PM, dual
Cooling Units, and MCHwith PCI Express fabric module • Telum Intel-based
processor • Dual SATA storage modules • Multi-port GbE I/O interface and
VGA graphics AdvancedMCs • CGL operating system and Linux Support
Package with CGL drivers pre-installed • Four single full-size payload slots
• Each slot supports full-size or compact AdvancedMCs • A MicroTCA
Carrier Management Controller (MCMC), using an IPMI provides the
low-level hardware management interface that controls the AdvancedMCs,
PM, and CUs • MicroTCA-specified IPMI management, networking, and
clock infrastructure are supplied by the MCH • PM provides power
conversion, management, and distribution • Both the MCH and PM
provide support for hot insertion and extraction of AdvancedMCs
RSC No. 34043

www.gefanucembedded.com

MicroTCA MP-3000
GE Fanuc Intelligent Platforms
Pre-validated modular MicroTCA platform • 8U/15-slot
chassis • Preconfigured with processor, networking,
storage and graphics AdvancedMCs • Prevalidation
guarantees interoperability, minimizes integration time
• Fully compliant with PICMG standards • Preconfigured with a
Power Module, dual Cooling Units, and MicroTCA Carrier Hub (MCH)
with PCI Express fabric module • Telum Intel-based processor • Dual
SATA storage modules • Multiport Gigabit Ethernet I/O interface and VGA
graphics AdvancedMCs • A Carrier Grade Linux (CGL) operating system
and Linux Support Package (LSP) with CGL drivers are pre-installed on
the platforms • Seven single full-size payload slots • Each slot supports
full-size or compact AdvancedMCs • A MicroTCA Carrier Management
Controller (MCMC), using an Intelligent Platform Management Interface
(IPMI) provides the low-level hardware management interface that
controls the AdvancedMCs, PM, and CUs • MicroTCA-specified IPMI
management, networking, and clock infrastructure are supplied by the
MCH • The PM provides power conversion, management, and distribution
• Both the MCH and PM provide support for hot insertion and extraction
of AdvancedMCs • Direct serial console access to the embedded
management firmware is enabled via a front -panel connector on the
MCH and PM • A convenient Command Line Interface (CLI) provides
easy access and control of the firmware
RSC No. 34044

www.gefanucembedded.com
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CEN 10GbE Fabric

CEN-MCH

CorEdge Networks

CorEdge Networks

MicroTCA Carrier Hub (CEN-MCH) allows for multiple fabric options • The optional fabric module
enables different fabric types in the AMC “fat pipe” region • By adding a 10 Gbps capable fabric module
to the MCH, the aggregate bandwidth of a MicroTCA platform can scale to approximately 500 Gbps
• This type of system performance is targeted at applications such as Unified Threat Management (UTM)
systems, SGSN/GGSN wireless equipment, IP Routers, Carrier Ethernet Platforms, GPON Platforms and
Video Servers • Scalable Architecture • Non-blocking, low latency 10 Gbps switching • Support for up to
10 AMCs • Two front panel connections for system uplink • XFI connections between redundant MCHs
provides 20-port non-blocking architecture • High Performance Switching • Cut through switching mode
for low latency • 8 classes of service per port • Advanced congestion management and flow control
features • VLAN support • DiffServ support • IGMP and MLD snooping capability
RSC No. 33962

www.coredgenetworks.com

U-3000
Alliance Systems
High availability • U-3000 3U platform supplies fully redundant power, cooling, and MCHs • Dual-star
topology with a fully passive MTCA.0 R1.0 backplane for 10 Gbps throughput • Horizontal, flexible design
enables installation of double-wide and/or single-wide AdvancedMCs: 4 double-wide and 2 single-wide
AdvancedMCs or 10 single-wide AdvancedMCs • Dual, redundant, tool-less, front-accessible MCHs,
power, and cooling • NEBS Level 3 and ETSI compliant for high availability • 3U rack-mount MicroTCA
system for 2 post 19-24 inch racks • Dual redundant, hot-swap 400 W AC (600 W AC available in Q3-07) or
-48 VDC power supplies with power and cooling for up to 80 W per slot
RSC No. 33551

www.alliancesystems.com

RSC No. 33964

www.coredgenetworks.com

CEN-PICO-1US

CEN Clock Modules
CorEdge Networks
The CorEdge Networks’ MicroTCA Carrier Hub’s (CEN-MCH) modular architecture allows for multiple
clock options • A clock module terminates, selects, and radially distributes clock signals to up to 12 AMCs
• GPS, Telco, and PCI Express clock modules available • Flexible and Scalable Architecture • Support for
up to 12 AMCs • Low skew & jitter • External clock inputs and outputs • User selectable clock sources
and outputs • Update channels for redundant configurations • GPS Clock Module: Directly synchronizes
to 1 PPS GPS Clock source • Three programmable timing sources (1 PPS and 30.72 MHz reference clocks
• 100 MHz PCIe Fabric clock) • Redistribution of any 0-100MHz off board clock • Stratum 4 holdover
• PICMG AMC.0 Rev 2 compatible • Telco Clock Module: Two programmable timing sources (8KHz framing
clock • 19.44MHz synchronization clock) • Stratum 4 holdover (Stratum 3 Optionally) • PCI Express Clock
Module: 100MHz PCI-E Fabric clock • SATA/SAS cross point switch on module
RSC No. 33963

Provides the central management, network
connectivity, and clocking for MicroTCA
systems • Supports up to twelve AMCs, two
Cooling Units, four Power Modules, and a
redundant MCH • Ideal solution for any type of
MicroTCA application • Flexible and Scalable
Architecture: Base channel, fabric, clock,
and IPMI management support • Redundancy
• Multiple fabric and clock options • Fabric
Options: Fabric A: GbE (16-port Layer 2, nonblocking, low latency, unmanaged switching)
• Fabric B: Serial ATA or Serial Attached SCSI
• Fabric D-G: 10 GbE, PCI Express, Serial
RapidIO • Clock Options: GPS – 1PPS,
30.72 MHz, abd 100 MHz clock sources
• Telco – 8 KHz, 19.44 Mhz clock sources
w/Stratum 3 holdover • PCI -100 MHz clock
source and SAS/SATA cross point switch
• Robust Carrier Management Controller
(MCMC): Compliant MCMC w/full support
for E-Keying, redundancy, hot insertion/
extraction, etc. • Full IPMI LAN and RMCP
support to System Mgr

www.coredgenetworks.com

MicroTCA Power Module
Ericsson
Evaluative level MicroTCA power module under part number
ROA 117 5078/1 • High density, high efficiency power module using
DC/DC conversion based on synchronous rectification and an FPGA-based
Enhanced Module Management Controller (EMMC) • 355 W output power rated • -48 VDC input,
16 channels of 12 V payload power and 16 channels of 3.3 V management power in a full-size (6HP)
single-width form factor package • Reduced energy consumption, lower cost of operation, and a lower
environmental impact • High efficiency, typically 95% at half load • Single-board design offers a cost
efficient solution and good thermal performance • Meets PICMG specification MTCA.0 R1.0, and this
version is intended for interoperability testing with other MicroTCA system components • Suitable for
use by system integrators and telecom equipment manufacturers during evaluation and testing of
MicroTCA-based systems
RSC No. 34048
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www.ericsson.com

CorEdge
Networks
A complete standalone
MicroTCA system, provides software
and hardware developers with an ideal tool
for design, test and deployment of AMC and
MicroTCA solutions • A cross-connected
backplane eliminates the need for a switch in
the system and enables seamless interoperability with any base, fabric, and extended
fabric combination • Removable top and bottom
covers allow easy access to powered AMCs
for hardware probing and debug • Flexible and
Cost Effective Architecture • Support for a wide
range of AMC modules (Supports either two
single-wide or one doublewide, full-height
AMC • Supports AMC.0, AMC.1, AMC.2, AMC.3,
and AMC.4 compliant modules) • Small size
and low cost make it an ideal test and
development platform for lab or office use
• Cross-connected backplane for all AMC ports
• Dual front replaceable push/pull integrated
fans • External AC to DC power supply provided
• Robust System/Power Controller (SPC):
Creates a MicroTCA like environment from
a management and power perspective
• Provides basic Carrier Management Controller functionality with console support • Optional
PCI Express and Telco clock support
RSC No. 33967

www.coredgenetworks.com
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X5-400M
PCI Express

Acromag
New PMC modules combine the power of a configurable Virtex-4 FPGA with
interchangeable digital I/O front ends • Customizable FPGA with up to 60 K logic
cells and 192 XtremeDSP slices • Supports both front and rear I/O • Plug-in I/O modules available for front
mezzanine • 64 I/O lines supported with direct connection to FPGA via rear (J4) connector • FPGA code
loads from PCI bus or flash memory • 256 K x 36-bit dual-ported SRAM

www.acromag.com

RSC No. 32206

VelociaPMC
Innovative Integration
Ultra-fast reconfigurable I/O PMC/XMC cards • PMC module family integrates
ultra-fast signal capture, generation and coprocessing on an advanced PMC
architecture • Each card combines new generation analog devices with large user-reconfigurable
Virtex-II Pro FPGA, ample DDR memory, and low fitter clocks/triggers on a 64/66 PCI with a private
JN4 64-bit user I/O port and a XMC 4-lane RocketIO (per VITA 42) that connects straight to the FPGA of
our Velocia CompactPCI boards or other carriers • This ultimate connectivity allows for rapid
deployment of the most advanced systems

Innovative Integration
Mezzanine I/O module • Two 14-bit,
400 MSPS A/D and DAC channels with a
Virtex5 FPGA computing core and PCI Express
host interface on a standard XMC module
• Two 400 MSPS, 14-bit A/D Channels • Two
400 MSPS, 14-bit D/A channels • ±1 V, 50 Ohm,
SMA inputs and outputs • Xilinx Virtex5, LX110T
FPGA (SX95T coming) 1 GB DDR2 DRAM
• 4 MB QDR-II SRAM • 8 RocketIO private links,
2.5 Gbps each • >1 GBps, 8-lane PCI Express
Host Interface • Power management features:
XMC Module (75 mm x 150 mm); PCI Express
(VITA 42.3) • Applications include wireless
receiver and transmitter, WLAN, WCDMA,
WiMAX front end RADAR, Electronic Warfare
high speed data recording and playback, high
speed servo controls, and IP development
RSC No. 33396

www.innovative-dsp.com

www.innovative-dsp.com

RSC No. 33240

A7204-PMC

cPCI66-14HSAI4

Astek Corporation

General Standards Corporation
14-bit, 4-channel, 50 MSPS/Channel PMC analog input board • Four-channel, 14-bit wideband
Analog input board • Sampling rates to 50 MSPS per channel • Four wideband analog inputs with
a dedicated 14-bit ADC per channel • Sustained aggregate rates to 100 MSPS • Software-selectable
Input ranges: ±2.5 V, ±1.25 V, ±0.625 V • Optional input ranges: ±10 V, ±5 V, ±2.5 V, or transformer-coupled
2 Vp-p, 1 Vp-p • 1 MB FIFO data buffer

www.generalstandards.com

RSC No. 34788

Fibre Channel Host Bus Adapter (HBA) with
support for SCSI and IP protocols • Two ports,
4 Gbps Fibre Channel with SFP transceivers,
auto negotiation for compatibility with 2 Gbps
and 1 Gbps Fibre Channel products • 133 MHz
PCI-X support, PCI 2.2, IEEE 1386.1, VITA-39
compliance • 7.5 W operating power • Up to
252 Fibre Channel WWID targets addressable
• Supports loop and switch topologies • OS
support for Windows Server 2003, Windows XP,
Solaris 8/9, Linux, and VxWorks 5.5.x and 6.x
RSC No. 32110

KatanaQp

www.astekcorp.com

Emerson Network Power Embedded Computing
Telephony mezzanine card (PTMC, PICMG 2.15, VITA 32) expansion sites • Single or dual PowerPC
MPC7448 processors running at up to 1.4 GHz • 2-way SMP architecture • AdvancedTCA PICMG 3.1 node
(1000BASE-T Base interface + Octal High Speed GbE fabric interface) • Layer 2/3 Ethernet switch option
• Quad PMC expansion sites • Redundant System Management Bus with IPM Controller • Up to 2 GB DDR
SDRAM w/ECC in SODIMM package • Up to 64 MB linear flash • Real-time clock with supercap backup
• VxWorks and CG Linux support • RoHS/WEEE compliant configuration available
RSC No. 34808

www.emersonembeddedcomputing.com

XCPC-9100 CompactPCI Carrier Board
Xembedded, Inc.
A full hot swap capable mezzanine carrier board • 6U CompactPCI carrier board with
sites for two PMC modules • PMC sites support PrPMC modes, one Monarch (both can be
Non-Monarch) • 64-bit, 33/66 MHz, up to 512 MBps operation • Two 10/100/1000Mbps Ethernet ports
on the front panel using RJ-45s • Onboard 8-port 10/100/1000Mbps Ethernet switch for support of
PICMG 2.16 • Rear Ethernet ports from PMC modules routed to onboard switch and provides PICMG 2.16
• Full hot swap PICMG 2.1 compliant • Onboard IPMI controller • Status LEDs for Power (green) and Hot
Swap (blue) • PLX Technology PCI-X-to-PCI-X bridge • Supports standard (IEEE1386.1) PMC modules
CompactPCI specification, PICMG 2.0, version 3.0 compliant
RSC No. 33477

www.Xembedded.com
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PTMC41

A3803-PMC

Voiceboard Corporation

Astek Corporation

A 240-port PTMC 2.15 DSP resource board, supported by off-the-shelf communications and VoIP media
gateway software • DSP software libraries available include VoIP, conferencing (64 to 1,024 party), telephony
functions, FAX, modems, vocoders, and Record/Play ADSP Software Development Kit includes commonly
needed telephony functions • Works with CPU, carrier board, or custom board that supports PICMG 2.15
PTMC specifications • Reduced design risk, cost of development, manpower resources, and time-to-market
RSC No. 32204

www.voiceboard.com

CPCI-6713B-IPC
Alphi Technology Corporation
A 3U DSP based dual Industry Pack Carrier for applications that require localized data processing
and up to 100 I/O pins • XP and Linux support • 3U CompactPCI (2) Industry Pack sites • Front panel I/O
• 33/66 PLX with VIO support • Local TI 6713B DSP • Standalone capability
RSC No. 32201

www.alphitech.com

Serial Attached SCSI (SAS)
host board adapter • 3 GBps per port,
8 ports • Connects to both SAS and SATA
hard disk drives • PCI 33/66 and PCI-X 133 MHz
support (3.3 V only) • LSI Logic’s Fusion-MPT
featuring more than 140,000 I/O per second
• Aggregate I/O port bandwidth of 24 Gbps
and full duplex capability • Leverages existing
SCSI infrastructure for investment protection
and ease of migration • Allows point-to-point
connection and higher availability with dual
ported drives • Astek provides software
support for all major operating systems
including Windows, Linux, VxWorks and
LynxOS • One year limited warranty
RSC No. 32081

www.astekcorp.com

RRTP-FAxxG-CF
Red Rock Technologies
High density solid state mass storage within the PMC slot with up to 32 GB of flash storage capacity • Suitable for higher shock
and vibration environments • 3.3 V and 5.0 V PCI interface compliant • VxWorks, Linux, and Windows drivers available • Front
panel activity LEDs • CompactFlash form factor hard drives can be specified
RSC No. 32830
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VoIP

Vocallo

TrunkPack-12610
AudioCodes

Octasic

4032 voice/fax independent multiple LBR channels • OC-3/STM-1, T3, and T1/E1/J1 trunks
for PSTN interface • Scalable offering supporting lower channel counts than 4032 • MEGACO
(H.248) and SIP compliant • Complete “Media Gateway on a blade” • Video streaming, conferencing,
and transcoding • MPEG 4, H.264, H.264 video coding • G.168-2002 compliant echo cancellation • Realtime fax over IP/T.38 • PSTN Signaling: CAS, ISDN PRI and SS7 layer 2/3 termination • Tone detection
and generation (MF, DTMF, RFC 2833) • SIGTRAN IUA, M2UA, M3UA over SCTP

DSP platform for
voice, video and data over IP applications
with a unique licensing model • Flexible
business model • Scalable pricing allows
designers to select the features and capacity
they need at optimal price points • Starting at
32 channels, designers can scale their capacity
up to 10 times depending on their application
• Programmable expansion allows designers to
write their own software to extend the Vocallo
software • The Opus architecture provides
a standard C compiler, editor, profiler, and
debugger tailored for multicore DSPs • User
extensions are stored in protected memory
• Design “future proofs” media gateways,
and therefore, service providers’ networks
• Developers can create multiple upgradeable
products of varying densities and features
from the same hardware sith its System
on Chip (SoC) architecture • Supports voice
codecs like G.722 and AMR-WB • Supports
other wideband features such as conferencing, tone detection, and a widebandenabled TDM bus

RSC No. 32862

www.audiocodes.com

MPAC PCIe telephony
Telesoft Technologies
Low profile telephony board, supporting E1/T1 and GbE, (optional STM-1/OC-3)
• The 128 SS7 signaling link board is an ideal engine to deliver the performance and interconnect
capability required by these applications • Supports broad range of SS7, ISDN, and IP based telephony
APIs through the TDAPI development framework • Suitable for deployment by system integrators, OEMs,
TEMs, and application developers • Providing up to 6 E1/T1 interfaces, support for low and high speed
links, and an optional GbE interface for converged IP networks • Up to 6 E1/T1 ports, software configurable impedance • Up to 128 SS7 signaling links, monitored or terminated • Dual HSL signaling links, ATM,
or HDLC GbE interface • Management via PCIe bus • Half-length/half-height form factor • PCI Express
base Specification 1.1 compliant • Single lane PCIe connector • Less than 10 W power consumption
termination and demultiplexing • RTP/CESoPSN streaming • DTMF/Tone/Activity detection • Play and
record on all channels simultaneously • Basic conferencing support, A+B • G.711 to AMR transcoding
• High impedance nonintrusive monitoring mode • Windows, Solaris, and Linux drivers available
RSC No. 34726

RSC No. 34776

www.octasic.com

www.telesoft-technologies.com
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